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PREFACE.

In the 1950rs and early 1960's a considerable amount of effort was

devoted by Dr. 11.A. Whale aud oEhers at the Seagrove Radio Research

Station (now the Radio Research Cent,re, University of Auckl-and), to the

examination of some of the problems l-nvolved'in HF radlo propagation.

Among these were Lhe evaluation of the effects of large-scale ionospherlc

tilts, the scattering which occurs at the earth and ionosphere, and the

measurement and predlction of lncoming bearlng and elevat,ion angles of
signals frorn distant stations. In the latter stages of this work it
became obvious that l-ittle was known about effects occurring aL antlpodal

distances, so attempts were made to examine these and to postulate a

propagation model consistent wlth the effects observed.

The results presented in this thesis are a logicaL extension of
this earl-y work, and comprise investigations in three main areas:

(1) The shape and size of the antipodal focussing area,
(2) The development of a more generaL and less ideal-ised propagation

model,

(3) The shape of the incoming angular po$rer spectrum at antipodal-

distances

A suumary of the theory and experimental results contained in
chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7' has been published (gold, 1969), and that contained

in chapters 8 and 9 wilL be submitted for publication shortly.
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LIST OF A3BREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS.

A lonosptaetLe or tetresttial ssattering paraneter'

a. e.f,. Auto-eocreLation functl.on.

ES,SA,/XTS EnvLronuenbal Scienee Serviees Adinln{stratlon,
Instltute for Telecomunlcatton Sclences (U.S.

Ilepartmeut of Gornmerce).

dB.

Ft,

Eos

FoF2

EF

FoE Crtrticel ,ftequency of ube sporadJ-c E layer.

Declbel"s.

Cyromagqetic f.reguency tn the Xonosphe,rie.

Criticatr- frequeney of the E Layer.

C:citi-e,al frequenc5r of Ehe F2 layer'.

Eigh fr.equeney

LIE' Lowest usable frequeacy.

M(4000) factor The ratio MUF(4000)Fz

ftflffi,)F;
UUF I{aEfIryE trsatle frequeucy for a epeelfled p,roPagatloa

path.

IIUF(ZERO)FZ Predlcted medlan uaxlmun ueable frequency of tbe F2

Iayer for zero rcailge. !flJF (ZgRO)fZ E Fotr'Z + nll?.

MIIF(4OO0)FZ Predicted nedLan rnaxlmtrm usable fr'equency of the F2

layer fo-r propagation sner a 4000 ku path.

PCA Polat eap absorp.tioa.



R

RTW

tLt.

Zurj-eh sunspot number, or the real part o:f the
generalised auto-corralatlon function between troo

arltennas.

Rouael-che-r+orl.d.

$uAsolar poJ.nt That polnt on the earthts surface fot wlulch the sun

ls at the zenlth.

TIT

VLF

x

unl.vereal tiue (Greenwieh neatr tLne).

Very low frequency.

16

z

ltre lnegluary part of the generalised auto-correlation
f,unetion between txto antennas.

S,eu -thlckness of a parabolLc Lonospherle layer.

V.alue of the generaX.lsed auto-correLatLon funcE{.on

(a couplex quanEtty i.n the generaL ease).

ltrodulus of z

or[ AzimutbaL angles of a ray neasured frou eone referenee

dlrectlou.

d Incoming el,evation angle of a ray.

lr/l Free-sBace,wavelength, or angular dtstance along a
great etrcle on the earthrs surfsee.

Zenith angle of sun, or phase-difference neasured

betweea thro antennas.

I
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CIIAPTJiR ONE.

1.1 VLF ANTIPODAL EFFECTS.

Anomalous propagation effects occurring at near-antipodal distances

were experimentall-y observed at VLF as early as L922. (Round, Eckersley,

Tremell-en and Lunnon, 1925). Measurements made in the frequency range

20 - 30 kHz clearly showed that some form of signal enhancement was occurring.

I'larconi (1922, 1930), suggested the concept of an antJ-podal focus on

geometrical grounds because of the convergence of greaE clrcles at Lhis

polnt. Several workers (e.9. Crombie, 1958) have since investigated this,
and the basic propagation theory leading to expressions describing the

focussing of power near the antlpode has been given by Wait (1962, 1963).

At VLF the geometry of the earth-ionosphere cavlty may be reasonably

adequately described by two concentric, perfectl-y reflecting spheres.

The electric field near the antipode may then be derived from waveguide

theory. Wait shows that if the fleld exhlbits radial s)n0metry about the

antipode, and only one mode of waveguide propagation need be consldered

(which is usuall-y the case at long distances), then the electric field is

E (r) o Jo (k. Sr, . r)

where Jo is a Bessel functlon of the first kind, order zero,

k.Sr, = propagatLorr constant of waveguide mode of order n,

r = radial distance from the antipode.

Hence the fieLd strength varies approxi.mately as the inverse square root
of the distanee from the antipode, and has superirnposed on this variatLon
a standing wave with null seperatlon equal to half a ground wavelength.
Departures from thJ-s gimple behaviour occux in practlce because of local
pertubatlons in the effective refl-ect.ing surfaees caused for example by:

(i) Twilight zone effects,
(ii) non-uniform irradiation of the antipodal reglon because of

absorption,
(iii) directlonal transuittlng antenna effeccs.
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The effect of non-uniform illumination has been discussed by l.Iait (1963) who

shows that Lhe resulting focussi-ng pattern may become very complicated.

These soluti,,ns have been discussed extensj-vely in the llteraEure, and enough

experimental verification obtained to indicate thaE the major feaEures of

VLF antlpodal. propagation are wel-1 understood.

r.2 EI'FECTS AT I{IGI{ER FREQUENCIES

As the frequency of observation increases, ho-wever, the problem cannot

be treated in such a simple geomeLrical manner. Greater penetration of the

ionosphere occurs, the effective reflecting surface is less sharply defined'

and local irregularities in electron density in Ehe i-onosphere cause anplitude

and phase fluctuations. When these become appreciable, the arrival phase

of a wave near the anti-pode becomes random, i.e. unpredictable frorn the

radiated pirase, and the standing waves observed at VLF disappear. Above

about 5OO kHz the waveguide solution ceases to be applicable, since the upper

bounding surface cannot be easily defined. If the reflection heightrhowever,

is very much greater than a free space wavelength, and certain other liniti-ng
conditions are met, the urethods of geornetrical- optics become feasible. This

approach is suumarised in chapter 2.

In the frequency range 3 - 30 )IHz antipodal propagation and focusslng has

received litt1e attention, and a reasonably accurate descriptive model has not

been deveLoped. Experirnental data is sparse, chiefly because of the

difficulties involved in rnaking field strength measurements at such long

distances. Relatively few places (New Zealand is one) are geographically

forLunate enough to have a relatively noise-free site, and stror-lg H.F.

transmitters approximately antipodal to them.

Rawer (1949), Harnischmacher and Rawer (L952) and Harnischmacher (1953)

discussed simple focussing models based on the concentric-spheres VLF model,

postul-ating multiple refLection propagation from transuritter to antipode.

Whale (f956) considered the effects of scattering occuring at ionospheric

and ground reflections, and showed that the incoming signal bearing near the

antipode would fluctuate. He defined an nantipodal area" as being that

areasurroundlng the geometric antipode within which the standard deviation of

bearing spread is greater than 399, and estimated this to have a radius of
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500 kn j-n the ll.F. range, using experimental observations of B.B.C. Stations
obtained with a rotating interferometer at Auckland, New Zealand. This

approach was later extended to include propagation effects theoretically
observable at greater than ant.ipodal distances (Whale 1963b)

Gerson (1958), again considered geometrical lirnitations on earth-
-'-onosphere hop noodes for antipodal propagation, using ray theory applied
to the concentric spheres model, and discussed the effects of attenuation and

possible nrultiple transits of rhe earth.
Gersou, Nardozza and Hengen (L962), presented the results of an

experiment comparing the field strength at the antipode of a 16 l,IIIz transnitter
with that observed 15OO km from the antipode. The comparison was made on

a ttpercent reception timerr basis, and it was found that reception at the

antipode ltas at all times more probable, despite the fact that rtreceiving

condlEions were superior" at the non-antipodal site. Results were discussed
from the viewpoint of world-wide ionospheric electron densities, but no

quanti.tative analysis was given.

Whale (L963c)used these results to test the validity of an analytic
expression for the shape of the po$/er focussing curve at the antipode derived
from scattering theory presented earler (Whale L962, L963a). The vaLidity
of this expression is considered in a later chapter. lle assumed that
scatterlng vas uniform over all propagation paths, uniform illumination of the
antipodal region occurred (an omnidirectional transmitting antenna, no

attenuation), and that the effecc of ionospheric tilts was negligible. His
conclusion was that the experimental results were consistent with typical
valuei previously (but indirectly) determined for the scattering parameEer and

total probable number of hops. to the antipode, i-f the effects. of auroral
absorption \rere included. pipp and trrrebster (1964) perforured an interesting
airborne experiment, rneasuring the received signal strength of a transmitter
in Perth, Western Australia on l-5.9 i.L[z, from an aircraft fl-ying radially
towards or away from the antipode, in this case Bermuda. Considerabl-e

differences were found in the field strengtlr variation in the 4 carciinal-

directions, composite curves of which hrere constructed from observations made
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on different clays, and at dl-ffererrt times. The ntean of all resuli:s sltowed

that the field strengttr decreased with radial distance from the ar-rtipode'

reaching a minimum at about IO0O lcm, then increased to a maximun at about.

15OO km before declining again. Even alloiving for the fact that all rueasure-

ments were noL made simultaneously, they inferred that localised field strengEh

anonalies undoubtedly occur in the antipodal. region. None of the individual

seLs of results showed the smooth monotonic variation predictable frorn simple

theory, and no detailed explanation r.ras att,empted, otiter than deuonstrating

that the results could not be predicted using standard long path propagation

methods. The method of processing the experimental results also assumed that

variatious in the power focussing paEtern were slow enough for the assumption

to be made that it reurained essentially unciranged throughout the recording

period. This is almost certainly invalid, as both theory and experimental

results presented in this Thesis show.

Whale (1966) introduced the concept of an "antipodal circle".
He showed that if the scattering effect of the ground at a distance correspond-

lng to the first hop fron the transmitter is very much larger than that at all
other ground reflections, a ring of enhanced signal strength appears around

the geouretric antipode, since each such point at one hop distance from the

transnitter tends to radiate as an additional omnidirectional source. It is
unlikely that the region of enhancement observed by Pipp and Webstdris

explicable on this basis howcver, since the scattering required is at least

an order of rnagnitude larger than that encounEered in practice.
Further detailed experimental results thaE \.rere presented by Gerson,

Hengen, Pipp and Webstgr (1969)after the butk of the work presented in this
thesis was completed, appear to be the most conplete published to date dealing

wlth ternporal- variations. This experiment was undertaken during 1960 - 1961'

again between Perttr and Bermuda, whi-ch are similar in latitude to the stations

utilised for work presented in this thesis: Tangier, NorEhern Morocco and

Ardmore, New Zealand. The Authors discuss the results, which are sunmarised

in section 8.5, and some possible propagaiion mechanisms, in some detail, but

do not attempt to compare them with the predicEions of any realistic model'

such as that proposed by Whale.

Harnischmascher (1953) describes a prediction method for very long
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distance propagation which has been extanded, with some success, to the
antipode. For simplification rays having initial elevation angles of 20

only (corresponding to a irop distance of about 3500 km) are considered.

World maps cf F0F2 and FES (F2 and sporadic E) critical- frequencies are

superiruposed and a composite map produced from the larger of the 2 values,

which is usually more uniform than either. Propagation conditions are con-

sidered along a number of different great circle paths from transmitter to
antipode at different transmitted az:imuths, and the results combj-ned by

superposit.ion t,o find a "figure of meritrrfor the particular time of day.

An effective MUF for each path is found by taking the lowest value between

control points 1600 krn from the path terminals (not those at the control
poinLs, as in conventional methods). This is comewhat pessimistic, since

reflection points vril1 not in general occur at the low points, and a

correction factor of. L.2 ls necessary. The L.U.F. is similarly found,

from an empirical formula due to Rawer, by summing cos 0'75X at points
one hop distance apart, where X is the sunrs zenith angle. Blanketing

effects may also be considered. The whole calculation would appear some-

what tedious if done graphically, although only the outline is given. A

comparisorr between observed and predicted si-gnal strengths on a 5 point
scale for the path Dakar - Noumea is given, and the general agreement is
satisfying. It is not obvious, however, how to employ the method to com-

pare instantaneous signal strengths at points not at, but cl-ose to the
antipode, where on1-y one truly great circle path is possitle: What wil-1

the effect of ADJACENT great circle paths be at a point Dot on then? (ttris
nay be approximately determined, however, from a consideration of scat.tering
effects, as shosrn in Chapter 6). In concluslon, Ilarnischmacher states that,

there is little point ln atternpting a rigorous prediction calcul-ation, since

"the basic data we have at our disposal have a rather poor accuracy seen all
over the world"rthat more test experimenLs would be highly desirable and

that directional transnitting antennas .are not at all desirable for
antipodal propagation, since the optimum propagation azLmuth varies widely on

a diurnal basis. It 1s r"rorth noting that the reliabiltty of global
ionospheric data has since been much improved with the advent cf many more

ionosonde stations, and the conputer produced criLieal frequency coeffic-
ients and contour maps published uonthly by the U.S. Department of Comerce,
EnvironmenEal Science Serviees Adminstratlon (ESSA).
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L.2 ROUND THE WORLD (lrrl^t) PROPAGATION.

Since propagation meciranlsms for this phenomenon are thought to be

similar to those involved in antipodal p:opagation in many resPects

(particularly those ilvoking "ducted" or "ti1t-initiated" modes), some

writers (e.g. Gerson 1963a, 1963b, 1964; Banks and Busch 1963; and

Banks L954) have considered both.

Early in the history of radio propagation it was observed (Eckersley

L927) that undesirable echoes sometimes followed signals received from

distant stat-ions, having a delay of 138 - 140 msec' (lsted 1960).

Sueh echoes, which may be multiple, were soon shown to be due to signals

circulating one or more times around the world. Although the

attenuation of the first echo was usually severe, that, of subsequent

echoes was often as little as 5 - 10 dB (Hess,1948), and additional
distortion on echoes after the first was sma11.

Fenwick (1963) undertook the first critical examj.nation of the

frequency dependence, seasonal variation and propagation conditions
required for this phenomonen and conflrmed Istedrs contenEion (op. cit.)
that it is not limired to "twilight zone" paths, as some earlier workers

had thought, arguing from critical frequency considerations. He

postulated the existence of ionospheric tilts in the twilight regions which

woul-d give rise t.o a dominanr propagation mode empl-oying normal earth-
ionosphere hops in the sunlit hernisphere, plus an ionosphere - ionosphere

mode in the dark hemisphere, enabling a signal to traverse regions of l-ow

critical frequency. Examination of world FOF2 naps confirmed that
(qua1-itatively) suitable tilts could be expected to exist. He also

described a prediction method for deterrnining optimurn azimuth of

propagation from critical frequency and attenuation considerations which

agreed well with experimental measurements, and confirmed that this azimuth

could vary widely. This urethod is basically siinilar to Harnischmacherrs,

extended another 1800 of path length.
Fenwick and Vll1ard (1963) confirmed the existence of dark hemisphere

"tiltt' modes by demonstrating that transmissions of various frequencies in
the H.F. range launched from Okinawa and received at Guam, were inaudible

at various European recei.ving sites on the same great eircle, indicating that
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propagation along the underside of the F2 layer was occurring above Lhen.

l{oo (1969) extended Fenwlckrs predl-ction nethod for RTW by assuming

that in the dark henisphere, propagation by ducting modes rnay occur at

frequencies up to roughl-y twice the rninimum value of MUF(4OOO1 along the

path, as deduced by Grossi and Langworthy (1,966). His experimental results

indicated that rnaxlmum propagation frequencies predicted by thi-s means were

rather conservative, and that striking soI-ar control of propagation was

evident in that signals were only present when critical frequency maps

indicated that suitably pIaced til-ts were formed.

The evidence for sueh cllt induced propagaEion modes seems to be

conclusive. Their imporEance for antipodal propagation will be shown in
chapter B when experime.ntal results are dLscussed.

L.4 SUI,O,IARY OF PAST WORK.

VLF antipodal propagation is fairly well understood. Some attempts

have been made to predict the relative probability of reception for IIF

antlpodal- propagatl-on, with reasonable success. Very little data is avail-

able concerning the relative variatiorr of signal sLrength between sites at,

and adjacent to the antipode. Most workers have not attempted to explain

their results on a rigorous basls. Ihe onl-y reasonable urodel- proposed to

predict the shape of the antipodal- por^ter focussing area has been that of

Whale, but this is clearly too idealised to have much practical applieation.

A1-1 previous workers have emphasised that further effort, both theoretical
and experimerrtal is desirable to lead to a ful1 understanding of this type

of propagation.

1.5 SCOPE OF TI1IS TI{ESIS.

Consideration has been limited to 2

lnadequately covered by previous workers.

major areas which have been

These are:
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(1) The qlmultaneous reaording of sLgnal $Erength lu ttie H,F. range at
the geometrl.c antipode and at si.tes reuoved frou lt;

(2) fhe ferqulatlon of a realtgtic propagatlon model to explaLn effeets
obseg-ved and Lo serve as a basi,s f,sr future predlctioas.
It was decided to utilise ll.F. Voice of America transmisslons as

sourges" both beeauEe E-tros,e €,t Tang{,en ale converlently placed, ,and

because the h.1gh powers used (50 - 10okW) would provide better sf.gnal to
qolse ratlos than the 5 lcil tralrsmLssl-ons uti-lLsed b.y Gerson et al. ltrus

lt was al"nost a$rays possible to recor.d eignal strengths at each site
Ehroughout all trensnission pe:iods, eiiminating the need for a "pereeRt
receptioa timelr presentation o re'eults, A major diaadvaatage of thle
was that tfa.lsrnlssloirs Cere:no,t available on a 24 hour basiE. Efruever,

a reasonabl.e eove.rage was gained of the times sbown by Gerson et atr r to
be of greaEesrt Lntereet, narne,ly a:rouBd :cptipodal sunrise aod sun:sg-t..
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2.r

cri4,PTER TWO.

ASSUMPTIONS.

SIMPLE FOCUSSING MODELS.

In the folJ-owing treatments it is assumed that, geometric ray theory
is adecluate to specify propagation effects. ' The conditions under which

ray theory is valid will not be discussed'here, but a good summary has been

given by Kelso (1968). Briefly, departures frorn the predictions of ray
theory rnay be expected at shadow boundaries, aeross caustic surfaces, when

the propagation mediurn contains point sources, or when the change in refrac-
refractive index is not surall over a free space wavelength.

2.2 CONCENTRIC SPHERE MODELS.

The most obvious inltial approach is to consider Ehe lonosphere as

a sharply bounded, but possibly tilted mirror refLector situated at the
vlrtual height of reflection for a given propagation mode (Laitenen and

Haydon L962, Croft and Fenwick 1963). Variarions in virtual height
occurring when a curved ionosphere is consldered nay be approxirnately
evaluated using correction factors given by Smith (1938, 1939). A simple
model using this approach is discussed by Gerson (1958). Assume that the
earth and ionosphere rnay be represented by two concentric reflecting
spheres: i.e. there are no ionospheric tilts, and the virtual height of
reflection is everywhere constant. It is then easily shown that the
geometric crowding together of energy near the antipode gives rise to a

received porlrer distribution on the ground of the form

P (r)

where r ls the angular distance from the geometric antiPode. This model

assumes that each ray reflection is specular' i.e. no scattering occurs at

either surface.

I
C r
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The approximate effecu of reguLar ionospheric tilts may be

invesEigated using a model in which the spheres are non-concentric.

Let the radii of the i.nner and outer reflecting surfaces be r and R, and

Ehe seperation of their centres be d, as in fig. 2.L. The point oli

least seperatlon is assumed to correspond to the sub-solar point, since

the increased ionisation at low altitudes (as Predicted, for examplet

by sinple Chapnan theory) will give rise to a lower virtual helght here.

Thus the greatest virtual height occurs at local midnight. Energy

propagating between the two spheres by means of a normal- hop mode

(al-ternate reflections at earth and ionosphere) will now experienee

azlrnuthal and altitudinal- changes of direction at each encounter with the

ionosphere, with respect to a coordinate system whose origin is at the

earthrs centre.
when the sunts zenith angle is 0, at a point P on the earthrs

surface, the tilt angle, defined as the angle between the radii of the two

spheres to a point vertical-ly above P is *.

!L^_ sin(n - 0) _ sin oEnenR=-

or sln a = ft.sin e

Azirnuthal deviations will be caused by the component of tilt transverse

to the projection of the instantaneous ray normal- on Ehe earthrs surface.

Consider a ray travelling in an azimuthal direction such that its
proJection subLends an angl-e + - x with the line joinlng P and the

-t
sub-solar point. The component of tilt angle transverse to its Path

will be "c.t, as in fig. 2,2.

hence ran or = *ktr
or 0t = A.sin o.cos x

t(
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sfuice 4 aad a(r af,e r/ery s$a11.

trf Lr,Le azLmufitraL devlations are smali, then the proJeetion of a raypat-h oo

the e€rthtE surface will be'i/ery near:i-y a gteat c{rcla. Herr,ce fron

fis,. ?.3

qi-q(r,l3:x) = -lsin 0, sin 0

where 0" - min:lmun angular distance betnreen the subso-Iar polnt aocl the

great eircle speelflring a partieular aypath,

e = sol-ar zeniLh angle at a poirrt P on the path.

thes ctr = $.stn o"

wtrieh shows ttat the effective trar.rsve se tll.t earneJ.ng azimuEhal deviatlons

is the Erane at aX-l poiots on the path. It rnay be sholen, (Tlthetidge 1958)

that the agimtthal devtatiou suffered upo-n ref,lectl,on f,rorm the outer sptrere

is g where

t4nU= 2cr'cotX.

u s ff. "f" 0" ' cot l-o

*lU no = incldence aogle of the ray olr the outer sphere.

Slnce the sphere separatlon dlstance Ls not consEgnt along Che raypatb,

alrcl, i4 addfLi.onn tongltudinal tilts afe preseutr ir wlLL not.be the, s€ine

at every eneounter, Ilqltev€r I,f the aspetry of the geometry ts s-tral.l, 1o

tray be assuned. to be approxluateLy constan.t,, *U equal co lts mean value

along the path,
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Lhen
, -ts san-

If lt le now as.sumed that eaergy traveJ.s to the aittj-pqide along

all po-ssi,ble paths i.n a single mode epeeif,Ied by a cgns,tant nunber of hops;

g, ghe total tranavers.B devlatlon of a partl,eular raypath aE the aati,pode

wd.lt- be

D E U{Stni ,tr * ein 2} +. . . t. !. r.*gls(N - 1)}r}

whcre I = angularc hop length, whieh ls a€Etmed to be approxiuateltrt

eo.4stant and equal to the neaa hop letgth (f,,or snal1 pertubatlo.os lu the
georoet r.Lc sYrtt"tqetrY) .

hence

The eeties in s-raekets above oay be s.!@ed, s:fnae

ej--u aI

^ =#

N- I
F
L

R= I
si.n(Nr/2) . srn{ (N - 1) r/2}

sl:n ),12-

eot(n/2N)

Do.eLn 0"

ff."no l,u.cot(r/'2N)

t

12 - zRr.eos(n/ZN)R2+

whete Do
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which is constant for a given raypath.
Referring to fig.2.4, where D has been enLarged for clarity, it is

seen that the projections of all great, circle paths on the earthts surface

near the antipode specified by a given propagation mode will pass through

the point At, I dlstance Do from the antipode, on the contlnuation of the

great circle joining the geouretric antipode to the sub-solar point. Hence

the effect of the asynmetry has been to bodily shift the focussing pattern
caused by all rays propagating via this mode away from the subsolar point.
Since Do is a funcEion of N and io, eaeh propagation mode will now focus at
different distancesfrom the geometric antipode. If more than one such

mode sensibly contribuces to the po$/er focussing patcern, the resulting
power distribution will be asymuetrical. It w111 be theoretically possible
to determine irs sltape onl-y if additLonal information concerning the

att,enuation of the various modes is given.

D is shown as a function of N in fig. 2.5 for different values of d,
o

the centre to centre distance of the spheres.

There is little point in pursuing the line of attack suggested by this
simple model however, since the virtual height of the refl-ecting layer does

not, in general, fluctuate irr this manner, nor in such a well behaved way.

Neither does the tilt angle of a plane of constant ionisati-on at the virtual
height actually correspond to the effective tilt causing ray deviations,
as this model innplicitly assumes (Titheridge, 1958). Ilowever, the model

does serve to lndicate in a simple physical manner, the gross features of
the more realistic model.developed in Chapter 6, namely, that when effective
ionospheric tilts caused by virtual height, critical frequency or layer
base height fluctuati.ons occur because of solar effects, raypaths are,
in general, deviated away fron the sun, and the centre of the focussed

power area shifts more or less away from the sub-solar point,
The "tilted surface" model seems first to have been suggested by

Stein (1958) in an attexnpt to explain anoualies associated with long
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distance II.F. and V.Ii.F. propagation, and some auroral backscatter effects.

However various model ionospheres which do not assume a "mirror-liketl
reflection at the ionosphere encounter, ar,d which can be represented

analytically have been used in ray-Eracing calculations (Inston and CurEi-s,

1968). Some of these can be used to simulate the effecEs of large-sca1e

ionospheric tllts (Iluldrew, 1959). Exact analytic solutions are

gometimes possible, although most require numerical methods Lo evaluate,

generally in conjuneti-on with a digital or analog computer. These methods

are of value when it is desired to make a study of the variations

occuring in one, or a few Eransmission paEhs, perhaps with irregularlties
ernbedded in the ionosphere and magnetic field effects included, but the

complexity of the calculation involved effectively precludes their use

over exLreme distances, Particularly when, as in the present caset a

very large number of transmission paths must be investigated, and an

analytic expression which accurately represents the fluctuation of

ionospheric parameters over all paths is not possible.

2.3 TITTIERIDGEIS TILTII{G },IODEL.

Titheridge (i-958) derived a general relation which may be easily

used to calculate anal-ytically the nett changes in elevatLon and azimuth

of a tay caused by penetration of, or reflectlon from, an assemblage of

stratified layers haviing-.different electron density gradients and base

tilcs. Thls provides a means of evaluating tilt nagnitudes on a much

more realistic basi-s than the "tilced spheres" model, or variations of

Lt, whilst avoiding the tedious (although adnittedly more accurate) nethods

of ray-traclng. IL would seem to be ideal fot considerlng til-t effects in
antipodal or R.T.W. propagation, where the ionosphere characteristics are

not known at all points to great accuracy, and has been used in al1 the

following work.
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It Lc assgmed that ray devlatlons nay be eaused by

(a) variaLLors in layer heig-hts, antl/ot
(b) varl.ations in layer crlti.cal. frequency,

tithe-!..lge shows that fo,r any direction of ProPaga'tion the ionosphere

beharres as if lt had en ovefal! ve,ctor tilt U gJ.ven by'

1

u = f g'u"
0

where o represents the tilt of, a pJ.ane of eonctraxlt lonisatl'on in
nagltttude a6d horlaonga . directioa, measured wiEh. resPect to

ehe base sf the lay'er' i

u _ cog(l).
coE \aoJ

I = angle lgtneeg tJ,re vertlcsl and the r,ay dLrectLon Ln the ''>' I

J-aye-r

f,- = lneide-nee angle of tay on the base of the layer.
o

A rtrl-t of, the lay.er bas,e oo may be alloned for exs.etb by supposing

the tesulting effecElve tllt to be eqtral to Su+ 9o
SLnce lt i.s posslble f,or tilte to oceur due ONIY to the hsrLzor.ltal

vatiat1sn of layer e:itieatr fire,quency rsltbou-.t eharages ln layer base heigh-t

EhO,se ef,feets nay ba eoneldered separately ln the eetreulation. the

theory i.e quiee genaraL, aRd raay be evaluated fclr any layer sbape, but

E*o sfunple'cases are of intereEt.
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L!, rrl,rs. cArrsEp Ig a L IIEAR IAIEE,

[f the vertical prof,{le of, electr.on density ls a,ssumed to be

N - k.ho

ohere k = sl-ope of, etrecr8ron denE{ty gradLeut,

h- = height measured from the base of the layer,
o

and k is essrrued to lnerease 1lnear1y ia the x (horlzontal) direet:ion,

tb_en the t11E sf the effec,t{ve reflec,tirrg surfaca uay be sho$n to be'

one third of, Ehe tilt sf tbe "rnirtual height sutface" 1o the x directLon.

A linear layer ts a. good approxioati.on Eo either a paraboll.e layer or a

ChaP1@O l-iryer lf, the ra;t penetratlon ls snal.l, 1.e. when the equivalent

vertl"eal- frequency is very ouct less tbgn the crlBical frequeacy of the

lqyet (graelng Lncf,dertce or low frequeuqr p.r'o-ga;g8t1,on).

2,5 trrl,Ts BY A PAMS0LiC ]4gE&,

A J.ayer of the forn N = t.Ct - ffl'

is a reasonable 4ploximatLon neal the peak of a Ohapmaa layer.

ltre effeetive tLlt is.always emallet than rhat f.6t a lLnear l,ayer, being

ab,out a f,i.feh of Ehe tLLt of tlne ifvirtual height surface" for the dep,gft sf,

tlenetration encountered in nOst o-bX"l,que inci{ence proPa,gatiOn. For a

e{egLe parabol"l.e 1a51er, TitherLdge shows that the effective tl1t ls gLven

:G tlSED

\

c = vr.4ls.E{4-
dx ta

by

vhere B(z) = *,(z * 5.*l+*l - t

(2. 1)
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and z = f-:.gosit'
Is

where o = effective tilt in the d.irecti.oa of dxi

f. = layer critical f,requency at refLeetion point,
dfc = erieiea]- frequency g:radient,
dx

f = operati.ng frequgacy,

. yrn = laver se.mithickness,

io = lneideoee angle at base of Layer.

E(z) is intiniEe when z = L (the cr:i.tlcal ray) but decreases rapddly above

arrd belovr this, correspondiag to ttre ray penetratiqg, or being ref,Iected
frsm the layer. 'The overau cl.1t of en assenblage of Laye,rs ts then
p, where

p =,?g"ff"coe, t"

arrd Seff -i Zer t 2er *,.r,'-- + zon + ur + dor

l-

where ol " " "dn = til-ts of penetrated layers t

a'r=ttltofref,ectingl'ayercausedbyerltieal
frequency varlation'

sor = tilt of base 6f ref,lecti'ng iayer'

Wh{le this expreesioo Day not be us.ed to detei'nl-ne the effect of
loeaLlsed Ltregularlties whj.ch qay erdgt iesi.de the J-ayers lt rdlll be

adequate to predict the flrst order effects. All tiLte later evaluated
were cosrptited frorn equatlon 2.L.

Fton the approxiuate magnitudes of, the ttlts quoted above,, trt ie
seen that the dev:iatXon from the geometric antfpode of the power focus,sing

p,oLnt predlcted by the asymmctric spheres propagati.on nodel wlIl be three
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to five times larger than if the effective mirror-like virtual height

surface is replaced by a linear or parabolic layer with the same tilt of

the base. When the tilt angle is ana1l (1ess than 50) the mean error
involved in eqn. 2,2 Ls less than.lZ, excepL for near vertical incidence

(io less than 2Oo). Thus in practice its validity is quite acceptable

under conditions normally encount,ered in long-distance propagation,

except for the case when the ray equivalent vertical frequency is almost

equal to the layer critical frequency, €.9. a Pedersen ray.

2.6 AUROML ZONE EFFECTS.

As pointed out by Whale (1963c), the validity of sirnple "concentric
shell-ttfocussj-ng models is further reduced if , as frequently occurs in
practice, some propagation paths are blocked or severely attenuated by

localised regions such as the auroral zones.

Although many detailed studies have been made of both the northern

and southern absorbing regions and the wide range of phenomena associated

wlth them, it is impossible to make accuraLe predictions on a regular

basis as to how they will affect the propagation of H.F. waves through or

near them because of the extreme and unpredicrable variations which can

occur. It is generally agreed that the radio auroral zones coincide

roughly with the visual zones (Booker, l-960), having an approxirnatel-y

annular shape centred on the geonagnetic po1-es, becween dipole latitudes
640 - 74o. The width of the zones has not been established with any

ceftainty, but appears to lie between the limits of 60 (Agy, 1954) and

13o (col-Lins, Jelly and Matthews, 1961). . Paths passing through these

regions experience great.ly inereased absorption, mainly at heights between

5O and 70 kli, even under magnetically quiet cond:itions. Inside these

zones in the polar cap regions the "quiet dayt' absorption is generally

assumed to be 1-ess, although some evid"rr". iD..ries 1960) , indicates that
this is not always so.
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During nagnetlc sLorms, the absorption caused by these zones

increases, sometimes catastrophicallyr so that communication within or

through them is impossible, and the zones themselves tend to move outward

toward t-he equator. Under these conditions, strong sporadic E usually

appears, accompanied by an increase of L.U.F. and a decrease of M.U.F.

Spread F also occurs, causing characteristic deep and fast fading of signals,

rermed auroral flutter (Villard and Yeh, 1960). The majority of auroral

bl-ackouts associated with magnetic disturbances last less than 5 or 6 houre.

Many long-lived blackouts, however, are not closely correlated with

magnetic events, and are apparently associated with the polar regions

(PCA events). The blackout time usuall-y increases htith latitude, and the

blackout period almost invariably conrmences between 15 minutes and several

hours after a major solar flare (Leinbach and Reid, l-960), and continues

for from one to ten days, Absorption associaLed with PCA events is usual-

J-y about 4 times greater (in dB) during the day than at night. PCA

events are closeJ-y associated with sunsPot activity.
This unpredictability has always been a problern in high latitude

communieaLions, and very little information on path losses under various

eonditions seems available. Davies (1965) quotes results from a

propagation experiment carried out over several paths near the auroral

rlng on 8 MHz, in which path losses due to auroral absorption were

estimated and averaged over a 9 month period, and compared with losses on

non-auroral paths. The mean absorption over Lhe path College (Alaska) to

Bismark (Canada), which skirts the auroral zone, was found to be 22 dB

greater than that over the path College to Maui (Hawaii), which is of a

comparable length. The inter-decile range of mean daiJ-y values was used

as a measure of the absorpt,ion variation, and was found to be 30 dB.

Paths wlth higher l-osses also showed the highest variability.
The size and shape of the southern absorbing zone was investigated

by Waite(1958) in an M.Sc thesis, but not Published. A summary of his

results is as follows: Signals from British and European short wave

staLions r^rere monitored at Seagrove (New Zealand) using both rotating
interferometer (Whale and Bannister, 1966) and a narrow aperture direction
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finder (Whale and Ross, 1956). These slgnals always travelled

over the dark hemisphere, irrespective of transmitting arltenna orien-

taEion. Sudden incoming bearing Jumps of about 12Oo were frequently

observed, conslstent, with a path shift from one tangential to the outer

edge of one slde of the auroral zone, to one tangential to the otlrer

outer edge. These jumps were alw-ay-s in the same direction, always

occurred in a few minutes, and the total bearing change was about the

same on successive days. On a few occasions bearings were observed for
periods of a few hours midway between these, indicating propagation

apparently through the centre of the absorbing reglon. This indicates

that hop modes I'straddling" the regions of maximum absorption were

operative (Yeh and Villard, L96Z). Jumps from "centre" to ttLangential"

bearlngs or vice-versa were also occasionally observed. Auroral- effects

were present for about 8O7. of the period of observation, and Waite eon-

cluded that the zone was roughly circular, with mean radlus of about 3Oo,

rather larger than that inferred by prevlous investigators using vertical
incidence absorption techniques, and that it was predominantly, for. long '

distance H.F. propagation, a region of high attenuation, sinee he dj-d

not observe any anomalous effects which could be attributed to scaEtering

or diffraction within or around l-t. It.s measuted. size was independent of

frequency, but lras correlated with sunspot activity, the outer radius

expanding a few degrees under disturbed conditions.
Predi-ction techniques in current use merely aim at giving a

reasonable estimate of the path loss introduced by the auroral regions,

particularly slnce propagation paths crossing them will not be reliabJ-e,

and are avoided whenever possible. One such method is to estimate the

great circle distance particular paths subtend inside the auroral zones,

and then correct the resulting fieid strength by an empirical factor
(N.n.S., 1948). Est,iurated absorptions for paths completely traversing

the auroral regions are j-n the vicinity of lO - 50 dB, although under

disturbed condltions lt ls recognised they can be many times this.
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No real attempt has been rnade to consider auroral effects previously

in connection wiEh antlpodal propagation on a rigorous basis. They

would be diffieult to evaluate for the coneentric-spheres model considered

previously, although Lhey are easily introduced i.nto the more sophisticated

r;odel developed in Chapter 6. Since accurate description of auroral

behaviour is not possible because of its erratic nature, there is litt.Ie
polnt in assuming an over sophisticated representation, and hence most of

the computer predlctlon techniques deseribed later assume the absorbing

regions to be circular in shape, centred on the geo-Bagnetlc poles. All

ray-paths traversing these regions are assumed to be attenuated by a

eonstanc factor - i.e. they are equivalent to uniformly attenuating "stops!!.

Other representations which assumed that some propagation through the

centre of the region was possibl-e, and that regions were oval in shaper were

considered, but resulrlng variations in signal sErength computed, and in
the shape of the power focussing area were smalL: Such differences

woul-d not be experimentally observable, as will be demonstrated when the

results of Chapter 7 are presented. Most of the trends experlmentaLly

observed hrere consistent wlth an auroral absorbing stop of radius

2OOO - 3OOO krn as observed by Waiterand introducing an attenuatlon

of LO 30 dB.
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CHAPTER THREE THE ETFECT OF SCATTERING.

3.1. INTRODUCTION.

Any reasonable model proposed to explain antipodal focussing nusE

l-nclude a consideration of the non-specular nature of the reflection
process at the earth and ionospheric boundaries. As poinEed out by

trIhal-e (1963c), as the effective reflecting surfaces become progressively
t'roughert', the focus will become broader, and less sharply deflned.

In this chapter the nature of the scattering processes will be reviewed

and some preliminary results obtai-ned preparatory to an eval-uation of

experlmental scattering parameters in Chapter 5'

3.2 SCATTERING FROM THE IONOSPHERE.

The fl-uctuations of ampl-itude and phase observed at the ground on

a H.F. radio wave after one or more eneounters with the ionosphere have

been experimental-ly observed by rnany workers, and a variety of nodels

postulated to explain them. The most physical-ly realistic of these,

proposed inicially by Booker, Ratcliffe and Shinn (1950), postulates that
the ionosphere behaves as a diffracting screen because of localised, random-

ly dlstributed irregularities occurring rnalnly in the E and F regions'

where colllsion frequencies, and hence the attenuation, is small. If
some simplifying assumptions are made, the statistical behaviour of

electromagnetic lraves propagating through such regions can be deduced.

A good sunmary of the Concepts involved is given by Whale. (L969, Chapter 13)

Branley (1955) considered a thln phase screen illuminated normally

with plane waves, having a mean refractlve index close to 1, and an

autocorrelation function given by

p (x) = exp - (x2lr2)
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and shorfled thar the autocorrelation function of the cornplex alnplltude

of; the energenr wavefront Ls giveu by

r(x) = exP -oro2[, - **rt-'oztrt{

$trere d* = sfandard deviattoa of phase fluetuations ca-used by Lbe scte€n!

trt ls easily shornrn that Lhis autocorrelation function is the Eourier

Transforn of tlre angular Porcer sPectruu (Ratcliffe, L955), lltrls nay be

strorun to be

nhete ,s = ei,n of euergent angle measured wLth resPect to the screen
' rrcrmal

. T =. cometratio di.stance of, the eereen in wavelengths.

Ttre flrst tefn in thls expressio,n repxegg4ts a "Speculatil Or

undeviated conponepE" rrhile the otherE represent lncoherent or seattefed

radlatLoa d{,srributed symerrically' around the speeular dlrectLon. The

cotrerenee ratio'r,B te defi.ned by

- PoreB = 
".

1rt*) l' = e:rp -sr'[u(s) + m.".j--,*?l= .exP -lnzi2e2io)J (3'1)

' ( - l-r
B = lexp-14*21 -tl()

BramLey (J"954) and FeJer (1953), eons.trdered three dirnensLsnal screen$s of

flnite thlckaess contaial.ng weakt-y seatterlng irfegul.ari.ties, obtaining
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lonospheric quantities .

rl=YM
e2 (lzt%.Nrn

4. (n)'75 eo.*cf

where e =

m

o
L

.7'

E-

N=
m

electronic charge

electronic mass

permittivity of free spaee

mean irregularity sLze, and screen autocorrelation distance
(Assumed the same in all directions) in wavelengths

thickness of medium in wavelengths

operating freguency

standard deviation of mean el-ectron density.

A simple rnodel of the ionospheric scattering process assumes that

rays traverse such a region, are reflected from a "mirror-1ike" surface,

and re-traverse the reglon, emerging as an oblique assembl-age of rays

having the form shown above. In practice this model is poor, since the

situation is complicated by magneto-ionic and absorption (coll-ision)

effects, and the fact that rays having an equivalent vertlcal frequency

close to the critical frequency travel extensively in a region where the

refractive index is small - hence the above analysis becomes inapplicable.
The overal-l- problem is one of some complexlty, and most experLnenters

(Hughes and Morris I-963, l,lhale and BannisLer, L966) have concentrated on

the measurement of received arnplitude and/or phase variations, and have

attempt,ed to relate these to the form of the downconing scatEered

por{rer spectrum, and the value of the coherence ratio. The basis of

these measurements is the determination, using spaced antennas, of the

downcoming wave autocorrelation function on the ground, which nay be

shown to be the saure as that of the wavefield leavJ-ng the screen. This

a.c.f . may then be transformed to yield the form of the por.ter sPectrum.
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If two antennas are separated by a large enough distance, the
correlation bett'reen the scattered components received at each is zero,
and the remaining correlation leads Lo an estimate of B. Since

the correl-ation distance is not known before the experiment, and may

be large (several hundred metres to a kLlometre) this technique may give
false estimates unless adequately large spacings are used.

More recently Boys (1968) and klhale and Boys (1958) have used a
fast-sampling digital phase-meter scanni-ng an array of l-o antennas to
define the ground autocorrelation function and examine flucEuations of
the incomJ.ng wave-normar. For one hop paths from Australia to Ner^r

Zealand, using frequencies between 10 and 18 MHz, they concluded that
B was always zeto. Non-zero values of B were occasionally observed

when the incoming signals were highly correlated, but these were almost
certainly caused by errors of measurement, since the parameters describing
the sharply peaked phase -difference distributions obtained could not be

accurately specified with the equipment used. They concluded that non-

zero values of B obtained by other workers were due to invalid assumptions

concerning the rate at which the correlation between signals observed

at two aqternas decreases as the antenna spacing increages.
Even if some specular power vrere present after one eneounter with

the ionosphere, rnultj-p1e hop propagation would rapidly reduce this, as

will be shown in Chapter 6. Ilence it will be assurned in the following
that energy arriving at the antipode is incoherent, and that effects due

to coherence that are observed at V.L.F. may be ignored.

3.3 SCATTERING FROM THE GROUND.

Virtually all experimental work on ground scatterlng has been performed

at freguencies above 1OOO !IHz. A good surnmary of work up to the early
1960's is glven by Spizzichino (1963). Most experimenters have concen-

Lrated on the measurement of reflectlon coefficients, polarisations, and

the interference pattern resulting from a combinatlon of a direct and a

scattered r/ave: e.g. McGavin and Maloney (1959), Straiton and Tolbert
(1956). None of these resul-ts would seem to be readily useful for
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H.F. propagation because of the much longer wavel-engths involved.

Experimental work at I{.F. would be a fornidable task because of the

large ground areas, necessary, and the difficulty of retiring to the

far-fle1d region to make measurements. Hence a theoretical approach was

adopted in this thesis

A solution to the probl-em of deLerminlng the form of the wave-field

seattered from a rough, partially conducting surface cannot be arrived

at immediateLy from the form of the surface auto-correlation function,

since there is no simple relationship between this and the resultant
angul-ar porder spectrum (as there is in the case of diffraction caused by a

phase-changing screen). Instead, one may derive a solution for Ehe

seattered wave-fie1d in the far-field region using the Helnol-tz Integral

formuLation.
This approach is used by Beckmann (1963), who gives a comprehensive

theoretical treatment of the general problem and derives soluEions for
various special cases of random and periodic surfaces, and scattering

geometrles. If the effects of finite surface conductivity and incident

wave pol.arisation are included, the mathematics, except in the sirnplest

cases, becomes unworkably complicated, and hence lt is normally assuned

that the surface is perfectly conducting. With this assunption, Beckmann

shows that the scal-ar value of the resultant E field is always correct'

although the resulting polarisation is unknown. In practical situations
where radio r./aves are incident on ground surfaces at the usual angles of

eLevation (5o - 25o),.this approximation is a good one, and ls made in
the treatnent outlined below.

Beckmann shows that the scagtered wave-fiel-d from a rough' two-

dimensionalJ.y varying random surfaee is given by

.rz t +*)(oo9 (3. 2)
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whefer (O'0,*; = ulean porire.6 seatterirg eoeffleient, Ln the dtrection
speclfi.ed by 0rri6, aad 0, ,(see fig. 3.1)

po, = sine(v*.X).sJ-nc(vr.y) ;

r* E f.{"no o, - sln er.eos or)

ry E - +'Gin or.sin gr)

XrY E dLoeng:ions of, the surfaee

' G = +Uo.(rcos o, * eoe 0r)

T = correlatioo dlse.ance of, surface (asslEed l"denti.cal in
all df.reatioas) - o

ra( - It*y = i. ["t".u, - Zsin 6r.sln or.cos e, + sinzorJ

." = I t coeOr .eos 9,^ - s.l.n gi.sl.n 9z.cos gq
cos 0r. (cos 0, f cos gr)

oh = standard devLatLon of, fluctuations of helght of the
gurfece about: ite uean, level.

-d X, Yn T and 06 are e$,pressed Ln wavelerrgthe.

Eence tbe pou.er scatt€red in a given di.rection le givel b,y

P(9rngr,0rl = (XDz,(onx) ,eos or.p*

wtre,re Fio 1r expressed in rerqs o'f wette/(lraveleng,th)z
the ftrst temo i.n equation 3.2 comesponds, as ln the ioaospher,lc
s,eatte,rfag case, to the speeular gi@ponent, F,os X and Y both large



[ = incldent. plone,
S = BCsttened plone,

Eig. S,,tr The geomettlg use'd t 'd,eeeti.he the naye i,neift,ent on qd: eelo,;*teted'

fnan a nough k'to-dtmensiorw'lo atnfaee.
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this r-educes to a delta funet on - 1.,€' ie equivalerrt to a single plane

wave. For a snal-l, sharply bounded ll"Lua'Inared surface' sJ-de lob-es will
be present.

Thiederivatj.pn4lsqassuiilesthat|[o'lshadowlngr'effectsoccuf-
1.e. all- of, the gu,ff,aee, is ittruninated. fbi-s wl-Ll not be trrle for

$ofirtAJ.nous: tetrain illunlnaLed by waves having suaLl elevatlon angles, and

lrernee this result dusL be ,used with c*rtisl, Ttre paraneter g 1S a

OeASU'1e of surface roughuess. For Seagf,y sm,Dothr 4nd very rough surfaces,

Beeknann shslts tbq,t eqn. 3-2 reduees to

(oo*) = "-''' [uo' 
+ $'"xr -(trry' '*rc)

wheri g << I (sruosth tiurf ace)

= #.exp -,(5z,vr 7t*u2o1ra)

w,ben g >>1 (roPg'h surfaee)
i+

where Yz= fi.{"o" 0, + cos 0r)

As ,fsr the cae,e of soattering fron a Pur€ phase-ehanglng screen" the

.proportion of ,power re-d*ected trn' th.e speeul,at dlreetJ.on riref be specLfLed

by B, where

B = ["'- 'l-'

evaluate.dwith0l'=0.2,.}hrsnstdentlealwlththelonosphetie
scatterlng expreosLonn with S*/ repla-ced blt g. S is nold a fUnetlon of,

-l
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lneonirg elevatisn aogle, 6, where 6 = i - 0zr and for smaLl

d, B te,nde to inf,inity, €rs expected.

If the resul-ting cpne of scatterred rad{.ation is. asguued to be narrow,

Deeknann'e r.esult nay be ext,euded, and an approxJ-nate expres€ion dedueed

f,rou equation 3.2 to speclfy tfue seartered power spread tn the az:louthal
plane. In Ehe plane Betpendieular to the plane of lneidence, coatainiog
the gpequiar .dlreetion. 0" E A* and henee

I + cos2o,, - s,i,nzer-cos 0a
F=

nh,i.ch Io appr'oxi.uatel"y cons.tant fo,r 03 Less than abouE 50"

rhes v = 4.(r"r,.'a--2 ^ )k
tY A[ , sinzo''cosotJ

o*y2 E 
ffi'"rr,'rr] 'rr'

henle p(os) " j, #.** -ffi."ro'ur.H.r.t] (3.3)

.where P( e3) i.s the power re-radl'ated Ln the 0, diractlo'n. The

V.aniance of thf.e eEpf€Esi.or.a ls giVen by

1r

/ rtor).032'doo
(tu') = -r

lf

J rcor)"d0,
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fhe denoui.nator ls
F
Ijn'oL.;fi'J
m=I -?I

-ft2e21 . s6exP

.[.2where [ . =

and the deno,mLnaeot becomes

1T
.lsince / *p -(a2x2).dx =

-'1t

:omn
The nure-rator J.s I. ffi . I

M=I -T
exp -(b20z1.oa.ao

e

T
m=1

d-.1',

/r
a

(u.?= ur's

qxt /n

- 

a+
mlm 2bJ

r
I *'.exp -(azxz).d!(
-lt

dil

T g* . n/T-
L. nln 2bJ

m=r

T *,h,a. nlm bm=r

6

=f L
m=r !.

sl-nce {n=w

; gn/u

t rlr n!
ZF'F

t -g+-4. n!y'nm=r

(1.4;

rTwhere a = f.sin0,
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Sinfl,arly, the varlance of tlre ecattered p-ower in the plane of incidence

nay be ev,aluated, Here 0, = O, and hence

I +l- eoe 0r.cos 0, t s,ln ,0r.eln 0,

cos gt.(cos 0, * cos 0r)

L+c-is(01 +02)
eos 01.(cos 0t * eos 62)

= approxl.nftetry constant for nnrmal angles of lncidence, f-o,r ebange-s l-n

02 af less thart about 50.

Assgnlng f co-Dsta4Er the variation of scat'tered ptwer i.n thl-s ptrane le
g{ven by

'"2 =

: o:tr ,T

-lr m' 1,"*o -lfiF (sin 0, - sl'n uu)'] 'azl'duz

j,

If o, ls srrltr-, so that sin (Or) = OZ, this expression reduces to

Ehe {sape f,,otla as equafion 3.3. Eenee 62= €3'

P(oz) - A t'"*u -[#'(sin g, - si.n tr)uJ

wLth a varlauee gfven by

For the large angl.es of ir.lEtdenee normally etircountered in long-d.istanee
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propag6ti6n, oeltber of these approxlmaEions (F constaut, 9, snaLl) are

va[.id, and aualytic s,o -ution of ,t]re expfessloa for the ltar.{an€e beconres

j.ntraefable, I'of Large grthe po}iler distrlbuti.on i--n .thls plane beeome.s

asymtretricn slace Ehe surfaee ePpears snoother ats loser angles of

radiatj.onr afld ,rnore acat,Eereil prower is eoneentfated into hlgher a0gLes

of, radiation. Typical Elolrer curves ln the vertieal pl-an€ ate given b,y

Eeclcmaun. l\s denonstrated in chapter 5, vertieal scaLterfi]n8 wL[L heve

less effeet on the aritl'podal power focugg'ing Pattern thaonseatteri'ng'

t3 *" be evaluated ae fo,11owq.

f,,

1-,

be

S (g) t-ends to 1,,

meJof eontributio:ns Eo both numerator and denoninator

frum terus harrlrr,g large u,

denouinator.

g, ftnplying that lf the flrst telcra

tern ln the oulnereaEoE = g time's a

= e'ffik

For lrarge n'
l-n the nurnera-tor Oay b-e

uu*is te'{rdrs to
neglected, e.ach

cE

I en/nL l'---

^, \ m=l n-l
b(9, E 

--

T gm,
t- nl ln

xE=l

"sn = $-uf*l where

when (1) s {<

(ii') s >>

wil-L

esneider
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st-u1lar te'rp inthe denotinator. Hence for large g, S(g) fends to g.

S(g), conputed by sunming the tnftnLte s'eries gbove numerJ"cally, ie
pJ-otted aB a futctXou of g 1o flg. 3.2. Tfien for Latge g,

oaz " #-u

- %[{fu'*os 0,,

SoLa= ttstan26 rrhere 6 =t-gl

212. ott . tan d
6=-3 T

It Ls often nrlte cop\tenieat to specLfy a randm surf,ace by lts
probabill,ty distribution of Eurfaoe sLope, rather than height var{ation
abotrt a nean l,errel. n'r.sm the theory of randorn proeesses lt may be

shor,rn tlbat i the helght dtgtributlon l.s gaues .an, the slope distrlbuti.on

wfll aLso be gauss{arr (Beeknaqar oP. el.t.) wLth vartance given b'y

o"2=W

henee equation (3.4) becomes og = 2or-.Gen 6

Thi.s expre-ssioo ls aceurate to wittrin lOZ for g

1ng oore accurate as g increas:e6. It 1s eonveilient (by analogy wlth the

(r/I),T.sin 6, ],'

(3.4)



's(s)

Edg, 8. A VWiati.,@ of, the a,ahwu:that s,bqndapd d,ettiatd,on seEtteyi,rtg,

txfriobi,an fan a rae,gh htao-dimewio,Wl e'Urf@e,
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ionospheric scattering case) to define a t'scaEtering factor" A, where

.1
1aZ4'vQ

Then, if the dorvncomlng e]-eva|ion angle is srnall, so that tan 6 = 6,

1A=462

A is plotted as a function of as for various values of 5 in fig.3.3
from,this expression. Since j-E is in practice difficul-t to aceurately

define the statisticaL fluctuations of the earthts surface over large areas'

this expression is adequaLe to estimate the effect of ground irregularities
on azimuthal seattering. It appears that for genEly undulaLing surfaces'

(slopes less than about 50;, this scattering wlll be of the same order of

magnitude as that apparently introduced by the ionosphere, when the results

of chaptcr 5 are considered. For broken or mountainous surfaces, however,

it is doubtful whether the analysis given above is meaningful, since

such areas will tend to act more as an assernblage of plane facets, perhaps

with l-arge slope discontinuities at the facet intersectlons. Such

surfaces will give ris.e to a large assemblage of "pseudo-specular" and

scattered components. Mountai-nous areas frequently give way fairly abrupt-

Ly to gently undulating plains, with the result that downcoming rays

scattered at points separated by 1OO km or so may have greatly differing
scattered po\,ter spectra. Probably the only case when such surface

scattering theory can be applied with any degree of confidence to long

distant propagation paths, is when surface reflections occur from the sea,

which, in the absenee of any pronounced sweIl, has been shown to have a

gaussianly distributed surface form which is often stable for eome

thousands of krn. (Beckrnann, op. cit. )

The most complete gLobaL data on Ocean r.rave statistics aPpears to have

been compiled byHogben and Lunb (1967) who have tabulated wave heights,



1CO

s"-f =1Oo

6=15oJ

1L
o

o. 12
Standard

in
deviotion of
dagrees.

56
slope

Vartati,on of the.scatterLng faetor with the standard,

deuiation of slope of, a fuio-dimensional eeattering surfaee

foz' Lwo ualues of the i,ncomi,ng eleuation angle,

fi.g. 3. s,
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dinectleas, and respee-ti:tte ptobao-l,llties of o,ccurtre&ce, for 4L1 OaJor

shippfng a,reas sf the worXd. lfo gorne exte-nt lhis dara 1S srebJeetive,

sinee X,t hae been gath,er,ed by eollati-ng sh'ip-board visual es,timates.

1t 1€, often found that under calm weather eooditLo,nE Ebere i.e one pre-

domlnant w.av,elength o,f awe-1L, trhea th.e ,$era 6ighL act as a rough
ttdiff taetJ'on grat-lngir. Ihrdet sdeh circtrnstaRees the s,cattered polaet

would ,exhLbi.t a lobe struetute Ln the verttrcal plalib, thd.s, phenononent

however, d,o.es not ,s,€Et[ 't,or trsv€ beea lseported ln tha literature :fn co,nnectloa

wirh E.F. propagatlon.
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CH/^PTER FOUR.

DETERMTNATION 0F THE TONOSPHERTC SCATTFIqXG COEFFICIENT.

-rHmBErrru. CONSIDERATIONS.

4.L INTRODUCTION.

The amount of scattering introduced by the ionosphere is of

fundamental- iurportance in the determlnation of the resulting fleld-
strength in the vicinity of the antipode, as wllJ- be shor"rn in chapter 6.

In this chapter Lhe statistics of the scattered field at the ground w111

be reviewed, and the theory of the rotating interferometer, whlch has

been used in the past to measure them will- be discussed. The limitatlons

of this instrument will be considered, and some new results Presented

which wil-l be required when the operaLion of this instrument i-n conjunction

with a seanning digital phase-meter is introduced in chapter 5.

4.2 STATTSTTCS OF TIIE SCATTEREI FIELD AT GROUND.

Estinates of the coherence ratio and the fonn of the scattered power

distribution of an incoming radio si-gnaL can be made from a knowledge of

the anrplitude and/or phase fluctuations received at the. ground.

Anpl-itude measurements are, in general, unsatisfactory, since, although

the appropriate statistical expressions have been known for some time

(Rice, L944), the differences between the shapes of the various

distributions obtained for different coherence ratios are so s]-ight

that accurate estimates require a large number of observations, as

obtained for exarnple by Hicks (1969). Sol-ution of the corresponding

problem for phase-difference measurements is considerably more involvedt

and has only recently been analytically resolved (VJtrale and Gardiner, l-966)

for the general case of an arbitrary specular eomponent, although the

expression for the speeial case of conplete incoherence (B = 0)

THE
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w'as obtained by Braurley (1951). Since it appears that in the frequency

range l-O - i8 MHz this condition is aI-ways met in practice, Bramleyf s

expression has been assumed in the followj-ng work. This is expressed

ln terms of the probability of measuring a specifled value of phase

difference between two antennas, and is

p(x) = #.[#""rrr. + sin-1(zcos x1t]
(L - Z2co"2*;1.5

(4. t)

where X = instantaneous phase difference between the antennas

Z = modulus of the generalised autocorrelation function

evaluated for the signal-s at the two antennas

z=

where 81, E2 = instantaneous signals at each antenna'

The mean value of the distribution is given by

Snn =

where R and X are the correlati-ons between the in-phase and out of phase

components measured at the Ewo antennas, respectively. These may be

related to the forrn of the downcoming power spectrum as w111 be shown in
Chapter 5.

4.3 THE ROTATING INTERFEROMETER.

This instrument, whichhas been used extenslvely in the past for
incoming bearing and elevation angle and fluctuation measurements at

Ardmore, has been described in detail elsewhere. (Wha1e L95l-, trlhale

and Bannister 1966). A series of what are effectively "diffraction

/ tr,'uro \\r*.7

.""-'F]
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fringes" is effectively produced on a paper ehart by a pen which moves

across in synchronism with the rotation of two antennas in the horizontal
plane around a central vertical shaft. The chart is marked when the

phase-difference between the antennas is between t +. Fringes forned

by successive rotations are presented allgned one below another, and

measurement of their symmetry and spaeing enables the current direction
of the incoming rdave nomal to be continuously deternined. Two najor

advantages of this inst.rumenL are:
(a) Continuous measurements may be made on a routine basis on up to 6

dlf ferent frequencles simultaneously.
(b) An experienced observer may immediately, from the pattern produced,

detqct changes caused by the onset of different propagation modes

etc. The presence of fluctuations in the instantaneous incoming

rrave normal direction resuLts in the fringe edges becoming scattered.

StatisticaL measurements of the pen marking probability function may

then, in theory, be used to deduce lnformation concerning the scattered

power spectrum.

1\ro parameters used in the past for this have been:

(a) The maximum marking probability (i.e. at a fringe centre) deftned by

Tt /2
I p(x).dx
-Tt/2

I+ZP=
max

where p(X ) is the probabiJ-ity distribution of phase difference assoclated

with the current ori.entation of the antennas.

(b) The slope of the pen-marking probabllity at a cross-over point,
defined by

t;
g = i+ = ff."o" o.sin 6.p(x)



r^lhere d=
I-
A_
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antenna spacing

free space \4ravelength

aspect angle of the antennas (angle betlreen antenna arm

and mean incoming bearing)
mean elevation angle

T-Z

Thus theoretically Z may be deduced at several point,s around the arc of
the antenr:a path, and related Eo t.he incoming por^rer spectrum by Fourier
transform methods. This mettrod, however, suffers from several
disadvantages.

(1) Propagation conditions must be statist.tcally stationary for the fringe
averaging time - in practice 15-30 roinutes, sinee the roEation period is
L - 4 minutes. This can usually be achieved for paLhs less than about
101000 krn, but signal-s from grea,ter distances invariably show steady
drifts caused by changing ionospheric tilts and critical frequencies.
Titherldge (1958) quotes a sready bearing drifr of abour (l-/MHz)o per
hour per hop observed on stations 2OOO to IO'OOO km North of New ZeaLand,

but random variations superlrnposed on this may be an order of magnitude
larger, and are difficult to remove.

(2) On short paths, or when the scattering ls very small-, (hlghly eorrelated
signals at the antennas), the stati-stics become unreliabl-e since the
fringe-edge slopes cannot be sufficientLy accurately defined, and maximum

and minimum parking probabilities tend to I and o respectively.
(3) Wtren the scattering is large, or several propagation godes are simul--

taneously presentr.fringes become obscure since the correlation between

antennas is srnaLl. The pattern tends to a uniform grey.
(4) The bandwidth of the receiver and pen-drlving arnpJ-ifier must be large

enough to all-ow all frequency components of the voltage representing the
phase difference to be transmitted, otherwise, as will be shown l-ater,
the forn of the probability distribution changes, and the measurements

r(x)ln = p(n)-p(a)
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become difficult to interpret. It is found in practice that incoming

bearing spreads of standard deviation greater than 50 - 70 give

unusabl-y l-ow values of correlation at the antennas, so that the

methods above cannot usually be applied to very long-distance signals

unless the large incoming bearing spread has been restricted in some

hray, e.g. by partlal auroral absorption, or a narro\^t transmittJng

antenna power polat diagram.

If only the mean incoming bearing is required, this l-ast disadvantage

rnay usually be overcome by flltering the fluctuaEing signal representing

the phase difference at the output of the phase-sensitive detector. This

is a non-linear operation on the voltage probability distribution, attenuating

the high-frequency components, and it wll-l be shown in section 4.4 that the

probability distribution of the filtered signal has a smaller standard

deviation, and a form which tends to gaussian as the fll-tering time-constant

lncreases. A relationshlp between the standard deviation of the fiLtered
and unfiltered signals may be derived if the form of the time autocorrelation

function of the unfiltered signal is known, and the filter ls assumed to be

a simple R-C integratirrg network.

4.4 EFFECT OF FILTERING THE PHASE-DIFFERENCE SIGNAL.

There are two methods of approach, invol-ving elther the convolution

theorem or transfer functions. They are completely equivalent, and lead to

the same results. However for the cases we wish to evaluate the second

method leads to simpler integrals, and will be used here.

Let the unfiltered signal be Wr(t), having a time autocorrel-ation

functionpi(t)rstandard devlationo, r and power spect.rum fr(ur).

Sinilarly, 1et W2(t) and Pr(ur) descri-be the fil-tered signal.

Then r, (r,r) = P, (u:) . G (ur)

P, (or).G(ur).dor
@

I

@Power out of filter
Power into filter

o2
2

=-l= or' €
I
o

and

P, (ur) . do

(4.2)
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G(r,r) = ' ,'1, where r = RC
I + 62",4

and thil"s l-ntegral nay be e.traluated it si,npJ-e f,ouns are assuned for pl(t).
trn ptaetlee it, ls generally tound rhat Fr(t) rs s,lnrllar to eLther a
gaussian or an exponential function.

(a) Fut p, (t) E e'xp - ftzly'z) (Ga'selan)

Ttre power spe'ctrum of If,1(t) fs the Fourler transforp of p 1 (t).
Eeace

Tr' (r,r) E t'6-rp -(T2w2147

whe:re fhe total inprlt pro\fletr has been nor,mal,trsed to rurXty,
[hen

' psi,ng the stand,ard lategral (Gradshrc,ey.a qnd Ry,a,htkn lg6s, p.3gg)

't" = -J- . f' exp -(r2^214).dury = m.J_;;;_.

{- rT #:l-"'* e ha-'errc(u/a).exp (u.t^zJ

we fLnd '2' = ' fr l
o L, ' ' fr ' ftj 'ttt" (tl2t) 'exp (r2l4t2) (4.3)

whe-re erfc(x) = I - etf(x).



(b) Put P 1(t) - eaP - ltffl {erponential}

hense P,(ro) = ffi
Usi'ng the standaxd Lntqgral (Dwl.ehu, 1952, p. 197)

ll

2(a + B)
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(4.+1

I
0

.dx
(L + xzxz)r (1 * g2x2)

o12
we ftnd q =

.- - ,lr-.,1

1- r (1 + ozr2). (l + ^ztz)

henee
oo' 

T+=Fr:=
Eqrra€lons 4,3 red 4.4 axe plotted as f,uacti.oas of & t" fi-g. 4.1.

It is O€en that fot long tdue eoligtents Uhe cuwes are sjnd.lar'

Ltnplyill,g thaL under theee el,fcumstanees the actual fo,ro o,f the uafil-te.red

autocorrelation f,qrr,eti.sn ls unfunportAnu. Fsr large 46 the filter output

nay be cons.l-rXeted as being due to the mean vat'ue of a large nrnber of

aluos,t lndepeudent earnples of the input wavefom, and by the ce,ntral lfuolt

thesreur Lts, p:robablltfy dlstribution will ttren tend to garrssi.an, wi.th a

snal--let standard deviati-on as predlcteit by 4.3 and /r.4. tlhenz le nst saall'
the ftluererd'signal probablLity distribution will have e fol'n somewhere

between a gausslen and the original tsrqsleJ distrl-b'urion, whlctr i.s show'n I'n

tt"g. 4.2.
Since the fLltered pr,otability distribucion ls always nore stlarply

peaked thEn the oii.gi.4al-, the rete of change of natkirXg prota-bl.lity at fringe
edgee wtll be greater than before. The ma*lmun and ntninrrln narlclng



6l
e'

Ei,s. 4.1 Eatf,a of tke pq*d,arl@a 'of the fLl::tered, eWwL to that, of *he

unfi,T,berad signaL as tlte fi''l'+ertrtg t'tne ,cott's,bw* r ie'Itdrnted'

T i"s tl$e tima eongtqnt deaeribi,tq the attoconrelati,on fineti,ott
of the wrfllterad edgnaI,,



w,. 4.2

090
Phosq dilference in tlegrees. (X)

W Ewil,eg &tetwibwtion" deeeroLbirq, tlw probahi'Litu of
metw:uxir4g a gCaert p"hoae-di.ffereflee behte,en hpa antetwtne as

a fwotion of fr, the no&tl,us of the generalised waoe-fi,eld
qtfuear.neLat'ion faruetion. fhe nawt oa:l;ue kaa baen axbi.tlwri.l,g
ohosen ag ze?o,
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probabilities will. be increased and decreased respectively, and hence the

pattern will be more sharply defined, presenting a ttcleaner" appearance.

Effectively the lnstrument t,ends to respond only to the ttmeant' incoming

signal, without foJ"lowing fast fluctuations as before. The mean bearing and

elevation angl-e may be t.heoretically be found. as before. Howeverr as shown

in section 4.5, owing to the phase 1ag introduced by the filter, the pattern

will no longer be compleEely symnetrical, as the fringe edges are shifted
in the direction of the arm rotation by varying amounts. This shift is a

function onl-y of the filtering tinre constant, and not of the phase-difference

time auto-correlation funccion.

4.5 ASYM}fETRY INTRODUCED BY FILTERING

Consider the interferometer to be tuned to 4 single incoming specular

wave. The unfiltered output from the phase-sensitlve detector will be a

frequency rnodulated trianguJ-ar wave with zero mean Ievel. The change from

a marking t-o a non-narking condition will occur when the wave-forn crosses

zexo. The output wilL be of the forn

f (r)

where t.tt

r. cos 3tlt t , cos 5qtcos tr't *-6-r-T r ......

urd .

-'cos 
0Jt

ng

angular veLocity of antenna boom

arm diameter'

ground riravelength = l.sec 6

elevation angle of incoming signal

time. (Zexo when boom is perpendicular

normal).

(4. s)

ul=
d=

rg=
$=
t= to incoming wave
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If filtering is nol introduced, each frequency conponent experiences

a phase delay. Assume ttrat the transition from mark to non-mark conditions
occurs as a function of the first term ln eqn. 4.5 only: (The smaller
high-frequency components are attenuated further by the filter). Then

0 = instantaneous phase-shift introduced by fil-ter

= -tan

whence the angular bearing lag arising on the chart wil-l- be

A+

tar,-ltt cos orr]

6
Ag

(4.6)

The interferomater used for the work described in this thesis has d = 38.2mr

wl-th a rotation period rshich can be varLed between about 40 and 16O seconds.

For small flltering time-constants, equation 4.6 shows that A$ reduces to
uJr and the effecC is to rotate the cornplete pattern by a constant amount,

which must be allowed for in the bearing angle analysLs. For larger time
constants, Af becomes a function of t, i.e. the instantanecus pattern
rotation is a funcLion of the aspect angl-e, and hence an as)nnnoetry is
introduced. Thls, however, is usuaLly very small, and is normalLy rnasked

by the scatter on fringe edges, becoming appreeiable only on the fastest
rotation speed with time constants greater than a few seconds. The angular

bearing 1ag is then of the order of 1Oo - 4Oo, and the asynmetry may be

greater than 1Oo. Such long time constants are, however, not no:mally
used at this rel-atively fast rotati-on speed. L{ as a function of r^-ra frou
eqn. 4.6 is plotted ln fig. 4.3 for a flltering ti.me constanE of 4.5 sec.



I
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Interferanteter pattern di;op\gaament plotted as a fwrctd,on of

@eet @lgle a! a, e,tttgle irnaunirag epteaulw ruL fon a filteri'ng
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4.6 'rur nnutrxomsurP- BEIlrEFlr rHE D:olft{qounilc Po.I^lER gpnc'inum nrao

PtrA$E-DIEqFRXNCE STATTSTICS .

FollowLng thE nsrnenclaEure used by Erarnley (L95I), aad aseuuiflg, that

n€as11,Egrgr1ts are rnade in the far-f,ield reglon, considef, the dor+neomLng

poller sFeetf,un to be conposed of a Large number of uuEual-ly ur',eotretrated

waves travel].iag Lra. di,fferent dltections, having anplltudee a1 to a1y1i

Ttrsr R and X (eee seeti.oa 4.2) whl-ch {n B amleyfs notation are Ptt
and y.,* are define<l by

m 
^"2R = Fr, = l,-f..cos xr

' Lz r=l

s uiL
X E t," = I f.slnXgl't I L

rEI

'u^-Z
where I " = totalPower = 1.

-&r=l

and X.= phas-e di.ffetence beFreea the signale :rece{ved at tshe Lwo

antennas cltie to ehe r& ray. If, the donrnconing distributlon i.s g€auEed

'to be eontinuotlo, ttrren

r12 2r
R = I I P(srd).aocx.dc.dd

00

nlL 2,n

x = I / P(o'6).sl.nx.dq.d6
00
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rl2 2n
or R :r-- JX :g I I P(o,6,).exp (iX).do.dd (4+.7)

00

where P(xr6) i"s the downcoming psreE spectrurn as a fFacrlon of, beatiog

aud e.l.evation arigl"e, the Eotal polrer belng norpal[ged Eo, t .

Consider a slugle eonponeu,t f,rom sueh a distribui.ion havLng an

incontng elevatl-on angl,e I ard whosts proJeetLon on the gtortad mtikes an

itrlgte sq rtith soue refe,rence dl-rectLsa. Xlrls refetence direction uakes

an angtre o(q wi.th the Llne jolning the Ewo arteqnas, aE t$ filg. 4,4.
Xtle phase dtfferenee b.etween ttre slgpals induced in the two antennas

ie

,x = ZnD. cos 6 . eos (co - ,e, )

= 2rD,rcoe 0.(co-s s0.co6 o, f el,n a',sin cr)

trfuere D = dls.tse€e b-e-twee-n an;tennas ln waveleng hs.
But ilco6 o0
eoe ct F -[iff,.e-os o

- slnoAaRG', = .'...''.'.'''-.
r coso

where $ and du ane as shonn Ln fdg. 4.4.
hence

X = 2nD'(cos er,rGos 6n.eos cr + afir oo.,sin o)

and (4.7) bec'omes

rl2 2n
R + JX F [ / r6iu o,6].:dxp (ZrrJDx).d(sin ,a).d6,

0$

i

.l



Ei.g.4o4,

Antenno 1.

ghe aa-@&w6le sgster,n and parwneters uead, to d,etwnritt"e tlee

phase-dtfferei,rce befr,pen si;gnal,s ilnduced in h'to'mtanrna b4

m tneqrring tW.
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where the incomi.ng power distribution ls expresserl in terms of sin a.

If the reference direction is ct 1Trosen so d0 = v , we find

r/2 2n

R + jx = I I P(sin a,d).exp (2njD.sin o).d(sin a).dd
00

(4.8)

n/2
= / r(o).ao (4.e)

0

where F(6; is the Fourier transforn with respect to sin o of P(sin ard)
This indicates that the distrlbution of R and X over the ground plane

rneasured with respect to a reference antenna may be derlved by transform
methods from a known inconing pohrer speccrum specified with respect to a

suitable co-ordinate system. Similarly, there will be an i-rnrerse trans-
formation enabling the power spectrum to be deduced from a knowledge of the
R and X distribution along the ground obtained, for example, by phase-

difference measurements on a closely spaced array of antennas.

If Ehe downcoming po$ter distrj-bution is of the fo:m of a two-dinensionaL
gaussian with the axes of the constant-power ellipse vertical and horizontal,
centred on an incoming direction specified by oo and 6o as in fig. 4,4, Lt
may be specified by

where oar6" are the azimuthal and elevation angles specifying the maximun

of the power distributlon,
6 

116 z are the standard deviations of power in the azimuthal and

elevation pl-anes.
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If the angu,traf, sprearl abou,t the wave normal ls sualtr, so that fo-t all 'rays

contributing s€nsil.bly to the resultls.g discrlbutlou

stn(q-Ea) e e-oa

slo(S-da) o,6-6a

eqn. 4.8 nay be ,lntegrated direetly (B.s-tn,i€tser, 1970) to yl-eld

(4:. to1

where pz = jrDco,s 6".cos o"

A = L+Ipzarz

B = L+Zpzarz

For wi.der, o; ir,tr€gular dlsttLbutlons, asalytJ.c iutegratlon of eqn.. /i''8

becomeg l"ntractable-, and it nust be eValte:at,ed Rumerrlcal.ly. 'ltri-s ltas the

procedure uqed tn chap-ter 9 to evaXuate ptedl"cted eontours of Z on the grouud

fot wtdely*seettered antipodal slgnals. The Ee.ihod Ls ag foll.owsi

It ls fsund in pract{ce Ehat lneo lng eJ.evaElon angle dlstrlbutions
f;ceq Vgry l"ong distance stations have a standaid devlation alraye trese than

10on oo i.t '{.s 
reas:oDab.le t,o Erssurlle Ehe va[ldlty of tbe elevation angle

approxluattoo gtven above. An arbi.ttary anguJrar porter speetnru pa)r then
' be approxinated n1rrnetLea1-ly b,y a serLe€ of rrsl.l.cesft through it io the

vertlcaJ. plerne at equi-angu-].an Lnter:vals, eaeh slice coatai.rdng an iimount

of power approprlate ts i.te azinuttral angle, the total powe:tr ae before'
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b:eisg no:rualfsed tq 1. If these sl.Leee ete ,assrffiied to have zero spr.ead

i.n the azimutbal pLanel thfs ls equj-valenE, in the nore eesily conprehencled

oue dimens,i.onal case,, to app-r ximatlng a wjave.form to be trans ormed by a

serles of, Dl::ae delta funetions a,t e:qu,ail- interval-s. By the convo-lution

theereu, the eransfo:;ul of euch a di,gcreee dtstribuLisn on the grounil wfl1 be

the sane as the transf,orn of the orlginal dlstrj.bution, but, wil-l repeat at
distanees of US w:avelengEhe, where S = sia (sa.upllrrg angular laetement).

[hus the speetr{rd rrust be sanpled often enough in fhe azi.muthal pLane to
eosure: that trensforn overlapping (equivalent to "aJlasJ.ngtt iu the one

dimensional. case) does not sccu.trr t.e. that Lhe correlation patte:n on the

grornld drops esc€ntlally Eo zero after a distanuu = 112:8,. The ef,feeu of
each sXice nay be erya.luated by purting ft = O l-o /r,10, whence we obtain,
after ,maalpuJ-ation

af,td

l'0"Bi = Z1.cos ltr - j+
(

t,- 
q

2,1 =

X1 i= Z1.,sl-n

where P(erl)

n

P(di)

-T'exp

1L + 4mzora)a

4n3orataazo"l

tt.-'+il

, 4nsorqt'*tzd.)-(1-4#{-t

(4.11)

(4.L2)

(4.13)

og=
oiE

= power'l.n the lth sliee at aziuuthal. angtre c1

nDcos dr.cos cr1

taa-l 
fzroor,"os 

da.oo" or]

aspeet 4ng1e of antenoau to ith sllee wave nor:ual-

dlr,ectlon.
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R. and X. may be consldered to be the real and lnaginary Parts of zi,
i- l-

the generalir,ed autocorrelatlon coefficient ./alue contributed by the

i th slice between the two antennas. Since the Fourier transfotm of

a sum equals the sum of individuai- Fourier transfonns,

R=

X= xi

and I = (nz+xz;k

Where R, X and Z are, as before, resultant values for the two antennas

caused by the couplete angular power distribution considered. Hence

experimental values of Z obtained by the methods employed in chapters 5

and 9 may be compared ruith the predicte'l values synthesized from posLulated

incoming angular power spectra.

This summation method may also be utilised to synthesize interferometer

pen-marking probability curves caused by assumed power spectra. In simple

cases, where the incoming power Clusters elosely around a single mean

arrival directlon, the pattern obtained closely apptoximates that obtained

from a single specular component, but with non-infinlte cross-over slopes

(Bannister, L97O). For the widely spread and irregular azimuthal dis-

tributions encountered after antlpodal propagation however, the pen-marklng

probability is irregular a1so, and may be unsymmetrical, as will be shown in
Chapter 9.

4.7 THE EFFECT OF SCATTERING ON THE INCOMING AZIMUTHAL POWER DISTRIBUTION.

R1
m

i=l

m
f
L

i=l

A treatment of the consequences of scattering occurring at earth and
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ionosphere on the incoming azimuthal spread of a signal observed after
mulri-hop propagation has been given by Whale (1959 , L962, 1963a). Ile

assumed that individual- ray bundles encountering these boundaries, whLch

for sj-npli.city hrere assumed to be concentric, spherical scattering
surfaces, had emergent power probabili-ty func.tions which were.gaussian

in the azimuthal plane, symnetrical about the meanr azimuthal di-rection,

i. e.

P o oxp -A0z- scattered -

Til-ting effects were j.gnored. Assuming that all hop J-engths over the

propagation path were the same, that equal scattering was introduced at

each encounter with the earth or the lonosphere, and that equal attenuation

ocurred over all path lengths, he derived expressions for the incoming

azimuthaL spread of power, and its nean direction, at any point on the

earthrs surface. For an omnidirectional transmitting antenna, Lhe lncoming

azlmuthal power distribution is;'in his notation

2Asin tr.sin2A'
P (An) *

where E =

[=

I
n

An

(n - I)sintr - cos Ao.si.n (An - I) (4.14)

j-nconlng azimuthal angle measured fron the great clrcle joining
transmitter and receiver,
azlmuthal scattering factor associated with eaeh scattering
encounter,

angular distance subtended by a single half hop,

no. of half-hops between transmitter and receivert
angular distance between transmitter and receiver.

"*n -[ I ,'
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In this case maximum received power is observed along the great circle
bea::ing. Th-j.s is not necessarily Ehe case if a Eerm of the forrn

P(0) * exp -802

is introduced to account for transmitting antenna directivlty. An

expression similar to, but more complex than equation 4.14 was deduced for
this case. If the scaEtering factor is different at each eneounter, o'i 1f

hop lengths are not constant, sj.mple analytic solutions are not Possible'
but the incoming spread rnay be deduced using the recurrence relationships

given in l^lLrale (1963a).

The validity of equation 4.L4 has been checked by studying the J-ong-

term fluctuations of received bearings measured with the rotating interfer-
ometer for a range of frequencies and distances, and the seattering

facior has been estimated. Mean hourJ-y bearings were taken for periods of

a month or so, and thei-r fl-uctuations deduced. The results show that

equation 4.14 hol-ds reasonably wel1, an<i that average values of A are about

1OOO, for this time scal-e. It is reasonable to expect that equation 4.14

holds also for the much faster fluctuations which are monitored when

scinfillations are observed, although A wil-l not necessarily be the same for
the two cases. This expresslon has been used to estimate scaLter on

lncomlng rays i-n chapter 5.

4.8. TI1E EFFECT OF SCATTERING IN TIIB VERTICAL PLANE.

Even if the transmitLing antenna has a highly dLrectional characteristlc,

the effect of scattering in the verticaL plane is such that an initially
Ehin ray bundle is spread rapidly, so that the energy densiEy at the ground

at near antipodal distances is distributed approxlmately uniformly with

distance from the transmitter for the degree of scattering encountered in
practice. This nay be adequatel-y demonstrated using a sfunplified scattering

model and a flat-earth approximation.
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Gonsldet a single ray ptopagaEiag between trco parali.el ssatterir'rg

Blanes as in fig. 4.5 experieneing ineoherent (non-specular) scattering
at eaeh eneountetr a-ad heving a gausslar,rcharacteristic scattered polter

cpectru$ $ri-th scatterlng f,actor A. The undeviated (cencra-l) ray Le a

strai-ght line i.f lts tefleetf,orr in a serles of Lmage plane's is dtawn,

a:s ln ftg. ,a.0. Agsune that the ray suffers angu-lar deviations 61 to 6n,

at the n se,atterj-ng encounEers.n and t-hat the probarhtLi.-ty distrlbution of,

0 is speeified as iu sectldn 4.7.
Let d = spacing between planes,

I = r-4I ineidence angI,e on first plane.

d.!an 01

x.==
' "o"2,

5
cosze

I'f eI is snaLl

Blnce e+0I = e

2d.,e n 1. 
t.

x^ !r 

- 

+'
' .o.Ze cos2(e + gr)

s 
*'[tt'*tr]

h = +. [rp, * (n - 1)oz
cos'e \

* ....... * r"J

$tuce al]. tbe thetas are randsrnly dletrtbutsed, with zero u€an and

etandard devlatLon of

t6=:
'/2A



Ionosphere

Ground

Fig. 4.5.

?ig.4.6.

( z''s)

(4.6)

A ray pnopagating bek'teen h'to nough parallel plones

experLeneing scattenLng in the uertieaL di.nensdon catning
energy spxead along the growtd,.

The eonetruetion used to evaLuate the energy spread as a

finc'bion of the seatterLng patoneten.A. A set of 'tima4e'l
planes ase eonstructed so that qt undeviated tay traleLs
in a strai,ght Line, The energA di.str"Lbution ooer the

final plrme uiLL be the sqne a,s that on the growtd at the

Last hop.
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xn w,tr1l aleo be randomly dj-scrlbuted wl-th zero steaa and standard devlatLon

given by '(Kreyzie' 1 68)

o dZoz (. )
6io 1I + 22 + .,.....e * rtl

cos-e' * J

u

n
ande,lnce I tz= *C"+1).(2n+t)t]r o

otr:#.tw (4.15)

H;ence the power dlstributJ-on along th" otr pLane ls also gausoLan with

staodard devlation glven by eqn. 4.15. For a typical antipodaL path of

1o ho.Ps (.n = 19) arrd d = 300 klt, E c 764., Ilence

8.6 x 104o"=AFkn

' 1t00, kn frir A s 6000

wt-rieh wi-1.1 be sh'oeln to be a typ'heal to hi.gh value of A. Therefore it is
reasonable to a6ls6ne thaE the a4tiFodal reglon wiLl. be illrqinated unLforuly

WithOut tiskf.p dlstancet' sr "sileng z,o.ne ef,feeEs"fo_r thl.S tyge o'f earth-

l,onosphere hop mode propagation'
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CI{APTEI{ FIVE.

DETERMINATION OF THE IOI.IOSPHERIC SCATTERING COEIFICIENT.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS.

5.1 INTRODUCTION.

The values of A used by i{hale in his examination of Gersonrs results
(Whal-e 1963c), s/ere obtained from hourly averages of bearing measurements,

and hence represent the effect of long-term inconing \{ave-normal variations,
raEher than a true estimate of the instantaneous scintiLlations. In the

present investigatlon it is necessary to evaluate a different A in such a

manner that all statistical- informatlon inherent in the phase-difference

fluctuations is preserved. In a direct measurement of A any effects due to
urulri-path propagation and ground scattering may be elirninated if measurements

on a one hop path can be made. Radio Austral-ia transmissions from

Shepparton, Victoria (Australia) were used for this estination. Two

possible instruments, both phase-difference measuring, \^tere available, vLz.

a rotating inEerferometer and a lo-antenna scanning digital phase-meter.

The suitabilities of these instruments are as fol-lows:

5.2 THE ROTATING INTERFEROMETER

As shown prevlousl-y, the generaLised autocorrelation coefficient may

theoretically be evaluated from measurement.s around the circumference of

rotation at the fringe edges and fringe centres. (see section 4.3)

For one-hop paths however, signals at the tlto antennas are so highly

correlated that the pen-marking probabillty at the fringe centres is
estlmated to be (theorecically) about 0.98. If measurements are made on

2O frLnges (about the largest number for which propagation couditions seem

to be statistically stationary), the max. marking probability may only



be estimated to 1 0.05.
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At a frequency of 15 YtHz, for A = 3OOO and a

correlation distance of 33 wavelengths (typical experimental values

estimated by other means) when the maximum marking probability Pmax = l-.0,

A is lnplied to be * and for p({) = 0,95, A is implied to be 96, for one

hop paths. A large number of independent determinacions would be necessary

to achLeve acceptable aecuracy using this criterion. Similarly the slope

of the fringe edges is Large, and in iragsglce for one hop pat.hs is masked by

random scatter on the fringe edges of tl-o or so, caused by the inherent

mechanical t'noise" of the instrument. This is almosE impossible to elimin-
ate rrrith the present system, since the pens are chain driven, with rather
srnall sproekets. Hence the interferometer is an unsatisfactory instrument

for this determination.

5.3 SCANNTIiG- prcrrAr- PHASE-METER.

This instrument has been described elsewhere in detail (Boys, 1968) '
so only its general mode of operation will be reviewed. Nine regularly
spaced anEennas 5O yards apart are arranged around a central- one, (as in
fig. 5.2). The phase difference between each antenna and the central one

is measured in units of 50 and punched on to standard 8 channeL paper taPe.

The complete array is scanned and punched about 5 tj-mes per second. Parity

bits and "scan start't characters are included on the output tape to provide

a continuous check on the validity of the data, and a phase-locked local-

oscillator with a long Eime-constant is incorporated in the final receiver

convertor stage to compensate for drlfts, The total recording time is

limited only by the amount of paper tape on a reel - a complete reel giviirg

about 2O rninute's record. Field Lests have shown that system noise begins

to introduce errors only when the r.m.s. input voltages being compared drop

below about 1,4V at the input terminals.

This is a better instrument for the present purpose than the inter-
ferometer because of 2 factors: Any indlvidual measurement provides 36

tines as much information as the interferometer, since the latter instrument

only records whether the instantaneous phase difference is between ! tr/2

or not. Henee it is now possible to conpile phase-difference histograms

and deduce Z fron Ehe shape by fitting one of the family of Bramley curves.
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Seeondly, the maxirnum antenna-pair spacing of 150 yards is much greater
than that of the interferometer (42 yards), so that the autocorrelation
function on the ground, which decreases in an approximaEely gaussian

manner with distance, is lower aE the urost distanL antennas, enabling

the correlation dist.ance to be estimated much more accurately. Beeause

of this much greater rate of infonnation aquisition, statistically
meaningful amounts of data may be recorded in 2 mlnutes, mininising effects
introduced by changing propagation conditions. Nine phase-difference

histograms, each containing approximate.ly 600 data pointsr Day be compiled

from the tape by computer. It has been found, as diseussed by Boysn that
the most satisfactory method of deducLrrg Z is curve fitting usi-ng a least-
mean squares criterion. For 600 data values the standard deviarion of
error in the Z estimation from a statistie.aily statl-onary distribution has

been shown by Boys (1968b) to be about 0.08.

5.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE.

Phase difference records are obtaioed aE times when a one hop F2

propagation mode is dominant. (This supposition may be checked with
predictions using ionosonde-obtained critical frequencies, and the 'rclean[
character of the signal). Values of Z between each antenna pair are deduced

by conputer, as above. If the incoming power spectrum ls assumed to be a
two dimensional gaussian, with arbitrary spatial- orientation, contours of
constanc Z on the ground will be ellipses. The gaussian curve of best
least-mean-squares fit is computed for each antenna array arm. Ellipses
are then fitted Ehrough appropriate points on each gaussian curve. Since

the incoming bearing angle of the signal is known, the correlation distance
perpendicular t.o this may be calculated or scaled off a computed contour plot.
From equation 4.10, i-etting c" tend to r/2,1

R = I - exp -qzro"2o12) (since X = 0)
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(tLre distance in whf-ch the Gsrr'elaflonwhere D" = ce,rtrelati.sn dlstaaeE

drops to Ue)

=t
E.ru,

Then frout eguation 4.14 we have

n2D"2 (n - l).sin ). - cos A*sin(Ao - l)
A= 2 uLn L.eln2l\,

nzD12

4eos2r

= 2,72 Dc2

pfrtting tt = 2 for the path in guestioo (2700 kru).

Oyer s peri.od of L2 nonths a La ge urmu'er of'measurene4ts, of, the
eorrelatiolr dlstance were nade by chie means Ln the frequeney range
Ll - J.E !{IIz. the corresponding values of A obtained were found to rraty'
wtdely between the approxtnate J'lnLes of 35O (when the l-oooephere Ls very
rsugh) to IJ-'OOO (rohen signa-le were highly correlated). MosE values were

Ln the rause 2OoO to 4000, and of ten ehange<l narkedly ove,r a perlo.d of, 20

miautee tn a scemLngly rarr*dom fashiou (A feature cormented on also by Boys,

ia his measurement of coherence rattos). There r{as a tend€ncy f,or Ldgher

valqgs t6 be obtaLned ilr midsurnner aud nl"dwinter. No pronouneed frequency

dependenee was obsenred. It ust be emphaslsed tttat beceus,e oJ the llui-ted
aperture of ttr€ arra)|, (abouf I-0 wavelengths at 18 MHz), these values nust
stt-l-tr be treeted as aBBroxinate onl,.;r, since the correlaE:lon betweeo the two



mosc htidely spaced antenna pairs is
correlation distance must be found

25 - 40 wavelengths.

still- typically
by extrapolation,
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O.B - 0.98, and the

being typically

5.5 T}IE EFFECT OF ORDINARY AND EXTMORDINARY COItrONENTS.

The simple analysis procedure given in section 4,4 is, strictly speaking'

incorrect, since it assumes the downcoming power spectrum to be composed of

a single gaussian beam. However, even for a single hop path there will
be at least two separate power distributions caused by magneto-ionic path

splitting (ordinary and extraordinary components), simultaneously arriving
from slightly differenE directions, containing comparable (but not equal)

amounts of power. These componenta traverse different paths in the

ionosphere, and hence may be assumed to have independent phase histories.
The resulting correlation measured on t.he ground due to both of these

components will not decrease monotonically with distance, and wii-L be dis-
similar to that caused by either component alone.

Boys (l-969) measured the ratio of powers in the E and O distribuLion
for this path using a nethod involving a consideration of the phase-

difference distributioos obtained with horizontally spaced vertical and

horizontal- antenna pairs. The theory is complicated, and will not be

reviewed here. His results showed that relative powers in the two component.s

of between 0.3 and 0.8 were typical for this path, occasionally dropping as

low as O.01. The mean incoming bearing difference was again difficult to
estimate accurately because of aperture limitations, but was shown in all
cases to be less than O.Bo. An estimaEe for the error lnvo1ved in estimating
A using the method of section 4.4 under these conditions may be deduced as

follows.
Assume that the incoming power distribution is the summation of two

independent, two dimensional gaussian distributions, each having the same

standard deviation in the azinuthal plane (since each component traverses
approxlmately the same path length in Lhe ionosphere), arriving at mean
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azimufhaL anglee dlftertng o-y A. Along e J-ine on the gtround at rl,ght

arrgl.-ee to tlrat bldecti,ng ttre asimuEhal arri,val diree,tiirrs of, the two com-

p.d[renLg., Lhe Fsllrler ttaneform may be foubd ae follows:

Let p = poto€f la eatraordlnaty eomponent

P + AP - prower l-n ordinary compo-nenl..

Then P(c) .. (p + np).exp -A(c * L,]' f P.urp -A(o - +)2

where ,o = irteoming aspect angle of a nal lirrndle.

Ttansfortni$g using the shtft theoren"

r1
R + Jx = l(e + A?).exp -rjDA * P.exp nJuAl.exp -b?gzlt)TJ

c 
[r*,""(nDA) 

* AP{eos(rrDA) - J.e.ln(Tr,DA)}J.*oe -1n2n2741

z E lnz+52;k

(^-lu* 
[tzr 

* Ap)2cos2(noa) * apzstn2(nDA)J".exp -(n2tzle)

.. 
[arn 

* lrita+ r]p,.ap).eosztnoalJk.ex* -(nzpzle)

t{ornalj.slng by puttiug total X.neident poner = 1, and eubstituttng

Porr.er in ordlinarv co[ID6tre:lt . P+AF
=5=:Power in exttaordinary comp.onent P

we find

T* = Fi'[t .*'eo"2coua>lh..xp -(,,2o2le)'4\ (S_Lr. )
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(5. X)

Dc '= cortelation dlstance ,= A.ltr2 s '1 
,

2n2oZ

se = azlnuthal e tandard devJ.atlon of porrrer ln O and E dietri-butione,

Eeaee Etre correct value of A (defined as belug that tlue to eithet
dLstrf.bution separately) t-e

= 
.F.ercp 

-(DalDcz)

s -+, [r + --tE--.cos2tnoallLwhere F = iar, ar_r)2 
.)

AaK,Do,=1;+fu

a,E=ft$

4t . lnFI-- L'm

and K = reons,tant ; Z.VZ fo:r path coEglde-red.

. l,lhereae the vahle ob,taf.ned usiag t'tre initial strnple theo,.rlt !n seetloo

4.4 ts

Iiltiere Z Ls the ,measqred eorrelati,on bet-{reen two ante,rnas spaced D wave-

ilengths apart oa the. li-ne eomsldered. The raBlo of obe.erretl to eru-e

valires tberefore i.6
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whieh may be calculated assuming typical values at the fartherurost antenna

spacing, sinee this one measurement will affect the aecuracy of measurenent

most, since the correlation, and also the valuesof F are most different
fron t here. Assuming S typicalLy = 2, A = O.8o (the worst possible case)

we find for D = 1O wavelengths (occurring at about 18 MHz for this array),
and a typical true correlation distance of 33 wavelengths for either eon-

ponenE, the observed correlation will be Z = 0.838. F = O,9lB, and hence

o.52

indicating that the error involved i.n esEimating the scattering of either
component alone will be large unless the exact form of the j-ncoming spectral
composition is knor"m. Simultaneous measurements of correlation distance

and the 0 and E composition of Lhe power spectrum are not at the moment

possible, since the array configurations requLred are quLte different.
Since Boys has found that S may vary in a randorn fashion by nearly an order

of rnagnitude over intervals of 20 minutes, it. is unlikely Ehat any worth-
while improvement in the accuracy of esLimation of A is gained by changing

the array configuration and attempting to estimate S and A some minutes

after a determination of D.

Computed values of L' /A as a function of S and A for a correlation
distance of 33 wavelengths are shown in fig. 5.1. It is seen that the error
ln esE.imation of A using the simplified procedure of section 5.4 decreases

as S increases and A deereases. Since neither of these are known in prac-

tice, the sinplified procedure has been used for all estimations, and the

resulting value obtained for A taken as a lower bound on the true value for
a single component,.

Some values have aLso been estimated using Radio Japan (path length

9000 km). The sirnpJ.if led analysis yields

AI
=A
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Tig. '5.7 fite frati"o of *he sca*texf^ng f,antot de&rced bg errorwowsLg
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the powers dn bhe tuo CI;arwtsrtenta.
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It = 20.3 D"'

A = 28.9 D 2
c

(3 hops)

(4 hops).

Hence cornparable values of A give. rise to smaller correlation distances

which should be more accurately measurable. In addltion, si.nee the

extraordinary componenl is attenuated more, its effect should be less.

However these advantages are offset by the fact that cri.tical frequency

considerations show that both 3 and 4 hop modes are usually possible, and

thus the ground correlation pattern will contain contributions from both,
as well as being affected by terrestrial encounters, which will all be

from the sea. If only those records which were taken when the signals
appeared fairl-y "cleant' on the monitoring oscilloscope are considered,

values of A are obtained whieh are comparable to those estimated from Radio

Australia. A typical correlation pattern is shovm in Fig. 5.2 fo:: which

D" = llom, corresponding to A = 385o (3 hops) or A = 55oo (4 hops). The

frequency is I1.88 MHz. Correlation values at each antenna are shown,

from which the ellipses were drawn.

l'lore accurate determinations would be possible if an array of larger
dim.enslons, say 30 wavelengths, was available, since rhen it should be

possible Eo observe the increase in correlation predicted by eqn. 5.1

dlrectl-y, and estimate A and S from the same data sample. This would appear

to be a worthwhile experi.rnent, although a formidabl-e one, since the maximuut

antenna separat,ion required would be about 5OO m at 1-B lfHz.

5.6 CONCLUSIONS.

It is difficult to estimate the significance of these results. If
al-l terrestrial reflections on nulti-hop paths were essentially specular,

the extraordinary component would be continuously attenuated, becoming

negligible at antipodal distances probably even over dark-hemisphere paths.

Scattering from rough surfaces, however', causes depolarisation, which is a



W, 5.8, A" typ,teaL cet of eotreLdtiom eantaws (d,otted elhtipees)
obtained asing tke eb@tned ten-antew<m arpag, ktbenr.a

WeLtiarp qre: s.lrwn as etroLes ioi,rt"ed bg etraight, Lines
wd haree the eryer,ilnaotal,Lg datenwi"ned, eotnelatdan us,Luee

mapked, beside tkqn,, Ehis pecoydwas tuke$ fnon Ra&io
,IWw, i"n ,Itnte, 1.96.92 @ JI.B;80 MHa.
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oornSrli,,ca,ted f.inction of, i,ncldenee and refiected edgtres, aqd inltiat
polarisauion (Beeknangr, op,. alu). tirtiEe alrounEs of. power lday theref,ore

be aeaEteted as O cotoponents even frour ineiclent E canqpone:nts, E@ eo-rltrf,bute

to the final anLipedal di.st.ributio-n. The nett eff,ecr of this 111.1 be to

deg,rease the 4ppa{ent value of A f,or f.onospherlc eneountets.

lt j.s conelud-ed that A ls nonna.ll.y betlneen 2O0O and 4OOB1 although

variatfs,q€ well outside thlsi tange often occur, aBpatrently randoinly. Great

ec.cur.acY has tr.ot been B,oes,ible ln the deterulnatJ,on, ,and fu'tr'thet exper.neuual

wo,fk wouLd be pr,oflta-tl1e:. [t is seerl, b refetence to ftg. 3.3 ttlat A for
grorimd s,c€.tterl,ng ls about the same order o,f nagnltude for geutly undulattng

terraln.
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C}IAPTER SIX.

ANT]PODAL PROPAGATION ]'IODELS INCLTIDING THE EFFECTS OF SCATTBRING.

6.1 INTRODUCTION.

In this chapter the theoretical models of l^lhale, which are the only

H.F. ones postulated to date r,.rhich enable scaEtering effects to be included,

are reviewed. The validity of his approach is discussed, and another model

developed which enables absorption effects to be incl-uded as well, resulting
in a more physically realisti,c description of the propagation problem.

6.2 WHALD' S- U9pEL..

Rotating interferometer studies in the 1950rs established that for
Stations aE di-stances of up to IO'OOO km or so, the incoming bearings are

always within about 50 of the mean great circle direction. As the

transmitter distance increases beyond this, bearing variations become larger
and more irregular, theoretically reaching a maximum at antipodal distances,

where (neglecting absorption effects) any incoming bearing should be equally
possible. Whale used this concept to define an "antipodal area" for an

omnidirectional transmitter, as being that area within which the standard

deviation of the expected received bearlng spread is greater than L radian
(Whal-e 1963b). From equation 4.14, putting Ar, = nl,.

02 = (n - I)sin I - cos nl.sin(n - 1)r

44.sin l.sin2nl

since sin(n - 1)I
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fo-rlkro e [r-Jsi" r,

where U = nl = angu3.ar dJstance f,ron the aotipodc

o E U, u = -rfn- Iltsr'n t A Jl

The radius of the antlBodal atea I,s thou

l-0o = LlOO Kn for n = 16 (8 hops) and A = 1OO0.

Bec.au-sb of, ahsorption effeets heweveE, lt i.s doubtful that such a sinple
analysi.s ls adequate.

iAn expresE{on wbs also dedueed (tlhaLe L963c) for the relative P'oriler

dens,l-ty irr the antippflsf region. A-t aay polrrt on the earthrs sqrfaeeo

ueing equjatton 4.14, the toGal Lneoutlog'p.ow€r mey be f'ound by integrattng
ovet aJ-l lneorribg angles, whe:ree

p e t il -(g).dq where p(il 
"r exp -N!2

t

Llnite have beea taken es tl sinca, la the de'rfvatlsn of equatlon 4,Lh

ir has been assumed that ineouing beari.ng devtations, about t'h.e grea$ ei.rele

diaectlon ate s&a11, so that sin I e 6. f,Aen

f,,c #

where N = 2A.sin A.sLn2ntr -(n - l)sin l - cos ntr.sin(n - f)f



2A.sin tr.u2
n,sinl-p.cosn).

= 2A'u2
n

If sin ntr is small, 1l is
geometric antipode in radians.

antipode to 1, we find
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andp=sinntr

approxiioaEely the angular distance from the

Hence, normalizing the pol^ter at the

(6. 1)

This is pl-otted as a function of A in fig. 6.1 for various values of
n and A. Thi-s expression was applied to experlmental results obtained by

Gerson (l-962) at the receiving stations Bermuda and Rome, N.Y., for a trans-
mitter at Perth, Australia (anEipodal to Bermuda). Good agreement was

found by substituting n = 16 and A = 1000, lf it could be assumed that about

477" of. possible propagation paths between Perth and Bermuda were obstructed

by a completely-absorbing auroral zotre.

The vaLidity of equation 6.1 is severely linited in practice because

of the folJ-owing considerations:
(l-) The derivation assumes that all- paths from transmitter to antipode are

subject to the same attenuation. This will- be approxlmately true only

when the subsolar point is at or near either transmitter or antipode, (if
on1-y D region effects are considered), when all paths travel for equal

distances through the dark and sunlit henispheres. The worst case occurs

at local transmitter twilight, when the absorption suffered traversing the

daylight hernisphere may be up to lOO dB greater than that traversing the
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dark hemisphcre, for frequencies in the rarrge IO - 20 L"LHz. (Fenwick, 1963).

Neither can the effects of total or partial absorption caused by auroral
zones or other localised anomalies be aderluately included.
(2) The scattering undergone at each encounter is assumed uo be identical on

a global scale. This is unlikely to be Lrue, especially in Ehe case of
terrestrial encounters. Reflection from calm seas may be almost totally
specula.r, while mountainous country may produce completely scatcered

emergent fields, possibly with reflection losses which also differ. For

the Tangier - Ardmore path examined experimentally later, it is fheoretically
possible for rays incident at the antipode on an incoming bearing oi about

26O0 to reflect from land masses at every lor.rer encounler, while paths

arriving at 2BOo may be always reflected from the sea. (See section 5.5).
Hence A may fluctuate an order of magnitude or more at different encounters.
(3) Large scale ionospheric tilts of the order of several degrees, which

are known to exist, r4rill cause tilting of fhe effective reflecting plane,

with consequent el.evaEion and azimuthal deflecti-ons of individual path

directions. The effective hop length and hence the number of scattering
encounters will vary and tilts may al-so cause ray-paths arriving in the

vicinity of the antipode to be displaced frorn it, as di.scussed in sectton 2.2.
Thus the power focussing pattern may become irregular, with a maximum dis-
placed from the geometric antipode.

It ls difficult to see how eqn. 6.1 nay be urodified ro include these

effects. An alternative approach, which allows them all to be considered,

Ls possible, however.

6.3. AZIMUTHAL SCATTERING APPROACH.

Consider a ray Eraversing a great circle path from a transmitter to its
antipodal region, being scattered at reflections from earth and ionosphere

alternately.

THE

Let B_ = resulting coherence rati.on
scattering at the .rth 

"rr"orrnEer.

of an initially pJ.ane wave suffering
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,do = tesul-tant standaf,d deviation, of, scattered prowe,r tn the

aEimuttrail. plane of this $rEn7ej,

lrn = elrange I-n inean aziuruthal directlon of travel suffered by a ray

af ter the sth errcou:rter due to .any tratrqvetrse trilt.

Let an infinitoly narrow beam o,f, rays containlag unlt power be irleLdeat on

the io"noqphe,re after travelLing angtrlar di,Gtanee Ir. (patb pEo.ieetl,on length

sir ttr€ ,eatrthr,s su.rf,a,ce). ,After ref.leetion, the total p.oFrer in the

,epeeuXar comp@aent will be

D=81-sl 1+Bl

,and that in the scattered f,aq = , I = 
.'t+BI

Af'te-f th€ rrext scatter:Lttg encoiunteE the spe,eu'la.ti For.rer renai.nirrg jc

Bn B"
E"z = T]:ldir iq

end af,teJf o, earcounterg

aEb
!!=fi-'so _'", l+Bnill=I

wtr{l"e the ray bundle will have t-ravell-ed an augular distaaee l, whgre

[=fxB
m=l

as ,trtr fig. 6.2. Tbeeq hop leagt-hs ne,ed rlot r,te'e€ssarlly be equa]".

Let {o = angular dispJ-acement of the remalnlng sBee,ular ray-bundle after
tne iith encounter, f,roui the great eircle speeifled by the iultial ray

az{muthaL directioa, Then, Lf eaeh [r' le eua]-l, ss that
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Pi9.6.2. Ray deu'Lations suffer,ed at successiue reflections fr.om the
eav,th and ionosphez,e.



sin pn * Fn

fiz = Et.sin tr,

$s o ilI.si.tr(.1., + rr) * !a sin l*

_r-n I r-n 10n ss tr."t"li_l'J * ur.*tot**hJ ". 
.. . ! .+ 1111-1.sin 4,. (6.2)

The scatte:ced ray bundl-e proiluced after the flrst eoeounter will be

furt'her scaftered at each su,cceseive encou-nter. The resulting spetlal
pohtef dl-sttibution at th" rth eneouriEeri @y b€ calcuLaEed by e-onefdeting

the path of a sirrgle ray fro,m EAis aseeobl-age to be gdven by eqn. 6.2, where

Do\l,r Un f-s corrsidered to be trhe deviaEion suf'fered by this ray at thg rth
encounter. Eince the distrlbutlon of trl at each encounter r,ilill be nornal
wd-.rh speclfied mean values U, to Ua1 and Efandard deviation It g9 on, the

resultas't ,cpatiaL dis,trtb,ution s,f Fower irn lhe s11 dfreeti<rn is given by a

gau,ssian dtstributl-on wl-th maxftnun powef oecuEiu,g at ai angle gtrven by

eqn. 6.2, and standard deviatlon glven by

70,

or, = onz.airrz$l^l + ......" + dr-Iz'siu \

'o-1fn)of, ,rt = 
,1, 

oot.srnzI 
Jr*, ^*l

tsiroilarlyl the scattered poxeer produced by the secoud encounter wjl.l-
' contri"bute 'to anothe'n epatlal po\rer distri-buEi.on ae ln. In ge.neral,,

n'loFvq- = 
^Lr=q

oiz ' einz [rlr., *J

Ihe totel spatiatri p@ler di,strlbuti.on at In i" ttre suo.of atr"i eqdh

(6.3)
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cofltribuElone, i.e.

p()^n) = iffl'eNp -h[VJt*ft'1{;;'"'o' +ffi'
n rB* \

* ........ * ,lrt#E;j 
.6(on)

or erq) = ;f;;."*n *n[$]'. 
Ll, *J'd(on)

, 'The last tenn f-n eq.n. 6.4 i,s a dLrae del-ta function at 0=$nr ,glvirg the

reuaining specular power in the ray bundle at the oth 
"""oonter. 

ff n, = Or

(oourpletdly iocohereilt seaLteri,ng at the flrst ionospherie encounter) thea

aLl. tsemst etreept the first vanish, and the resuXtant spatl-al p,otre-r dietnibution
is a sfmpl-e gaussian, If thls ls not the case (i.f for example, propagatlron

ac frequenel.es below about, 2 Wlz were beieg cousidered) thea auy subsequedt

sea;trtertng enceirrrrter whlch was conpletel-5r Lneotrerent would treroox/e the delta ' ,,

fuuetion term and all renraining Eerms in the series.
Bren if B = 1.6 at, caeh engorrtlE€r, the specular Irower renainlng af,'ter

1O eneounLere is less than L7, of the tetal, and hence it ls very unllkely
that aven at these frequeaetes aojr epeeuLar po{rer wiJ.l leuiain at the antipode.
(The si.tua'tiou will begin to change, hone\r,er beLow ab:ouL lOO kltz, wtren ray
theor5r becones loapp1i.eebtr-e, ond V.L"t', uode theo,r),' nusL be used).

thus, ii-tritting coneideretion Eo frequencies above aborrt 5 MIIz,
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i.f In = lggo' [he approxlqaEe spatlal X]ovre disErJ.butioa across the antipode

eE rlght angles to ther :tnitial gr'eat circ-1e beaning'direcflon, rnaT be

described by

P(o) .q ".p-Llry]'z

Consfdsc a go-ordiuate gysteil, centred upon the antipode, O, as ln

fig. 6,3. At a point r,irlth polar co-ordl.nate,s rr'0, Ehe Grtnttibutiou of

6aettered, po!iler atrlving at an astmuthal angtreowith the naxl$um ddsplaced

0n sidewaye' is

dP(r,9rs) = P(o).ery -bt*n + r.eln(' - o)l2do

$here b = tllza^2):.

Ilenee F(r,0) = ]*r,or.exp -b[Sn. * !.;sin(g - a) ]26a (6.6)
0

lJlre:e P (o) = incouing porder at ant1pode fron azluuthal dlree tion .

Now if P( o ), b aail 0a are knowrl as f,uaeti-ons of cl, eqrr' 6'6

defLnes the power di,etrlbutLon iu ttre vicinlty of the antlpode.

Integratio sf this exp,reqsion w:i-Ll lead to a more accurete desertptiou.

of foe sging effeets than eqn. 6.1, sf,oee no$ the effects of absorptlort."

scatteti'ng and'tilts ura;r aLL be al-lowed fo'r atrpsg iadlvJ.duatr pathe.,

I{trLle thiq t€ theo.retically posslble, in practlce lt ls a foruidable task,



P(",)

(r,O)

Fig. 6.3. Co-ordinate system centred upon the a:nbi.pode used for
denLuing tlte antipodal pouer density.
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sJ.oce ionospheti.c rand terf,estrlal pararneter-s af,e requLred for the r/trole ,of

the reLatively J-arge secblon of the earth over wtrLch setr$j-ble cootrtbutiono

of power tra.rretr, Autoral- a,beorptl,or,t effecte aad ary requlred transrnitiing
asd recelvlng powerr p'oJ-ar diagrarns rnay" be incltrded. by modlfying the incorming

angular power disEribtrtions'
If some simpllfytng assumpt,Xons are made, eqn. 6.6 nay be iDtegrated

an9,1ytica1tr"y, to galn a geqeratr l-dea of the focusrsiog area shape.

Assuule

(1) A11 hop Lengths are egual- to In
(e) A is the Eaue f,or all ecatteri.ng encounters
(l) fhere arie no trausver-se tllt..e sf the iooospfte:rg or L:end tnasseg -

i.en attr rayo follo-w Sreat elreiLe paths to Llie aatLpode,.

lleace from eqn" 6.2 Sn = Q. Fton eqn, 6-3

. or2 = oz["inz(n - l)lt + sin2(n - z)rr i ... + srn2rrJ

Er 't( l
and sfnce . t sln2k,r. = *l(Zr * l)ein I, - sin(zn + l)lrJ.ot*" .X,

t=r r '+(

"r, = "r[o\Gn - l)ein )\, - sln(ZnJt, - 11)]cosec rr]

and 2n)., e 2'r

Ffustly assune tttat the dfstr:i.butisu of, potrrer v-ith inconi-ng beariag

angle aL the artipode ls uolforil - i.e-, there ls an equal probability of

propagaELorr aLong ail gteat Gl.rcle pathan approxfuaating the situatLOn

, rlt s uufte,zt-t+D] =$'o.2
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n"hich oceura wfien the ttansnitting ant-enoas are ounldirectJ-onil, and the
strn Xs oiverhead at tf,Ensmitter or 4qltipode. Then

-brZs,tnZ(g - cr,).do
?tr

P(r,o) c[exP
0

t,NP(r,o) " il, exp -(br2l2).ex,p (br2cos @)/z.do

where b' = Ll (2v\\ = ZAII

Thie nay be e.valuatecl using 'che standard integraL

'4n L

I eNp (qeos q * Rsin s),ds = /rnlo(Qz + Rz)t
0

herre'e P(r) * Io $x2l2r.eap - (bE?lZ) (6.7'

where I- rls a nodlfj-.ed Bee,sel functi.on o,f order zero, and r ls the anguJ-aro
dlstanee fron the antipode oeaeured in-radians. eqn, 6,7 is plot&ed Ln

fig. 6.4 for dj.fferent values of b. All curves are aoroeLised to unlty
dt ttr,e anufpode. Coruparlng e,q4s. 6.1 aud6.7, it is eeen ehag Ehe forme:
glves the same result af Eer i.ot"eglatLon if, the approxinatlon sin € = € is aot
nade. This is aorurally good approximation f,or long di.stance propagatlon, but
it ls lnval,id oear antipode, utrere tle Lacomlng aziruthal spread of enetgy

na,y, tieoretiealLy, approaeh 2n . The curves are very sinlIar, n'everthelesg

aod bsch show that 8g' the soattering at eaeh encounter inereases, the fodus-
si.ng becomes less rnarhed., As expected j.ntuitively. As, b, teRds to lnfi:ntEy



.a
+J'
ct
L

b o'4
3
o
0-

1 b=1OOO

,2 b,= 6QO

3 b:= 4OO

4 b= 2OO

A b = IOOO#

* 
vvhol,u's expressjon

1000, 200.0
Disto,nce fro-m qntiBode, km. "

Ihe mr.t'i;pada3, p'wer d:te&ibutian e,Onpwted, f,nati the aai;Wtlt;fl,1,

c&tteriw, fofinwla wi,th tut't,,foz,w ,irza&La*Lan af t\le antipofuT
otrea. 9ne eun)e eq,nputed. f,wrn FlhaLets et4rcessdm ia
inetudpd fan eontparison,

E'ig. 6.4.
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(iie. the seattering beesmes rr€ry. soal!), substitutiug Ehe a.sXrmptotie

exBansion for large value€ of the Be-ssel functLon, wE fiud

to(b&|z) 
-'. (narz)a

P(r) exp -(brz/z).exp $rzlz)[ +

P (r) --) f ' eor'rst"nt

wtrf,,eh ie rhe exBreeelos for focuesing ob,tained by eonsldettng ool,y the

geome';trlc crowdlng together of energy.aear Ehe arttlpode as d{.scussed by

Gersoh (X958),

Arrothe,r caee of interest occurs wleeu the tncorniug power dt st ibuLion

1s oo.E t,rni,fq,ra, but has- a reJ-atLverly di.reetional cihatae.terlsttre e.aused by

the fact that ttre tualsnitting anteona i.s not onnidlrecttoaal. If the
,beanns{dth of the atrterura is rnarronr, then al-l nea -antXprodal praths suffer
approrinateJ-y the s,asne ab orption, arrd che antipodal power angular

&Lgttj.bution Xs a funetlon only of the autenna characteriet,lc. Lf this
uay be deseribed by

' P(q) = Po'exP (-D.'sltzo)

-thetr,, substituting into equctton 6.6 we trave

2r
r(rng) = P../ exB ftu.sLnzo).exp [-brzs,1a2(B - o)l "da

0
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= Po.exp In-tz . Sl ./1"e* t$2(e"s Zo.eoe 2ei, * sin 20.sl.n 2,0)

* +.cos 2B I . d.o

Hgnee

p(r,0) : polexp 
t"+-lt.ropfnz * 2Dbr2cos z0 * ot"oli]

(6.8)

Is D tends to O, the tralle,nitticg adtegn€ heeorneE ornnrldirect,ionaf.r

and eqn. 5.8 reduces to 6.7 as exp,ected.

eou,tours of constan't p,ower deaeitlr arotrni! t-be aat{.pode couputed from egn.

6,E are shoim J-n ftg, 5.5 and 5.6. J.0 trops have been assumed between trans-
mltter and antipode (n = ZOr. The contour Labels Gorf,€s-pord to poiier in
dB belou ttre naxtmuo, AE the anteane ;beamtsidth becsmes nartorrer (D tendlng
to i4fl,nity), eontours becone more elon:gated along the ineoning bearing. Iirle
cor.tesponding to the maxluum of, the tnensuL,tter porrrer pol-ar diagram, chosen

as the y axi-s in eaeh cES€r ALong this bearing line 0 = O, and eqn. 6.8.
becomes

P (r,0) o( fo [e:ce - t+*]r.'"[=!4]

Lettiag D tend Eo tnf,{nity and substLtutlng &€ As.yqpto-tie volue of the-

Bessel functton,



0
o

krn

Fd'9. 6.5. Anbi,pad,a"f, p,ofie& d;istrtbwt'i,en fon A = tA'00t asslfiting .4

di.reat't'onat sttewwa',ka,utW a ha:l,f-pq,n'et besnwtdth of 6'00.

The ao.ntawr t&eba epp&aspffid to pm,er bel-q't tke miwdmn

in dB,
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Ei;g.. ,6,.6*. AntipafuT p@tua? dt ffibubi,an far A, = l0AA 'asamf;tg a

&i;r,e.eti.ahati dwtenna kqtiW a katf-pwer heqwi.dth of 25o.

fu ,qont%s Lahets @cwaspond to paaew belou the mwitmm'

ii.n &.
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P (r,o) e. ro [exp t%*] I . Iexp t=t+lr.[,,cu * u"ur]t

il,.€r P(rr0) tends Lo g con tant valse,

Sinilarly, substitueing g - 90o and letting D tend to infinlEy,

e(rr9Oo) * Fo.exp -bra

whLeh are the expected expressiorae fot ara inf,Lnitel5r thln bur,dle of rays

t;av,erstng the antipode. Power Eontoura c,orrespondLrrg to more comPlq( lote
stru,gLure in the tr;iflsni,tti.ng antenna pola:r dlagra:n ulay b"e f,ound b;r siuper-

lmposing aod ad'dir:r.g several c.onts.-rre qf ttre above fo@. $ince the pover

radieted flon slde ancl. baek lobes le generall-1r much Less than tlat radlated

f rom the main Lobe, the resu.tting qoatours a.re generally llrtle dif ferent
frog lhat of the nain lobe alone.

6.4 [gE EFBECT OF LOCAT

IABA0{E!E&$, .

GTTANGB$ IN IONO,SpUERTC TILTS AIIE SCATtEBr.ryq

-+ 

\--

trf the siople model of ionosrpheric tLlt d:lstributl,on in eeetion 2,2

Is eons,idered, approxlna.Ling the reflection geonetfy by Ewo non-.qdncenerie

opheres, the effect wtll- be merely to shif,t the above foeussing patte-rnjs

bodflyr anay fron the Eubssl:ar poiat b1l. Do tdrere

Do = 3{."ot iu. ect (rrlzN)
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Using the nornenelature of secti-on 2.2.

In gene,-'al , if all hop lengths are assumed

effect of a changing tilt at the *tL orr"ot'rnter'

approxinately equalr the

from eqn. 6.2 is

ad'n
a"'m

= sin (n - n)l

whence it. is seen that tilts encountered at the nidpath point will have the

gri:atest effect on ray-bundle displacement from the antipode, and hence

on the shape of the power disrribution. Sirnilarly, from eqn. 6.3, the effect

of scattering on Ehe variance of the sideways dlstriburion of power around a

given ray-L,undle is

a (oa2)

aAm

which again is maximum at the mldpath point. These two results, and the

validity of equations 6.2 and 6.3 theuselves, have been checked by using

a Monte-Carlo scattering model in spherical co-ordinates on a digital
computer.

6.s INFLUEI{CE OF PROPAGATION PATH ON TOTAT SCATTERING.

In the absence of any reliable experimenEal estimates concernlng ground

scattering, eomputer estimates of antipodal power density have been

calculated in chaptex 7 on the assumption that a1-1 paths are similar in
scattering properties, and that the nett effect may be considered as due to

a mean value of A valid on a global scale. This is unlikely to be true'
since some paths travel almost completely over the sea, and others encounter

land masses for over half their terrestrial refections. Under normal

(non-sEorm) conditions the sea will probably give rise to essentially

THE
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sBeeular re,.f1ecEl.on at no,rmal II,F. incidence angles, while t-he scatterlng
lnposed by the grouod w1,11 vary wldely, ae d.iecu-osed 1n s,e'qti.on 3.3.

. Flgure 5.7 shsws a grear-c{rc1.e proJectior centred approxinaLely on

Ardmore, New Zeala.nd (Ar,rtipode fsr the .transulssions eoosidered latet),
and f,ig, 6.8a shsrtrs the toLal pattr length oven land masses of rays

arrlvlog ae fhe au[i.pode for dlff,erent a-z:tnuthal ,ifrecEis,ns ilerLved fron
thl.s. thls length '1s seen to vary fron afunoet zero (at gOo)' to tlrOOO kn
(at 22go). If LE is ae'suued that aairuuthal scatrering oecrrxs onljr

b'eeause of land encounters, arod that the effect of eaeh encounter
(L-rrespeatLve of te:rraI.n) is the same, the azimuthal rgcatteri.og al.oag,

each propagatlou path may b,e evaluated as fo11ows,.

Le,t oz := eEandard devlation ,of,' seatterlng exBerieneed at eac'h

encountef (zero f,,or sea ot n'opeculaftr ref!.eetions)

e.,*' = resu-ltan! eidew6Sre, spread at anBipoele.

n
= [ ozsin2ntr

m=1

As;suulng al1 possibtre lald reflection pointe aXoag each path are

equa:l1y lrilcely,

',It
" 6, = fi. / o2stnzg.ds
' '- path

=q? r fo
2H r"ia [-2

seg,trteoEs

- or - ft"ro zg, - sin aor)] (6. e)
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r+here 0, and 0 2 ar.e greaE circle distances cLlong a given path bounding a

given lancl mass. H - length of a single hop, llence oqzis a function of

rhe tot.al land mass encountered along a path, and its position on that
path. Evaluating equatlon 6.9 numerically the variation in fig.6.8b
is obtained, Unity on the vertical ordinate represents the scatterlng
resulting from a t't.ota1-1and'r path. The four peaks are caused by the land

masses of Norr-h and South Amerj-ca, Africa and Asia respecrively, There

are some paths, notably around 90o and 1600, over which ground scattering
should be very small. These paths nill be strown to be operative around

local (receiver) afternoon. Paths experiencing large ground scattering
are clustered around 30Oo - operative during early morning transmissions.
If terrestrial, as opposed to ionospheric scattering is a major factor Ehen

in determining the width of the antipodal power distribution, early
morning focussing should be weaker - i.e. absolute signal variations
between separared reeeiving stations should be small-er. Experimentally
i-t is found (see chaptex 7) that morning and aft,ernoon seems to give about

the same signal variations, although this absolute estination is difficult.
The evidence is inconclusive, however, since the lncoming azi.muthal power

distrlbution is restricted during morning lransmissions by the transmitting
ant.enna characteristics, vhieh would also j.ncrease the variations between

stations. Tilting mechanisms also appear to be markedly different for
morning and afternoon transmisslons. It is concluded that Ehe assumpLion

of ldentical scattering over a1l paths made by Whale, and by the Author in the

next chapter, is not a good one, and is urade for simplification in the

absence of any rellable land scatEering data.

6.6 SIJ}.IMARY.

The procedure that has been developed allows estimates of scatt.ering,
attenuation and tilting effects, that may be different on different
propagation paths, to be incorporated into a solutLon of the antipodal

por^rer focussing variation problen. Analytic solutions are possible for
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some sinple cases, brrL the general case requires numerical evaluation.

Appl ication of the procedure to a practicaf situation will be made in

the next chapter, af ter sone experimental resu-l-ts are presented.
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CHAPTER SEVEN.

SIP.ERI}@NIAL RES.I.LTI$ ON +I.??q A CQI{PUTER

GENERATED I4ODEL.

7.\ rNIR0EUCU0N.

In this chapter soue experinental field streag,th oeasurene,nts near

the antipsde will be presented. Ttreir node of col.LeeEion and analysls

w'I1l be discuo,Bed, and. their forr shorgn !o be conpatible wdth ttle

prediertionc o,f a eomputer-sluulated prop-agation podel-.

!_& cBqeE.aPFY.

Ttre Voj-cc o-f .Ameriea Relay Statsion monitor.ett tor all exXreri-nrental

reeults is located 13 'm{.Ies ssuEh of Tangl-ern Northern Morrocco at

LatLtutle 35o 49r No,rth, Irongitude 50 3?t west, Thirteen lLF, tranemitters
' operadng in ttle rarlge- 3- - 26 Mizn heviog nomLnal powers of 3 - 100 k!il

are avalilable, Eogethe,r witih 29 rhofib1rc aatearl4s, roost o,f whieh a:re

unl"dJ.reaEionall beane-d towards Europe, The geornetr:ic antipode ts
L6 kn north-west of Wtrangarei, New ZeaLand, arrd 175 km from the Aticklarrd

Untverelty Radlo Besearch Centre's, field Stagioo at Ardmore-

Transniesions on a varlety of freqrlenc{e** ln t-he r.ange 9 - 16 l"lHz have

been nonitsred sfl a tolrttrr,re besis 6t Ardnore and Invercatgill (see

co-O:rdiaetes bel-ow) since early L96V, and frou tlme to ti.ue at other

f,ocations showu in Eable 7,L.
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TABLE 7.L

STATION

Ardmore

Invercargill

Fij i

QuarEz Hill

LATITUDE

37 .0o

46.60

17 .80

4r.70

S

c

S

s

LONGITUDE

l-75. Oo

168. 30

r77 .40

L7 4.70

BEARING TRO}{
ANTIPODE

L4g.Lo

2oo. l-o

10.20

t7 4.50

DISTANCE FRO}1

ANTIPODE

l-56

1288

2027

631

km

kn

km

km

An equidistant azimuthal projection map centred on Ardmore is shown in
fig. 6.7. A11 great circles through the origin are straight lines on

this projection, and distances measured along them are linear.

7.3 E)CERI}'MNTAL PROCEDURE.

The difficulties associ-ated rvith absolute field strength measuremerrts

at different locations are .of two types i

(f) the relative calibration of each set of remote receivers, recorders

etc. musE be known;

(2) the absoluEe dlt'ectional and frequency response of each antenna

system must be known.

The first criterion is easil-y fulfilled by periodlc calibration using

accurate signal generators, the procedure adopted here. The second is
nore difficult to satisfy, even with physically identical- antenna systems,

since differenc ground constants, and the proximity of nearby buildings and

features of the terrain must be allowed for. Accordingly, a self-contained
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airborne signal strength recording uniE was construct.ed (see appendix
1) and installed wlth the co-operation of the N.Z. Department of
civil Aviation, in an aircraft operated by rhe calibration r'light;
D.C.3. ZK-N(S. This aircraft made periodic trips over the whole of
New Zealand, occasionally making overnight stops at Ardmore and

Invercargill Airfields, enabl-ing relative calibration of equipment at
these two locations to be uade, both when on the ground and in the air.
In addition it was possible to obtain a limited record, to be presented
later, at Fiji. since the total incoming power integrated over all
directions is required, all antennas used were vertical whips. Data
collectr'-on, however, proved to be a frustrating business, for the
.f olJ-owing reasons : -
(1) Usually only one or two transmission frequencies were utill-sed

for more than 5 hours/day. rr was found that meaningfuJ- signal
trends did not show up in records shorter than this.

(2) Conei-derable interference was often experieneed from transmissions
on, or close to the most sui-table Tangier freguencies. Jamming

was also apparent on many early transmissions, presumably from
Russian stations.

(3) Arthorrgir tr.rr"mission sehedules lncluding details of freguencies,
antennas and radiated power were usually available beforehand,
these were.subject to change without notice, often two or three
ti.mes during a given schedulels period of validlty, to cope with
changing propagation conditions. These changes usually showed up

- recognisably on the field strength records, and \r€re confirrned
I-ater by the u.s. rnformation Agency. Hence, although it is
unJ-ikely that any records chosen for analysis were eontarninated
in this r^rayr-a large amount of dat.a was lost
The recording equiprnent was completely automatic, and is described

in a separate report fi-led at rhe Auckland University Radl-o llesearch
cent.re. Reeeiver tuning and recorder zero were adjusted daily
(idea1ly) at each sration. periodic checks rdere also made of the
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validity of the data by;-
(1) Aural moniEoring to check Station identification and interference

leve1,
(2) examination of interferometer records obtained concurrently,

when possible. (Tl-re rotati-ng interferometer was fceguently out
of action during this period.. for long periods because of
mechanical breaicdowns). It was found that when filtering tine
constants of .O5 - O.25 sec. were used, antipodal patterns almost
invariably presenLed a scattered appearance which changed

recognisably whenever inEerference from closer stations was present.
This is quite marked even for inEerfering B.B.C. t.ransmissions,
which are propagating from only 19OO km or so frorn the Tangier site.
Records showing such interference or unexplained discontinuities
were discarded.

(3) Visual examinaEion of recording charts when converting to digital
form for clear-cut di-scontinuities at appropriate times nf

transmission commencement and cessation, and porver or antenna

changes, and a lack of unexplained discontinuities.
About 10,000 station-hours of possible data has been examined,

and abouE 5O7, of this reJected as being unrel-iable under one of the

crlteria (1) - (3) above. The remainder has been processed as

deseribed below, and a further small proportion discarded after other
validity tesEs. Considerable confidence is placed in the data
remaining, which are felt by the present author to provide a better
comparison of reception at near-antipodal sites than that so far
published by other workers.

7,4 DATA PROCESSING.

It has J-ong been recognised that ionospheric parameters are only
predictable on an "average" basis, and that day to day variaEions are
unpredictable and Large. Accordingly, sel-ecEed data were converted
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into digital form so that averaging (and, if necessary, fiJ_tering)
could be done by computer. Signal strength records were sanpled

every 7 L/2 minutes (B values per hour) and transferred as four-
figure iixed-point nunrbers on to computer cards, using a semi-
automaEic chart reader designed by Dr J.ll. Titheridge. The cor-
version process allowed the scale factor to be automatically checked

before punching each data set to compensate for any drift in the

electronics. Digitizing aceuracy \das about O.52 of the chart fuIl-
scale deflection, corresponding to about 0.5 dB in signal strength
for an average record.

7.5 ANALYSIS PROCEDURE.

Data from each receiving station was computer-averaged over about

a month (one conrplete recorder chart), and plotted, after correcting
for sensitivity changes and non-linearity if necessary with parameters

obtained from the unitrs calibration graph.

7.6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR I'fAY 19 68.

Since the procedure developed for the conparison of experimental
results with rhe predictions of various models has become conceptually
somewhat involved, these results will be presented in detaLl, and

further work presented in summary form. The methods employed are the
same in all cases.

These results are of particular interest, being notably clean and..
free of interference, and containing a seven day set of data recorded at
at Nandi, F1ji, using the aircraft unit. The aircraft had visited
both Ardnore and Invercargill in the preceding fortnight, enabling an

accuraLe (t 2 dB) relative calibratiorr of all three units to be made.

The transmitting schedule for the period during which the aircraft
was at Fiji is shown in table 7.2. (lfay 25 Eo June 1).
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TABTE 2,3

UT PERIOD

or45 - 0330

0300 - 0730

0730 - 0745

POI.lERE
100

100

100

ANTET{NA.BEAJIING

7Bo

600

7Bo

ANTENNA
cam G-st

19

l8

23

}IORIZONTAL
BEAMI,IIDTIT

230

230

150

The averaged mean Power variat.i.ons recorded from each station are shown
in flg. 7.I. The increase in signal from O3OO to O33O due to the two
sinultaneous transmissions can be c-early seen, although as times of
transmisslon commencement and cessation varied somewhat over this
period the curves are not as sharply defined as they are in the
individual records. All three tsransmitting antennas were unidirec;
tional, and during this period were beamed through the sunlit
lrernisphere' as indicated in flg. 7.2. The rnean inconing bearirtg of the
signal at Ardmore averaged over this period is shown in fig . 1.3. This
was detennj-ned using the rotating interferoueter with a filtering time
constant of. 2.5 see. The signal arrived at a bearing close to that of
the antipode of the subsolar point, also plotted for comparison as the
dotted line. This shows that signals were arrivi.ug from the dark
hemisphere, compensating for radiated power loss over these paths

(off the back of the antenna), by considerably less D region absorption.
The fringe patterns $rere as usual very seattered, but the indicated
bearing, determined by the cent.re of symmetry, was estimated accurate
to within t 30. No detecEable change in the nature of the frlnge
patterns could be observed on any record at any of the transmitter
switching times (despite Ehe obvious power decreases at 0330 UT).

Hence it was concluded that no pronounced directional effects r'rere

present due to the antenna lobe structure at the back of the radiating
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pattern.
An unexpected feature of fig. 7.1 is that at the start of the trans-

mission period the porrer rc+ceived at Invercargill is greater than that at

Ardmore, despite the fact that it is co;:siderably further from the geomeiric

antipode. (See table 7 ,L). The power received aL Fiji is at all times

considerably 1ess. Averaged curves for the whole month of May for Ardmore

and Invercargill only, shown ln fig. 7,4 show the same trend.

7 ,7 COMPARTSON 0F RESULqq WrrH C0I,IPUTER-SrI{ULATFp MoDEL.

The power densi-Ey near the antipode is obtained by integrarlng equation

6.6 numericatly at hourly intervals, using published estimates of ionospheric

parameters. Signal strength variations at near-anfipodal points nay then be

obtained by saurpling the power density aE appropriate points. DetaiLs of the

model assumed, and methods by which the effects of absorption and tilLing are

allowed for, are as follows.

7.8 LOSSES CAUSED BY IONOSPUERIC ABSORPTION.

The processes contributing to ionospheric absorption are fairly well
understood (Gerson, 1962). Its relationshj.p to D and E layer parameters

(regions where the majority of absorption occurs) has been examined by

many authors; (Bibl, PauJ- and Rawer.L962, Fejer L962, for example).

Considerable experimental data is available for verticaL incidence and

oblique incidence conditions for a varieEy of frequencles, times and

seasons,(".g. Beynon and Davies 1954, Davles and ltagg 1955, Davies 1960'

Frederiekson and Dyce 1962, Yeh and Vallard l-962). A review of long distance

absorption effects and a bibliography of major work in this field has been

given by Gerson (1-962>. Like other ionospheric parameters, oblique absorp-

tion is characterised by extreme variabil-ity, being a function of geographic

position, operating frequency, propagation direction, and ionospheric

dlsturbances. Empirical formulae for cal'culating absorption have been

suggested by several authors, most of then giving similar numerical results.
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S,o6e of theee aro dlis,cusserd by Rerwer i(196O)., Because of Ehe{t telatite
sirnplleity however, none of them prddleu the large day,-to-day fluctuatious

experfinental.ly observed. Shepel-avey (1969) exanfned euch fl-uctuatlsrrs,

occurring ovqr a 3760 kn north - south path and found seeniug,ly trandon

variatlo.ne of, up to 2O dB frorn the predLcted value. He coneluded rhat

predi.ctioa ac:curaejr could piobablf; be iqproved tf addltional ionospheric

,trtd geophysicel paratrtgters were lnoorporated I,nto the PredicEion fornulae t

b.ut thaE currenL knowl.ed,ge pf the F'i'o,ee,$ses' involved dLd no't enable this
to be done. He-nee the f"orrnul,a ueed in the e1@mputer node. was a ,siuple

aud widely-quoted o.rre, pr.oposed b.,y Ra$qg (19,52) Eo aecount for the non-

devLative a,bs.orBeJ"on suffe,red duting oblique propagetigg aE uiddLe

lati-tudes n nameLy

430(1 + 0'003581cos0''75*"s,ec g5
T-Le (7.1)

(t J fr.)2

where L" = abs rptlgo Ln deeibelslhoP'

f = onnrat-Lug f requenc;1 in ,MIIz,

R = Ztiriteh s:uitspot number,,

X = soXar zenith angle,

0o = 41ig.1e of tncideace or the D layer.

f,L = gyro ftegueney.
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was assumed thaE this forrnula is valid forAs a first
all latitudes.

approximation it

7.9 IONOSPHERIC TILTS.

Preliruinary calculaEions performed by substituting typieal transverse
tilt values encountered into Tltheridgers equation (eqn. z.I), showed

that their effect would be very appreciable at antipodal distances (sideways
ray deflections of up to 2000 km are often predicted), particularly at
frequenci.es around 1o l,IHz. I'loreover, these tilts are i,rregularly
distributed, and indicate that a simple model based, for example, on the
aslrmmetric spheres geometry of section 2.2 is quite inadequaEe. Therefore
tilts were calcrrlated by cousidering critj.cal frequency variations along
the ray-paths. Those due to the E and F, layers were computed using
empirical formulae for the critical frequencles quoted by Davies (f965).
With the nomenclature above, these are

FoE =

FF- =ol

+ 1.44R)cos *] 
o ''uo.sIcrso

(4.3 + 0.01R)coso'2x

The behaviour of the F, layer is very irregular, and its frequency
fl-uctuaEions cannot be expressed in such a simple form. World contours
of predicted median MUF(ZERO)F2, and MUf(4OOO)tr'2, and also the coefficients
required to produce thern, are published monthly by the U.S. Department of
Commerce Institute for Telecommunication Sciences, and numerical values
of EZ layer tilEs were computed from these. The preparation and use

of such parameters has been discussed by Jones and Gallet (L962a, 1962b),

and, more recently, by Jones and Stewart, who showed how height variations
could also be ineluded, (1970). The critical freguency is expressed as
a function of latitude, longitude and time, and is evaluated by substitution
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in a modified Fourier series exPression having Eypically 60O - 800

coefficient.s. Since a large number of spot critical frequency values

(typically 2O0O) are required for a single po\,Jer distribution calculaLion'

prediction ab initio from these coefficients is uneconomic both from

considerations of computaEion tirne and computer storage lirnitations, with

rhe facilities available at Auckland (An I.B.M. 1130 without floating
point hardware).

The procedure therefore adopred involved reading a 24 by 17 atray of

spot critical frequency values from the contour inaPs' storing this in the

computer, and obtaining intermediate values by two-dimensional hyperbolic

paraboloid interpolation. Contour maps reconstltuted from this axtay

closely resembled the original, the average error varying between about 0.1

MHz at slowly','arying regions, to 0.5 MHz near sudden large fluctuations

caused by ionospheric sunrise etc. These typically represent errors of

betrnreen 1 and 15%, which r'ras judged adequate.

7.10 COI'{PUTING PHILOSOPHY .

This wj-ll be reviewed in outline form, since many of the stePs reguired

are obviously easy to implement. Some of the more specialised functions

and subroutines are documented in a separate report filed at the Auckland

University Radio Research Centre

The subsolar point, and its bearing from the transmitter are found.

The reciprocal bearing will define the path of least atrenuation' from which

computation starts. Transverse tilts are sampled at equal intervals along

this great circle path, using critical frequencies obtained as in section

7,9, a16rd Titheridge!s expression, with predetermined values of layer semi-

thlcknesses, which htere assumed to be constant for sirnplicity' Since

critical frequencies, particularly those of the F, layer, change quite

abruptly in some regions, tilts sampled at the ttnominal" hop lonosphere

intersect,ions may give misleading results if these happen to be badly

placed, since, because of the effect of vertical- seattering (see section 4.8)



spreading the radiaEed beam, after
earth and ionosphere at al1 points
more reasonable to replace eqn. 6.2

ray displacement), which is
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a fel hops power wlll be encountering the

along the path. Consequently, it is
(used for coruputing the antipodal lateral

0n = Ulsin

by an t'average" value,

F]/ f*l +. *urr-1sintrn
m=2 )

given by the cont-inuous integral

Avn / usin I.dI
path

where Il = nominal hop length (predetermined by progran).

This lntegral is performed over the path numerically using 50 Lo 150 :pot
values, depending on the degree of critical frequency fluctuation. Early
models postulated an initial hop length, and continuously adjusted this by

sampl-ing longitudinal tilts as we1l. This has the effect of changing the

values of the transverse til-ts slightly, since these are functions of the

lncidence angles on the various layers. This process was later discarded,
since it is found that the number of hops averages out over a1-l paths at a

fairly constant value, Ehe predominant effecL being merely for the hop

Iength to increase upon penetrating the dark hemisphere, and to decrease

again upon emerging. A subsLantial saving i.n computing time (abour 3O%)

is made, and the patterns obEained are littl-e different.
A check is nade aE every sampling point to ensure that the layer

critical frequencies are noL al-l exceeded by the equivalent verti.cal
frequency of the ray, i.e. reflection is possible. Below L2 l4llz LE

is found that very few paths encounter this condition, and F, layer

1
=

H
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penetration may be neglected. If penetraLion occurs, the Path is either

terminated or converted inEo an ionosphere - ionosphere mode, if suiEable

tilts exisE. This will be discussed further in chapter 8.

It would be concepEuall-y siurple to progran in the effects of changing

scattering parameters along the path, but in the absence of reliable
est.imates (see secEion 6.5) this has not been done.

Path attenuaLion is computed by sarnpling the sunrs zenith angle at the

noninal ionosphere-encounter points and using eqn. 7.L, The path is
checked to see if any auroral zones which may be optionally specified are

encounLered, and appropriate aEtenuation added if necessary. Antenna

characteristics are sampled, and any corrections made for transmitting power

polar diagrams. The nett, attenuati-on computed from al-l- these factors is
stored, together with 0r, for the path.

The transmission azimuth is then increased by a specifled increment

(2o has been found adequate) and the above procedure rePeated. This

continues until the total ray-path attenuation is greater than a pre-

determined value (normally 20 dB) above the attenuation of the minimum

attenuation path. Paths with transmission azimuthal angles less than this

path are then interrogated similarly. Thls program termlnates' after an

average running time of 35 minutes, and links to either (a) or (b) below.

(a) The total poner received at staLions of glven co-ordinates is calculated

by numerical integration of equation 6.6, and printed out.

(b) Values of power density are computed numerically at points 2OO klr

apart in a 2L by 2L array centred on the geometric antipode, as in (a)

and a l-ink uade to prograrn (c).

(c) Contours of constant Power are computed from this array' using

hyperbolic-paraboloid interpolation, and printed.

This procedure requires about 45 minutes computer time to implementt
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and gives one point on the field strength curve for every receiving station

specified. Computation of enough points to give an accurate rcpresentation

of field strength variations over a 7 hour perj-od requires from 4 to 6 hours

for each set of assumed paraoleters such as hop length, operating irequency,

semithicknesses, auroral nodels etc. For ttris reason model comparison has

noE been nade wirh all data recorded.

Lengthy though this calculation is, on a routine basisr j-t still assumes

an over-simplified propagational siEuation: In particular,

(a) It assumes thac propagation is mainly by means of earth-ionosphere hops

of a fixed hop length. However Bannl-ster (1970) describes experimental

work.on a shorrer path (North Carolina to Ardmore) which indlcaces thal
several well defined propagation modes specified by different numbers of

hops may stably c.o-exisE for periods of an hour or more. Kift (1960) draws

the same conclusion. However it appears to be experimentally impossible

(see chapter 9) to determine whether or not several hop modes, specified by

different incomiug elevation angles are operative at antipodal distances'

because tLe large incoming bearing spread masks eLevation angle effects.
For simplification a constant number of hops,normally B to l-2 is therefore

assumed for each calculation.

(b) It lE assumed that tilts of ionospheric layer bases axe zero, although

this j-s strictly speaking, incorrect (see Davies 1952 p. 335 for example).

Any base tllts will corrtribuEe to the overall azimuthal tilting effect'
but their contributions were shown to be small for daytime Propagation by

Titheridge (1957), and preliminary calculations suggest that this is a1so

true at night, although there does not seem [o be any clear-cut experimental

evidence for Ehis

(c) Sporadic E effects, which can again give rise --to dueting, between E"

and higher layers, or to earth - E" hoPs are ignore:l. E" layers are

normally assumed to be very thin with no base tilts, and at H.F. give ri.se

to essentially specular reflection (which may, however, be only partial).
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E - F^ ducting may decrease i-he total path attenuation, since tlre D region
sZ

is not traversed, while earth - E" hop urode propagation over an appreciable

portion of the path could cle.crease the overall tilting and scatterlrrg effects

observed at the antipode. Sporadic E is undoubtedly due to several distinct
mechanisms. Owing to its irregular nature its behaviour is best specified

statistically (Smith 1960). Its rnain effect on long - distance ll.!'.
propagation at night is probably to enable propagation to occur over some

paths which would othenrise have F, critical frequencies too low to suppcrt

ir.
It has gssn found that E and F, tl]-ting contributions are an order of

magnitude less than those due to the Fr layer. This ls to be expected,

since, as shown in section 6.4, tilts have their greatest effeet at the

mi,d-path point. This is always in the dark hemisphere for paths of low

attenuation. E and F, effects are most appreciable along paths vhlch

follow a sunrise or sunset line, when the transmiEter is adjacent to the

dark boundary, but the effect of power Propagating along such paths is
small- compared with that propagating via modes more directly through the

dark hemisphere. AccordingLy, E and F, layers were deleted from later
model calculations with little change in results, but a worthwhile decrease

in computation time.

7.IL PREDICTIONS FOR MAY 1968.

Antipodal power contours generated using this nodel- for May 1958

for O2OO, O4OO, 0600 OBOO U T are shown in figs. 7,5a, b, c and d.

Contour values are expressed in dB below the maximum array value. A11

ray paths havb been assumed to corrslst of 10 hops, with an average scattering

factor at each encounter given by A = 6000. During this period most ray-

paths travel predominantly over the sea, and analysis of statistical data

on sea-states (Hogben and Lumb, L967) indicates that rvhere data is available

l-n the areas concerned, rirave heights exceed 3n in this season, for only

2 - 2O7. of the f,ime. Since l.Iaves smaller Ehan this at normal H.F.angles of

incidence.will allow essentially specular reflection, there is some
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justificaEion for assuming A to be somewhaL larger than appears to be

typic.al (see section 1+.4) since scatterirrg effectively occurs at 10 insread

of 20 encounters. Tl-re F, layer was assumed to have a base height of 3O0 km

wi-th a semithickness of tOO kur. No auroral attenuation is assumed at this

stage. The effect of azimuthal ionospheric tilts has been to destroy t'he

symmetry of the pattern, and to shift the maximum away from the geometric

antipocle, roughly in the direction of the subsolar nadir point. Curves of

power received vs. tirne computed from the moclel are shown in fig' 7'6a for

each observing site. The fluctuations are less than experimentally observed,

(fig.7.I), but, interestingly, do predicE that the power density at

Invercargill will iniLially exceed that at Ardmore. This highlights the

necessity for considering tilt effects, since, in their absence maximum

porrter always occurs at the geometric antiirotie, irnplying that greater Power

should always be measured at Ardmore.

Further analysis of the daLa used to generate these curves indicates

that at O2O0 UT virtual-ly all the rays contributing to the po\^7er density

aE Fiji, and a smaller proPortiorr contributing to thaE at Ardmore, pass

near the Southern Geomagnetic pole, wtrile those arriving at Invercarg-'-11'

because of tilt effects, are 3OOO to 5OOO km distant from it at their

closest approach. Tt a circular atEenuacirrg zone 25OO km in radius is

assumed centred on the geomagnetic po1e, the field strength curves of

fig. 7,6b are obtained. An auroral absorption of 2o dB has been assumed'

Ihe theoretical curves are noI^I seen to approximate the form of the

experirnenfal results quite wel]. The exisEence of such a zone is also

consistenr with the observed mean ineoming bearing aL Ardmore (fig ' 7'3) '
whieh tends to remain constant at about Ehe effective bearing of the zone

edge from O2OO - O4OO UT. Auroral absorption effects decrease with time'

as comparison of figs. 7.6b and 7.1 shows, since Lhe incoming bearing of

the path of least attenuatlon decreases, anci less of the energy sensibly

contributing to the power focussing PaLtern Passes through the zone'

It is interesting to see the ne;t sideways deviation of rays arriving

at the antipode, which may be quite large. A plot of this, (0r.) vs'
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relative incoming bearing is shown in fig. 7.7, for O2O0 UT' Virtually

all of the rays arriving from wlthin * 7Oo of the subsolar naclir point

bearing are deviated away from the centre of the sunlit hemisphere, clearly

deuronstrating the reason for the large displacernent of the power focusslng

maximum from the geometric antiPcde. A11 srich curves computed show the

same trend: The maximum deviation may rise to over 2OOO km if 14 hops are

assumed.

The shape of the contouls, the sharpness of the maxima, and their

displacement from Lhe geometrie antipode are functions of several parameters'

If the number of hops is lncreased, for example, the contours become more

irregular, and the focussing 1-ess urarked. The above Pattern for 0200 UT

recomputed for 14 hops (about the maximum number which can be susrained by

prevailing critical frequencies in the dark hemisphere) is shown in fig '7 '8'
Field strength curves computed frorn thls assumption are similar Eo those in

fig. 7.6, but are closer together, and display less overall variation'

Unfortunately, the effect of increasing the scattering at each encounte-r

(decreasing A), is very siurilar, in that it ttspreadst' the Pattern' and it

does not seem possible Lo distinguish between these two effects '
Because of schedule changes, and interference from other stations t

the only other reliabl-e daLa obtained for this transmission period were

for months of June and Ju1y, averagecl signal- sgrength curves for which

are shown in fig . 7.g and 7.10. These are similar to the curves of

Fig. 7.L, agaln illustrating larger inj-tial signal strength aC Invercargillt

followed by a steady decline. The overall sirnilarity of the three monthly

results is noL unexPected since the solar declination (which is tshe main

factor controll-ing Path attenuatlon and critical- frequency distribution)

changes only from 15o. - 23o. An examination of the ESSA/ITS predletions '

for these three months shows them to be very simllar'
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7 .L2 q0rlcrrr,Itsx0!!,s

Desglte the faet tbat a simpitfted propagatlo.nat nrodel has been tlsed

ts neke a ar'nrerieal evaluanloo Af the antipodal power dl.strl-butlorrr

agreeflent between theory 3Dd esnr,ellnent is <iuJte good lf a. r-ealistic
agroral arE.enuauing uone is fncludeC. The laost interestlr.g pOinE Of

agfeeroent i.s the sltccess of the nsdel l-n predletlng the inltial signaL

enhanc-enent at liwercargl1tr. Ehi-g can only.' oecur j-f the uaximun of che

p@rgr .f,ocussing contours ar,e displi.aced frsm the cotipode, aud l-s thus a

clfre.eE eonseque.,trce of rlie effeeL of, az.inuchal tsnospieric tl1Us, whlch

oEhe wo'rke.lce have not eonsidered. The a$sunpt-lons of auroraX atteuuaLiou'

'duetpropagat{oneE-a!bythe.mse1nfegearyrorreBrodue.ettri.sphenomen6n,as
Was derrnonstrated Later by deleting all tLlt effects from Ebe model.
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CHAPTER EIGHT.

EXPERIMENTAL PJSULTS ON L5.27O MIZ. AND THBIR INTERPRETATION.

8.1 INTRODLICTION.

Results on this frequency have been considered separately since lt
appears from critical frequency considerations that propagation through

sensible porEions of the dark hemisphere can occur only by means of duct

modes. Interpretation of early morning results (not obtainable at
11.790 MHz) lends credence to this conclusion. As in chapLer seven'

experimental results will- be presented first, and then predietions from

the propagation model will be presented and discussed.

8.2 ETPERTryNTAL RESULTS.

In March L969, V.O.A. Tangier began to transmit for uP to 12 hours

per day on l-5.27O MHz. Field strength rras recorded continuously at

Ardmore and Invercarglll, and inter.nittently (because of equlpment

problems) at the N.Z.B.C. Monitoring Station at QuarEz l{i1l, I{ellington
(see co-ordinates in table 7.1) Transmission schedules were:

TABLE 8.1

PERIOD.

March 25

to May 3

May 4 to
Sept. 6

TIME,G.1"1.T.

1500-1800

1800-2200

o200-0600

0600-0745

1400-1800

1800-2200

POWER

100kw

l-00

100

100

100

100

ANTENNA BW.

1go

18

L9

22

L7

22

ANTENNA GAIN.

22d8.

2L

2L

L9

22

19

DIRECTION

330

44

78

44

33

44



44

44

33'

44

Sep rember

to Nov. 2

100.

TABLE 8.1 (continued)

0515-0745

1500-1650

1650-1800

1000-2200

35

35

100

100

z2

19

L7

IB

r9

2L

22

2L

* indicates bi-directional.

Records were digitized and averaged as described earlier. Most of

the transmisslon schedules were lnterference-free, enabling 22 to 25

day's dat,a to be used for each month. Times of transmission cessation

were always clearly discernible, with interference and backgrourrci noi.se

being at least 20 dB. below the signal level at these times. Sometines

the start of transmj.ssions could not be clearly distinguished: Most

records that were discarded were in this class, although rheir latter
trends were always similar to the ones utilised.

Averaged results for May June, July and August are shown for the

(receiver) afternoon transmissions ln fig. 8.1, and are seen to be

fairly similar. Unfortunately no records were obtained from Quartz Hill

because of difficulties with local lnterference. Times of transmissi.Fn

coamencement ancl cessation varied by t 10 minutes, and hence these portions

of the curves are not as sharply defined as on the original charts. In

contrast with similar results for 11.790 MHz in chapter seven' at no tine

does the signal levei at Invercargill exceed that aE Ardmore. (Ralative

positlons of these curves are estirnated to be accurate to within + 4 dB

vertical-ly. )

The discontinulty at 06OO UT coincides with an antenna change

(basically only one of bearing, since beamwldth and gain are similar),

and is more marked on the Invercargill records. Fig. 8.2 shows the

incoming beam directions for ttrese antennas plotted on the equidistant

azlmuthal projection. The daily locus of the subsolar point is also

shown for a solar declination of 20o. (correct for nid-August). The



Fig. 8. L.

The uatiation of memr signal strengl;h of V-)-A. ' Tangier

on 1,5.270 MHz recorded at Ar&nove (dashed curues) and

Inuercargi,Ll (dot-dashed curues) fot' foun months'

aftentoon transmissions i.n L968.

(d MaA

(b) June

(e) JuLy

(il August.
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effect of the. beaming direction change is seen to direct the bearn cent,re

almost directly through the centre of the sunlit hernisphere. Since

meaningful cont.ributions of power will noc come from either the front of
the 44o or the 7Bo bearns at this tj.me, Ehis change(at 0600 UT) is not easily
explained unless it is assumed that the ba.ckward radiation of these two

antennas is quite different, which is quite like1y for unidirectional
rhombics, and/or the radiated power changes (despit.e che verified schedule.)
As no information is available concerning the backward radiation patterns
of these antennas, this discrepancy must be left unresolved.

Antipodal power contours computed for June at 0200, 0400, 0600 and OBOO'

UT are shown in fig. 8.3, using methods outlined in chapter seven. Again

auroral attenuating zones of radius 2500 k1"1, eentred on the geomagnetlc poles,

and having attenuating factors of 20 dB r\rere assumed, with A = 6000. It was

assumed that propagation was possible over alL paths, i,nvoking "ductt'
propagation having a chord length equal to the average hop length assumed

(2OOO kM) over path segments where the crj-tical frequencies !.rere too low

to permit nor:nal earth-ionosphere hop urode propagation. It was also assumed

that tilts hTere present near the twilight regions to convert all ducted

modes back into normal hop modes, so that all energy propagating through

the dark hemisphere contributes to the antipodal power density. (These

suppositions will be examined in section 8.3). An omnidirectional antenna

rilas assumed, in the absence of back-radiation characteristics.
These contours are similar to those computed for 11.79O Ytllz, except

that the displacement of the maxirnum po\,rer region from the geometric antipode
is smaller. Relative signal strengths computed for June from the model

are shown in fig. 8.4a. Curves for July and August are simll-ar, and are not

shown. Unlike the previous results, no reasonable combination of model

parameters could be fouird which predicted higher signal- strengths at

Invercargitl than at Ardmore, nor were these experimental"ly observed. This

is partlally a eonsequence of the different critical frequency structure
of the ionosphere during this period, and partially because ducted or
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ionosphere-io,rosphere propagation was assumed to occur in regions of low

critical frequency, where ttre earth-ionosphere mode could not be sustained.

Such modes, which must be initiated and terminaLed by sultably-placed

tilts, may be thought of as striking the ionosphere at nearly glancing

incidence, resulting in srnaller azimutlral ray deviations, as t,i1,1 be shown in
section 8.3. Individual records may deviate uarkedly from the mean'curves

of fig. 8.1. Fig. 8.4 shows a compari-son of 5 day's consecutive dal-a froru

Invercargill. Dally fluctuations of up to 20 dB from mean values are

frequently observed, and on some occasions the signal vanishes conpletely

at Invercargill, aLthough it is always present at Ardmore. ln general,

the fl-uctuations for any one day are fitted rather poorLy by the model, and

this lends credence to the hypothesis that the antipodal povrer focussing

pattern is lar from stable, and changes considerably from day to day. It
appears that at least 7 day ts records Bust be averaged corrsecutively for

a variation reasonabl-y consistent with the model- predictlons to appear.

This hypothesis is also borne out by the large daily variations observed on

the ground-plane correlation, Presented io chaPter nine.

Monthly averaged resul-ts for 1ocal morning Eransmissions for May,

June, July and August are shown in figs. 8.5a, b, c and d. The firsE hour

of Eransmission, which r.ras often subject Co interference, is not shown.

The most interesting feature of these records is the large (up to 30 dB)

and relatively rapid (about half an hour) increase in signal strength which

is observed at about 2000 UT on the Invercargill trace in particular.
The Ardmore and Quartz Hill signals were not so markedly affected, and the

increase couunences at slightly differenL times. Again, the Ardmore signal

is always observed to be greater than that at Invercargill (although indiv-
idual records occur where this is not so).

This large increase does not seen to be predicted by the propagatj.on

model previously considered. Initially it was thought that it night be a

consequence of the transmitting antenna dlrectivity, si-nce during local
(antipodal) morning the schedules show all antennas beaming through the dark

hemisphere, which would have the effecE of producing a "narrower" power

focussing pattern, thus causing larger fI-uctuacions of signal strength at
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inclividual stations as the sun roLated. Fi.gs. B.6a and b show antipodal

power confours computed for June at 1600 and 22O0 UT, assuming the power

polar diagrams of the transmitting antennas to be described by gaussian

expressions having the half-povler bearnwidth specified in table 8.1.

Signal strengths at Ardmore, Quartz Hlll and lnvercargill courputed ft:om fhis
model are shown in fig. 8.7a, assuming auroral and scattering constants

the same as previously. Tilt rnode propagation r.tas again invoked where

hop modes were impossible from eriEical frequency considerations. The

Invercargill signal increase is not reproduced - in fact a large decrease

is evident. This is a consequence of the assumed directivity of the

transmitting antennas, as is evident fron fig. 8.7b, which assumes the

same propagational situation wj-th ornnidirecEional transmitting antennas.

No combination of parameters \.rasfound which enabled the experimental

observatlons !o be reproduced. Fig. 8.7c, for example, shows the effect
of assuming a smaller degree of scattering at each encounter (tr = 12OOO),

with omnidirectional transmitting antennas. Some antenna dlrectivity
hornrever, must be present, since InterferomeLer records t.aken during this

period show a smaller degree of scaEter than is observed on the afternoon

ttansmissioris, enabling a valid incoming bearing angle to be found.

The sharp decrease at Invercargill predicted by fig. B.7a is a con-

sequence of the gaussian power polar diagram assumed for the transmitEing

antenna. This wtl-1 be approximately valld only up to about two half-
beamwidths each side of the maxj-mum beaming directlon, since side lobes are

always present in practical- rhombic anlennas, and the power radiated from

the sides and back will be considerably larger Ehan this assumption predicts

(see e.g. Krause, l-950). However, it is obvious when figs' 8.7a and b are

. compared that directlvity effects oppose the increase observed rather than

augment it. Sirnilarly, a more extensive auroral absorbing region may also

be shown to oppose it since more of the energy propagating to Invercargill

than to Ardmore will be intereepted. Hence another mechanism' not so faf
lncluded in the model, must be postulated to explain this anomaly. It is
noteworthy that thls mechanism cannot be "time-symmetric" about local
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(altipoclal) noon, since, if it is, a correslonding signal decr:ease should

be observed at about O4OO UT. No records show any evidence of this.

8.3 TIIE EXISTENCE OF TILT }TODES.

It is reasonably rvell established that as well as the normal t'hoPttmodes

encountered on shorter paths, ionosphere-i.onosphere "guided" or t'whispering

gallery" modes may contribute over long distances, particularly for

propagatlon through the dark hemisphere. A thorough theoretical model-

investigation of this phenomenon was described by Grossi and Langworthy

(1966) using geometrical ray-Lracing meEhods on a digital computer.

Utilising a variety of ionospheric models which attempted to closely duplicate

observed conditlons, they were able to demonstrate that such modes can easily

be initiated, even by transmitters on the Earth's surface, bY effective tilts
occuring around ionospheric twilight. Under some conditions both guided

and normal modes can exist simultaneously in the dark hernlsphere. Guided

modes, however, stil1 persist at up to about twice the dark-side rnulti-hop

frequency (MUF(4000)F2) if suitable tilts exist to lnitiate them. Fenwick

(1963) invoked this type of propagation to explain the low attenuatlon

observed sometimes on RTW signals. Moots prediction scheme for RTW signals

(l'1oo 1968) utilises this mode. His observations showed thaE critical
frequencies read fron ESSA/ITS maps !,rele usually conserl/aLive, and that

RTW propagation involving this mode was only possible when the transmitter-

receiver pair was in the sunlit hemisphere.

Such propagaLion will not necessarily oecur at antiPodal- distances.

One twilighc region must be suitably placed near the transmitter to initiate
the gulded mode, and another is necessary near the ant.ipode to channel

energy back Eo the ground. If such propagation does occur however, the

resulting azimuthal deviation of energy produced at the antipode will be

less than that produced by normal hop modes (assuming both can occur) as

wil-l- now be shown.
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When io,no:spheric anglee of, ineideoee are near g0'o ae stLln, be the ease
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i.onosptrerlc penecratlon wlLL be snall, and Tltherldgere Eiltiog fs,tmula

nay be ap-prrordnaEed. The azl.nuLhal deviation caused by a slngle reflection
i.s

2y, tlf.
S' = :t'G- B(z).co't tru

where B(,2) Ls the functlou defined in eguatloa 2.1. Gonsl.der a sinpl-e

case :where duct propagatlon ncith equ€tl chord-l.eogths le aeeqned to oeeur

ov€r a eomplete hentsphere. Ttre-n

w,tlere f, = etordLength - +
N

N = number of ebords assumed co epeclfy the propegat:i.on node.

eagLo I coEios k

ffnz = f,. cos ro = fc.zfr'

ile: til .lnrcreage6.r E tends to'ze,re (b'eiag typl-ealf,y 0..1 - 0.3 in the da;rk h.s-'J-

ephere for a 15 L{Ea slgnal and 1O0.0 krn chorcls}. Henee
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Eixreer as z Ls small' fr F 1 + zr and zz may be neglectetl.

Ttren rn l1 + 2zl = 2z

hence

B(z) r' {= +^- gNzfez

df"
Fon strmgL-1city, ;rssume that. 6; 1s eonst€tst o'ver the path, The deviatlon

euffrered p,etr 'encouuEer is then

2y* dfo
0 ., _%_.8_

and the total devlation at the antipode wil-L be

10"6.

(8.1)

0,n = (sin I * sin 2l + .....,o;rr * sl.n ntr)

e {.cot(n/ZN) e 0,3+ slnce h ls small-.

rnf'ur"
.'. 0n = 

,* ,'* (r/N)
--c

fbus the lateral deviatiort lchlch cAuses as)fnnetry ln the aatipodal Pq$er

focusstug pattera inereaseo as the sq-uaiEe of, the fregueney, and ,de'ereaEes ag

the 6-quaree of the nunber of chords assumed. Note that thiE result w1L1 odly

be appl-i-eabLe when t.lre ray per,retration iuEo the ionosphere ls very smallt

i.e, we are conslderf.ng t'mirror-lLkerr ref,leeEioRs, as do Moo and I'enrri-k'

To compare ttils ffith t&e devtration suffeued by a normal (earth - Lonosph.e.re)

hoE node pr,opagating ov,er the same path, we note that f,or z i OtB (a reasonable

vafu,re fot obll"que ineidence transln'i,ssloas) tba effeetlve azfmuthal direetlo,n

ehange per eneounter is app,roxlnataly giveo by'-
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cot (n/2N6).

Whence the ratio of lateral deviati-ons for these ttto cases is approximately

g52 N6'N6
(8. z1

, 2y, df"
dr:Yn f" ds

atYn

+"s f"' fr,

where Nd = number of "'chords" assumed to specify the duct mode

Nh = number of hops assumed to specify the normal mode.

Substituting typical night-time F, layer values lnto this expression

shows that hop mocles wil-l be devlated at least an order of rnagnitude more

than ducted modes, where both can simultaneously occur. As the frequency

increases and hop modes are no longer sustained, egn. 8.1 loses lts validity'
since dtrcted rays will penetrate more deeply.

It may st111 be possible, however, for antipodal ray deviation for guiried

modes to be smaller than that suffered by lower frequency hop modes - hence

antipodal power focussing patterns obtained at higher frequencies may well

have their maxima occuring closer to the antipode than those aE l-ower

frequencies, assurning that mechanisms exist for coupling energy into and

out of the guided modes required. Examination of the night-tlme MUF(4000)F2

maps indicate that 11.79O MlIz hop modes can usually just be supported' excepf'

souetimes, for a small proportion of paths passing close to the antipode

of the sub-solar point. It aPpears, however, that only guided-mode

propagation would be possible at l-5.27O MHz at most times' excePt for paths

well removed from the antipode of the sub-sol-ar point, which are subject to

higher attenuation.
Sinee L5.27O I'lHz signals are slways heard at Ardmore whenever the

transmitters are radiatingr and the smaller maximum-Pohter area displacement

predicted by the nodel- tencls to be confirmed by the local afLernoon signal

sErength curves, it seems likely that. guided mode propagation is iuportant
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ac Ehis frequency. An explanation for the early-morning signal anomaly was

accordingly sought by examining the behaviour of longitudinal tilts along

the most-favoured transmission paths.

8.1 LONGITUDINAL TILTS.

CritieaL frequency and tilt variations along antiPodal paths were

computed by interpolation froru ttre appropriate ESSA/tTS derived 24 x 17

axtay of values discussed in section 7.9, Variatiorrs along three such

paths are slrown in fig. B.B for June 1969 ar 1600' 1700, 1800,1900, 2000

and 2100 UT. Path (L) passes through the antipode of the sub-solar point'

while paths (2) and (3) depart from the transnitter at relative bearings of

t 2Oo to the bearing of this point respectively. Longitudinal tilts were

conputed from Titheridgets formula for a parabolic F, layer alone, with a

serni-thickness of 1OO km, a base height of 3OO km, Tilr magnitudes are a

function of incidence angle on the base of this layer, and a value of 80o

was chosen as being a compromise between normal-hop and guided-rnode

conditj-ons. The effective tilts encountered by rays propagating by :rormal

hop modes at smaller angles of incidence wlll be larger by from 2 to 5

times, slnce B(z) increases as ray penetration increases.

Positive and negative tilts indicate that the ray is errtering or

leaving regions of hlgher critical frequency respectively: Hence

negative tilts tend to initiate, and positive tilts terminate ionosphere-

ionosphere hops.

The transmitter is in the sunlit hemlsphere at 15OO UT, and critical
frequeneies show a sudden drop in the ionospheric twilight re$ion, tending

to 1eve1 ouE at about 4IMz near the antipode (fig. 8.8a)' The

associated tilts have small maxima where the rate of change of critical
frequency is greatest. Since the M( OOO) factor is about 2.5'2.8 in
the vicinity of Ehe antipode according to ESSA/ITS predictions, normal

hop modes at 15.27O Wlz will- not be able Eo propagate to this region.

l,Ioreover, guided ra)i's propagating to the antipode will not encounter tilts
of sufficient magnitude within half a hop length of this poinE to deflect
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Long[tud:Lnal ti,Lts along grea't-ci.rcle paths from Tangter

to Lta antipode coinputed frotn the F2 Layer cv"Lticql frequency

uario-t;ions shoun (dcrLued from ESSA/ITS pz'edLctions ) .

An operal;ing frequencu of 15.270 MHa and a rau incidenee

atzgLe of B0o Vtaue been assumed. Ihe critical frequencg data

corr.esponds to June L969.

(a)

(b)

(e)

(d)

(e)

(I)
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them back to the ground. Hence it seems that any energy reaching the

antipode ruill arrj-ve by paths skirting the regions of 1ow crltical
freguencl', so that normal- hop propagation may be maintained. Such paths

rsill be strbject to a larger degree of D region absorption resulting in low

signal strengEhs.

This situation does not change appreciably until 1"800 UT when, under

the influence of ionospheric sunrise near the antipode, critical frequencies

over the last segment of the ray paths begin to rise, causing a positive

tilt here (fig. 8.Bc). This trend continues until the magnitude of the

tilt reaches a maximum value at. 2000 UT, when iE is positioned about 2O0O ktn

(l-8 degrees) from the antipode. It is at this time that the large si-gnal

strength enhancement observed is also maxinum, and it.s commencement coincides

approximately with the appearance of rhe tilt, when the rays which have

been propagating in a guided mode induced by the negative tilt near the

transmitter begin to be deflected back to the earth into normal hop nodes.

The increase is more marked at Invercargill probably because of its greater

distance from the antipode, since Ehere are fewer paths skirting regions of

low critical frequency able to propagate to this point before tilt-initiaEed
modes comtrence. Soon after this enhancement, slgnal strength at both

stat.ions begins to decrease agaln because of D region absorption over the

latter portions of the propagation paths, now in the sunlit hemlsphere.

Corresponding longitudinal tilts and critical frequencies for the

(local) afternoon transmission period are shown in fig. 8.9. Unlike the

uorning period, it appears that normal hop mode propagation will always be

possible near the antipode. For the flrst three or four hours, critical
frequencies are high near transmitter and anti-pode, with a mid-path region

over which duct propagation will probably occur: Positive and negative

tllts capable of initiating and terminating this mode are seen to exi.st.

Critical frequencies at the antipode begin to fall- narkedl-y around O50O UT'

but until OSOO UT are still increasing towarrls the antipode over the last

portion of the propagation paths. It seeus likely that, had the trans-

mission Der-iod been extended to 1OOO UT a sudden decrease in signal strength



Fig. 8.9.

tongituitlrza'L ti..Lts aLong great-circle paths frorn Tangier
'bo its antipode for June L969 cornputed fxom the F2 Layer

crLtieal frequencg uariations shoun (deriued from ESSA/ITSA

pz,e&ietions). An operating fz,equency of L5.270 MHz and. a rctA

incidence angle of B0o ltaue been asswned.

(d 0200 ur.
(b) 0400 ur.
(c) 0600 UT.

(il 0800 ur.
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and associated tiltsmight be observed when anLiPodal crltical frequencies

beeame too small to allow propagation.

8.5 COMPARISON I,JIT}I RESUITS 0F OTIIBR I'I0RKERS.

The most complete experimental results concerning temporal variations

of signal sErengLh at antipodal distances that have been published to date

are those of Gerson et al. (1969), who employed continuous transmissions and

\dere thus able to obt,ain corirplete diurnal curves. Because of their

relacively 1ow Eransmission power, however, their results are plotted on

a "percenLage recepEion" basis, and, as this will be a function of local

nolse, are not directJ-y comparable with those presented here. Their

transmitters !,/ere located at Perth (Australia) and radiated 5 kl{ onni-

directional signals on 5.050 IIHz, 15.905 MIIz and 30.005 MHz, wlth receivers in

Bermuda, Silent periods were mairrtained every half hour to enable noise

to be measured. Their results may be sunmarised as follo\^ts:-

(1) Reception of the 5 and 3O MHz signals was restricLed to 2 peri-ods per

day, near sunrise and sunset, while the 16 MHz sigrial was frequently

received continuouslY.

(2) Certaln <liurnal slrnilarl-ties existed ln a1t nosttrs for the L6 MHz signal:

30 - 70 m|nutes before ground sunrise at the receiver, a "pre-sunrise

minimumrr was observed, with a peak (usually the diurnal maximum)

occurring several hours afEerward. A deerease connenced in the early

afternoorr, followed by a rise near sunseL, with a maximum 2 - 4 hours

af terward.
(3) The greatest range in SUNRISE variation occurred 1n the months

September to February, and that in SUNSET variation from llarch to

June. Some similarities in fine structure appeared to exist.
(4) ltre average monthly reception percentage at 16 MIz was minimum (about

3O%) in August - Septernber, and maximum (about 657") Ln December -
January.
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(5) Antipodal signal strengths lrere found to be considerably in excess

of those provided by the standard MU!' prediction procedures.

(6) Signals roere also monitored at Rome, N.Y., and Washington, D.C.

both about 1700 km frou the antipode. For the great majority of the

time, reeeption periods were much shorter'at both sites.
The post-sunrise maximum of the 16 MHz signal may probably be

identified with the onset of tilt-initiated modes sinilar to those

discussed i-n section 8.5. The sunset maximunr appears to be analogous

to that often observed on the Ardmore signals (bur not always at other

stations), and is to be expected from absorption considerations, since

at this time the most favoured ray-path is almost coupletel-y in the dark

hemisphere.

The explanation of rheir 5 and 3O MHz results, which are significartly
different, appears to the present author to be as fol-lows: The 5 MIIz

signals, which will penetrate the ionosphere 1ess, and so be less affecred

by ti1ts, will propagate predominantly by norntal hop modes. Reception

will be possible only at the most-favoured times (around sunrise and

sunseL) beeause of the rnuch higher attenuation suffered in the daylight
hemisphere - approximately ten times (in dB) per hop that of the 16 MHz

signals. 30 MHz signals would rarely be able to proPagate by normal hop

modes because of critical frequency lirnitations, and reeeption would be

possible only when suitable tilts were present to lnitiate guided modes.

Again, the most. suitable tlmes for these to occur are near sunrise and

sunset. It would be instructive to exarnine the position and magnitude

of the 30 WIz tilts experienced on Perth - Berrouda paths as in secE,ion

8.4, but this has as yet riot been atEempted.

They were able to, gather little data on the relative signal strengths

at near-antipodal sites, and, on the whole, merely showed that antipodal

reception is urarkedly superior to that at a sj-te 1700 km distant.
The airborne experiment of Pipp and WebsLer (L964), outlined in section

1.2 produced results which appear Eo be only of limited value. Their data

were collected over different periods on different days and combined to

give a composite picture of spatial signal variation. Since day-to-day
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variations appear, from the results presented in chapters 7 and B, to be

quite large, and since computed antipodal po\der contours change markedly

over a period of two hours, their assumption that the shape of the anLipodal

enhancement area remains essencially constant is itrcorrect. The Press-nt

author is satisfied that a correct picture can only be gained by making

simrrltir4eqlq signal-strength observat.ions aE separated stations, and

averaging, preferably over a month to reduce the effect of random ionospheric

fluctuations.

8.6 CONCLUSIONS.

Critical frequency and tilt variations along mosE favoured Paths are

quite differenr during morning and afternoon transrnission periods. The

approximate time of commencement of the mornirrg signal enhancement corresponds

to the time at which ionosphere - ionosphere guided modes propagating in the

dark hemisphere are likely to be reconverted ro normal hop modes near the

antipode. No such effect is observed in the afternoon, and it appears thaE

normal hop propagation is always possible near the antiPode. It seeus

likely that this morning anomaly would be less marked at 1l-.79O 1ff.2, since

earth - ionosphere propagation would then be possible through most of the

dark hernisphere. Unfortunately no data could be recorded to check this

hypothesls.

The effect of longitudinal filting initiating gulded nodes has not

been included in the computer predietion model, largely because of the

lack of a suitable criterion for deternining exactly where' and how larget

tilts must be to open antipodal propagation paths, and what proportion of

radiated energy in Ehis azimuthal direction propagates along this path'

since such factors are known to be criticall-y dependent on transmitted

elevation angle (Grossi and Langworthy, L966). A detailed raytrace' as

used by the above authors, would seem to make the model too cumbersome and

time-consuming.
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CHAPTER NINE.

INCOMING ANGULAR POIiER DISTRTBUTION NEAR THE ANTIPODE.

9.1 INTP.ODUCTION.

Previous antipodal propagation experimerlts have been largely oriented

towards determining the variation of signal strength as a function of the

receiving statlon co-ordinaies (Gerson et al-. Lg62, Whale L963c, Pipp and

I{ebster 1964) or diurnally ar the antipode (Gerson et al. 1969). No

direct measurements appear to have been made of the instantaneous incomlng

bearing spread of antipodal signals, although Gersonrs later paper above

presents some measurements of the direction of arrival. The width of the

incorning po\,rer spectrum is of interest because it is direcEly related, in
Ehe propagation model outlined in Chapter seven, to the scattering, absorption

and ray deviation experienced along different propagatjon paths. Chapter

ni.ne describes an attempt to make such measurements using phase-difference

correlation techniques, and the interpretat.ion of the results obtained.

9,?. MEAN INCO}IING BEARING FLUCTUATIONS.

As predicted by Wha1e (f955), mean azimuths of arrival are highly

variable, and were shown by Gerson et al-. (1969) to display a regular

diurnal cloekwise shift, revealing the sola.r domination of propagation paths.

Gerson et al. made measurements using a three-element horizontally polarised

yagi antenna rotating once per mlnute, i.e. the angular power sPectrum !,tas

effectively sampled using a broad-beamed device, making fine sEructure

impossible to detect. Because of this slow sampling time, short-perj-od

changes (with which this chapter is mainly concerned) were removed. Signal.s

aluost invariably arrived fron "preferred sectors" centred approximately on

the bearing of the antipode of the sub-solar polnt. These sectors broadened

appreciably aE sunrise and sunset, corresponding to the periods of enhanced

signal strength they also measured at these times.
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During the afternoon transmissions monitored for this thesis it was

not normally possible to deduce mean incoming bearings from rotating

interferometer records (the results shown in fig. 7.5 are one excePtion) '
because of the scattered, and often asynunetric, PaCterns obLained even rviEh

long time-constant filtering. The cause of this will be discussed further

in section 9.10. Some measurements that have been made' however, during

the morning transmissions, Eeem to confirm that the incoming bearing spread

has been restricted by the po\ler polar diagrarn of the transmitting antennas

used (see table 8.1)

9.3 INCOI,IING ANGUL^A,R POWER SPECTRI]M PREDICTIONS.

Having obtained values for ray-path atEenuation and sideways anLiPodal

deviation over al1 contributing propagation paths, as outlined in section

7.1-0, the incoming angular Polter specErum rnay be slmply computed at any

'near-antipodal site.
Elementary considerations indicate that in the absence of any

azimuthal ti1ts, the width of Ehis distribution will be maximum at the

antipode. In the simple case of equal- attenuation over all paths, and an

omnidirectl"onal transmitting antenna, the disCribution here will be uniform,

while at a poinr distant r radians from the antipode it will be of the form

P(r,o) * e:!P [-br2sin2(c - o6) J

which has its maximum aL cr = do i.e. the bearing of the Eransmitter'

In any pracEical- case hor.rever, absorption and azimuthal tilts must be con-

sidered, and a simple analytic solution is not possible. Using the

co-ordinafe system of fig, 6.3, at a point having polar co-ordlnates r'0
with respect to the antipode, the incident power from an azinuthal
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= po(c).exp [-b{On * r.sin ,10 - o)}2]

Ll2a 
"2

incoming power at the centre of the ray lateral
distribution, corrected for path attenuation,
sideways displacement of ray-path from the anEipode.

P (r,a)

where

0n=

Assuming an omnidirectional transmitting antenna, typical computed

incoming angular power spectra assuming an omnidirect,ional transmitting
antenna for Ardmore, Quartz Hill and Invercargill are shown in fig. 9.1

for June L969 at 1600 UT. Each curve has been normalised so that the

maxinum occurs at 0 dB. Parameters used were A = 6000r f = 15.27O t'ttlz

with 1O hops (average) over all paths. Ionosphere - ionosphere modes

were assumed where the F, critical frequeney was too low to permit normal

hop modes. An auroral zone introducing a transmission loss of 25 dB,

having a radius of 2500 km centred on the geouagnetic pole was used, and

this is responsible for introducing the sharp discontinuity at 2250.

Fig. 9.2 shows the effect of introducing a gaussian transmitting antenna

power polar diagram of beamwidth 22o with a maxlmum ar an azimuth of 44o

(see table 8.1) This is seen to curtail the incoming spectra considerably,

and make the effecE of the auroral zone unimporfant.

Average incoming bearings obtained from interferometer charts

for June L969 are shown in fig. 9.3. Recognisable patterns occurred for
about 757" of the time when a O.5 sec. filtering tirne constant was used.

The great circle incoming bearings of the 33o and 44o transmitter beams

are shorm, together with the bearing of the subsolar nadir point, and

the predicted azimuth of maximum incoming polrer computed from the model

b

Po (u)
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using the antenna characteristics specified above. The rneasured and

predicted results are in good agreement. Fig. 9,2 shows that the

inconing angular power spectra should become narrower as the distance from

the antipode increases, but unfortunately there are no interferometers at

Quartz Hill and Invercargill to l.nvestigate. this effect, which should cause

less fringe-edge scatEering to be observed at the uore distant stations.
Records taken during local morning r.rere alvrays less scattered tha.n those

recorded the same aftqrnoon and evening. These resulEs seertr to confj.rm

the general conclusion noted elsewhere that as expected, the "backwardtr

radiation characceristics of the-se anfennas are less directional than the
ttforwardtt ones. Interferometer reeords obtained intermittently for other

months, although not analysed in deLail, support these observations.

The patterns were too scatEered to a1low accurate estimates of incoming

elevation angle to be rnade, but irnply that these are low, between

approximately Oo and 10o. Interferometer pattern analysis methods h'ere noE

pursued at length, however, since it was felt to be of more interest to

attempt the deliniation of the "fine slrucrure" of the power spectrum by

other means.

9.4 P}IASE-DIFI'ERENCE I'TEASURE}MNTS OF THE INCOI{ING ANGULAR POI'IER SPECTRI]M

In chaptex 4 Lt was shown that the spatial autocorrelation function on

the ground nay be expre.ssed in terms of a complex quantlty z = R f jX,

and that this is related Eo the Fourier transform of the incoming angular

porder spectrum. Since R and X may be determtned by phase difference measure-

ments at spaced antennasr'as described in section 4.4, an obvious method of
attack is to evaluate R and X on Lhe ground simultaneously at as many points

as possible, and transform this two-dimensional matrix of values back into
a po!'rer spectrum. TIre sirnptest par:ameter Eo measure is Z, where Z2 = R2 + X2

sinee this may be obtained directly from the shape of the phase-difference

distributions.
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9.5 THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTION OF Z ON THB GROIJND.

The propagation model outlined in chapter 7 may be used as described
ln section 9.3 to obtain a compuLed incoming azimuEhal power distribution
that is a function of ti.me, frequency, absorption, tilting and possible
auroral parameters. rf ineoming elevation angles and the degree of
vertical power spreading may be specified for each element in this
distribution, the two-dimen"sional ray ensenble rnay be approximated by
slices, as shown in seetion-4.6. R, x and z can then be calculated
nunerically. Since the fine structure of the Z distribution on the ground
is of j.nterest, values were computed at a 2L by 2L array of points ce4tred
on a supposed "central'ant,enna, wirh which al-l phases are compared.

contours of constanc z were then computed by hyperboll-c-paraboloid
interpolation and plotted.

A typical predicted incoming azimuthal poner di-stribution obtained for
0400 ur, June 1969, on 15.27o \IHz, wirh A = 60oo is shown in fig. 9.4. The

effect of a 25OA km radius auroral attenuating zone is shown dotted.
Z cont,ours computed from Ehis are shown in fig. 9.5. A constant incoming

elevation angle of 12o and an elevation spread of 10 have been assumed.

The effect of introducing the sharply bounded auroral zone is shown in
Fig. 9.6. The complexity of the contours increases uarkedly, since a sharp
discontinuity is thereby introduced into the incoming angular polrer distribu-
tion at the bearing angle which grazes rhe zone. Z does not deerease
monotonically in any direction, and large oscillations may occur in less
than a wavelength. If either of these patterns is typical of those encountex-
ed in practice it is immedj-acely obvious that sufficient detail to define
them adequately eannot be obtained from the 9 spot values given by the 1O

antenna spaced array discussed in section 4.3. A1so, since the array
spacing ls 2.33 wavelengths at 15,27OW12, the nost highly fluctuaring and

most correlated portion of the pattern is inside the area defined by the
3 closest antennas.

Early in this work, several determinations of correlatj-on rirere, however,
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atgemp6ed using this array, and ellipses of conscanl- Z fitted through the

9 points as outlined in sectlon 4.3. The results of one such measurement

are shown in fig.9.7. Owing to the probable rapid fluctuations of Z

spatially in the ground plane, this is a rather artificial procedure, as

only a small change in the true Z PatEern is necessary to give large

changes of Z at the 9 definlng positions: Hence large changes in the

size and orientaLion of Z ellipses might be expected to occur. It was

frequently found that ellipses obtairred aE iirnes less than an hour apart

often bore no resemblance to one anotlrer, and also beeause of local minima,

as predicted by figr 9.5, that the correlation betr,reen distant antenna

pairs was sometimes higher than that between closer pairs. In such cases

the ellipses may become hyperbolae, J.eading to a physieally unaccePtable

interpretatj-on of the situation. For these reasous, experimeutal work

using this array was discontinued, ancl an alternative approach, which showed

promise of being able to extract urore information from the correlation
pattern was ccnsi.dered, using the roLating interferometer.

9.6 DIGITAL PHASE-CORRELATION }TEASUREMENTS USING THE INTBRFEROMETER.

As discussed in section 4.3, Lt is correct to evaluate Z using this
instrument in its normal rnode only when the filtering time-;onstant is small

compared with the time-constant of the incoming phase-diffcrence distribution
time-autoeorrelation funcEion, since otherwise the shape of the phase-

dl-fference probability distribution wil-l be narrowed, and an artificiall-y
high value correlation deduced. Tlris requires time constants of (typically)
less than 0.1 sec. and patterns then invariably become too scattered Eo

identify fringes when antipodal signals are recorded. Neither l-s it an

efficient statistical instrument for Ehe type of measuremenEs required

here, since it merely indicates, instantaneously, trhether the phase

difference ls in the half plane defined by the first and forrrth quadrants

or not.
By connecting the two interferometer antennas into the fast-sampliug

digital phase-meter however, the acEual phase difference may be measured
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to within 50 or. a continuous basis as the arm rotates. l.larker pulses a, e

produced photoelectrically every degree of rnechanical rotation of the boom,

and Ehese cau be used to trigger the phase-neter and associated tape-punch

to read aird record 9 values of phase difference (i.e. what would be one

array scrn if used with the original 1O antennas). Thls takes a total
time of 170 nS, during which the boom rotates, at its slowest speed, through

an angle of 0.4o. This corresponds, at a frequency of 15 MIlz, Eo a maximum

electrical pirase change of 4.70 for a single incoming ray at glancing

incidence propagating perpendicular to the boon (the worst case.) This

phase change is less than the resolutlon of the instrumenL, and hence these

9 measurements may effectively bc assumed to refer t.o Ehe same point
spatially. 360 phase-difference histograms, each eontaining 9 values, are

thus recorded for every boom rotaLion, and if the correlation pattern un the

ground is assumed to be statistically stationary, corresponding histograns
from consecutive rotations may be combined. The amount of data obtained

in this way is limited primari-ly by the time over which propagation conditions
remain constant. If an upper l-imit of 15 minuEes is assumed for this, a

rnaximum of 6 rotations can be recorded for analysis, producing 360 histograms

each containing 54 points.

9.7 . ANALYSIS OF THE PHASE DIFFBRENCE DATA.

q-

number of histograms to be processed is 1arge,

used for extracting Z values. Brarnley (f951)

cos lOl

where 16l = nean deviation, deflned by

fi
= zl +.P (o) .do

0

Since the

procedure was

a simplified
shows that

(e.1)

lol (e.z)
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where p(4) is the phase difference distribution centred around 0*"*

This is a less satisfactory method than l-east-mean-squares comparison

of histograms r.rith a series of theoretical Bramley distributions, (the

method conrmonly used for the data from the 1O antenna array), since it wil-1

be more affected by values in the "tailst' of the distribution, where

contribuEions from spurious values caused by interference or noise impulses

(which may be reasonably assumed to be unifornrly distribured) ' will be

greatest. It is easier to implemeng however, and more importantly'

deereases computation time by an order of rnagnitude. Z values derived in

this mannel: are rarely found to differ by more than 1O% frour those obtained

by curve frlting, and t-his accuracy appears accePtable when it is remenbered

that the assumpEion of statistical stationarity is l-ess va1id, and probably

introduces more error, over the 15 minutes or so required to obtaln the data

than over the 3 minutes norurally used for the 1O antenna aTtay.

The 360 values of mean phase-difference obtained from each histogram

may be "sequenced" by adding or subtracLing appropriate multiPles of 2rr

to obtain a continuous trend. This represents the average phase difference

between antennas as a function of boom rotation. To check the validity of

this procedure, a 15 minute record from Radio AusLralia on 17.870 MHz on

August 19, L969 at OllO UT was processed as above. Individual distribution

means were sequenced and their values adjusted so that the mean value of

all sarnptes was zero. The first 18Oo of the resulting ploE of mean value

against aspect angle is shown in fig.9,8a, and the mean trend i-s seen to

be closely sinusoidal. When the antenna aspect angle is equal to the

lncoming bearing of the signal, the mean adjusted phase difference will be

zero. This is seen to occur aL B5o (in this case the reciprocal bearing).

A similar plot of the adjusted means obtained frorn 4 rotationsr recording

of the signal fron V.O.A., Tangier at O33O UT, June 26, 1969 on 15 '27O Wlz

is shown in fig. 9.8b. The poinEs are more scattered, but a clear trend

1s still evident. If a sinusoid is fitted to this, and we assume that
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the mean incoming bearing is defined by the zero-crossing point as before,

a value of 12Bo is obtained, wlrich agrees well with a bearing of 1340

to the antipode of the sub-solar point.
The phase-difference histograms may be processed in a variety of ways.

The nost obvious is to calculate Z values frou the 360 individual histograms,

and compare the variation obtained with that predic.ted by the model power

spectrum. ilhen this is done horvever, resultant values are always very

scatEereC anci show no pronounced trends, and little tendency to repeat
after 1800. This ls due to the following factors.
(a) there are only 27 to 54 values (for 3 to 6 rotations respectively) in
each histogram, compared with over 5O0 obtained in 3 mi-nut.es with the

lo-antenna array. llence the sLandard error wil.l be large: For Low z

values, calculations indicate that the standard error in Z is approximately
(Boys, 1968)

6:-=#

where N = number of points in each hl-stogram.

Hence for N -- 54r dZ =O.9, which is unacceptably large
(b) It is doubtful that the correlatlon disrribution being sanpled remains

statistically staEionary. There may be slow fine-structure fluctuaciorrs
due to changes in absorption on different propagation paths.

Probably(although the frequency spectrum of the fluctuation rate Ls

unknown) both of these objections eould be overcome by increasing the data

collection rate by an order of rnagnitude, but Lhis is limited in the present

system by the maximum speed of the tape punch (approx. I10 characters/second).
The histograms may be conbined, however, to..decrease the standard error, if
it ls assumed that correlation changes are relatively slow - i.e. that
adjacent histograms arise from statistically similar processes. In
particular, if an average Z is computed from 5 cornbined adjacent histograns,
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definite trends do aPPe-ar. The expression used was

= cosf il6tllav lrlr s )

where the 6 are 5 consecutive mean deviations.'i
llisrogram values may not be simply added, since the mean value will change

appreciably (up to 23o) in 50 of mechanical rotatiotl. The result'ant Z

values will be "smoothed averages" over 5 data sets, and the standard error

will be recluced to about 0.11 . Such values obtained for the V.O.A., Tangier

record dj-scussed above are shown in fig . 9,9a as dots joined by solid lines.

The variaticn predicted by the model (assuming A = 6O00, with 25OO km, 20 dB

auroral absorbing zones) is shown by the doLted line. This repeats after

1800 since ttre Same correlaEion pattern on the ground is ttren sanpled with

antenna posili.ons interchanged, thus reversing the mean phase difference for

a particular value of Z.

The experimental values show some tendency to rePeaL, but this is not

very pronounced, probably indlcating that Ehe correlation Pattern has changed

appreciably between consecutive half rotations. There is, however' some

similarity beEween theoretical and observed flrretuations for the first half

of the patLern, except that the theoretical values are smaller' Model

parameters were varied in an attempt to obtain a better fit to the data.

The effect of removilg Ehe auroral attenuating zone completely, for exaatple,

is shown in fig. 9.9b. Again overall values are too small. Fig. 9.10

shows the effect of doubling the absorption constant (in dB per hop)

calculated from Rawerrs formula, and inereasing A to l-BrOO0 (i.e. decreasing

the the average scattering at, each encounter). This effectively narrows

Lhe incoming azimuthal power distribution, and increases the Z variation.

The fit ls probably improved, indicating that for this record, ionospheric

absorpEion may have been greater than normal. This iS not, howevert

confirmed by the slgnal strengEh recorded at Ardmore on this day, whlch
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closely followe<l the monthly average (see fig. 9.11).

The results of another experimental run on Ehe same frequency, on

June lB, Lg6g, is shown in fig . 9.L2. Data collection extended frour O45O

to 0525 UT, and comprised 1O rotations. The. average Z value is lower, and

again trends appear to be present, but there is litEle siuilarity with the

previous reeord, or tendency to cyclic repetition. The "best fit" values

predicted by the model are shown as the dotted line. Again A = l8'O0O'

with the absorption constant double thar given by Rawerrs formula. The fi$

however, is still not good. The stationarity of the data was then checked

by cornputing Z values using rotations I to 3, and 4 to 6. These are shown

in fig. 9.13, and are seen to bear llttle resemblance to eactr other or to

that predictecl fron all 1O rotations. The signal strength recorded at

Ardmore on this day is shown in fig. 9.11.

A more irregular record in which no cyclic trends may be discerned

at all, is shown in fig . 9,L4, recorded on August 19, L969 from O245 to

O3O5 UT (6 rorations). As before, the besr fit with values predicted

from the mcdel was.oblained using A = IB,OOO aud a Per hop absorpticn double

(in dB) that predicted from Rawerrs enpirical expresslon. These figures

were found to give better fits generalJ-y, and are used for all computed

theoretical curves in subsequent plots.
By contrast, the record shown in fig. 9.f5 was obtained during the

morning transmission, August 22, L969, from 213O to 2150 UT, and comprises

6 rotations. The station sounded partlcularly "clean" while it
was recorded, and a cyclic trend is clearly evident in the data. The

variatlon predicted from the model(computed using the same parameters as

above) is shown dottedn and is seen to fit one set of peaks quite well'
It does not, however, predict the secondary peaks. If fig. 9.1-5 may be

interpreted as a valid result, the implication is that the incoming azimuthal

power distribution is more irregular ln this case than the model predictst

since the experimental pattern requires (at least) 2 scattered components of

cornparable powers arriving fron differenE directions, while the predicted

Z vari-alLon, having only one maximum Per half rotation may only be produced
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by a power spectrum having a single major azimuthal maximum. Alternatively,
it might be theorized that Ehis variation could be produced by a "single
peaked" azimuthal distribution which suddenly jumped in bearing by about

9Oo. Consideration of propagation conditions, however, implies this latter
condition to be unlikely.

Since the field strength records have been found to vary in some cases

quite considerably from day to day, it is likely that the above results are

not truly represer"rtative, agd that monthly averages of correlation curves

obtained as above might compare better with the model predictions.
InvesEigations of this type, however, were precluded because of the

inordinate amount of data processing and analysis ti.me this would involve
(each tape of phase-difference data require-s about 30 minutes compucer

time to process, plus another I 'to 2 hours lf theoretical por^rer spectra are

deduced and used to compute comparison records). Instead, attention was

eoncentrated on other techniques, which, lt was felt, night yield better
results from the relatively fer.r records obtained, and provide a basis for
a nore rigorous investigation at some later time.

9.8 MORE COMPLICATED ANALYSIS METHODS.

Frou equation 9.2 Lt is seen that Lhe value of lSl "Utained from

individual histograms will be a relatively sensitive function of the mean

value of phase-difference assumed, especially for high values of Z. If the

estimate of the mean calculated from a single histograrn has a large error
associated with it, this will contribute to the relatively J-arge scattering
of points l-n the experimental- pJ.ots. Boys (196B) observed, while obtaining
histograrns of phase differenee from closer stations, that individual phase

difference values tended to junp from regior"r to region within the histograra

with an average time between jumps df the order of a few tenths of a seeond

to a second, and that unl-ess 20 - 50 values were taken consecutively, a false
mean was often obtained. This effect could sometimes be inferred from the

oscilloscope monitoring the instantaneous phase val-ues for antipodal signals,
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although it was less obvious because of lower correlation between antennas
in this case. Since the mean values of adjacent histograurs may reasonably
be expect-ed co follow a smooth trend, it was concluded that better estimates
night be obEained using a curve-fitting procedure, i.e. by assuruing that
each individual histogram mean is partially eorrelated with those on eirirer
side of it.

One method tried was t.o calculate and sequence individual histograrn
means as descl:ibed previously, "fold" the second half of the variation
back on the first ha1f, and calculaLe'fcorrected esEimates" as Ehe average
of two corresponding values. The "mean vaLuett variation thus obtained is
assumed to repeat cyclically. The result of applying this proced.ure to
the data used in fig. 9.14 is shown in fig. 9.16a, but there is no obvious
enhancemenE of any cyclic trends that uright be present. The variation of
corrected mean values may be further smoothed by digital filtering to
remove higher frequency components as described for example by Blackrnan and

Tukey (1958), and this was done using a variery of merhods. Fig. 9.16b
shows the result of applying double rrHanringtr smoothing (i.e. a L-4-4-L
weighing of adjacent points) to the means used in calculating fig. 9.16a, then
uslng the resul-ting smoothed means to recompute tihe Z variatj.on. The

amplltude wavelength spectrum filtering function resulting from this smooth-
ing operation is

F(I) = ftt*cos(nl"/r)J

where tr.= cut-off wavelength = 20 fox point.s spaced at Lo intervals.
Thls is high-cut filtering with 3 dB attenuation at a wavel-ength = 7.7o.
Again ther6 is no lmprovement - in fact the variation is, if anything, more

irregular. This may iuply that the lrregular variations in the histogram
ueans trend are genuine, since attempts to suppress them seem to l-ead to
further degradation of results.
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Another method trled involved performing a Fourier analysis of the

sequenced variation of the means obtained, using up to lO harmonics, and

predicting histogram means froru the resrrlting Fourier series. This again

resulEs in a smoother ef fective means varj.ation. Hor^rever Z variations
predicted from these lilere still not di.scernably more cyc.lic; and attempts to

provide better estimates of the means were abandoned.

9.9 CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING .nuIi CORRELATION FLUCTUATIONS .

An aEEempt has been made to examine the fine structure of widely spread

incoming angul,ar pov/er spectra using phase difference methods, and comparing

measured fluctuations of Z with those predicted from a model of the prop-
agation process. It appears that a large array of sampling ancennas is
necessary to adequately define the correlation pattern, and in the absence of
this fhe rotating interferometer was used io estimate values on the cJ.rcum-

ference of a fixed circle. Ten antennas are quite inadequate to resolve
the fine structure resul-ting from antipedal propagation.

Of the dozen or so records taken, of which the 4 presented above were

the best, none give particularly satisfying fits tcr the model predictions.
This is not, surprising in view of the simplified assumptions made concerning

scattering, absorption etc. There does, however, appear to be some

correlation which uright be improved if monthly averages were taken. Best

fits to experimentally obtained correlation variations were usually obtained
by assuming scattering factors about 3 times as large, and absorption
constants twice as large, as those which have been found to produee the

best correlation between predicEed and observed signal strength records.
ExperimentaL Z values did not show the expected cyclic form to any marked

extent, nor tl:e oecasional predicted very 1ow values (less than 0.1). The

data does not appear to be statistically stationary hrhen consecutive sets

of 3 rotations are considered, although the larger errors involved with
the smaller number of data samples used make judgeruent difficult. It is
thought that this is a result of the fluctuating narure of the correlation
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pattern, and the slow trends it undoubEedly contaj-ns. This pattern
fluctuation seems to be cousiderably rnore marked than that observed with
closer stations - e.g. V.O.A. transmissions from North America (Bannister,

L97O). A major disadvarrtage of the system used was the rel-atively long

period (2O - 3O minutes) over which daia musc be collected to reduce errors
to a statistically acceptable level, since it is doubtful if propagation
conditions are essentially invariant over this period. fiuture experiments

shoul-d, therefore, be designed to reduce this time by about an order of
magnitude.

9. 10 PREDICTION OF INTERFEROMETER PATTERNS.

Rotating interferometer records obtained with tlme const.ants sma1l

enough to pass all frequency components in the fluctuatj-ng phase-difference
signal are almost always so scattered when antipodal stations are monitored

that the fringe patterns are unrecognisable. This also occursn of course,
when the signal to noise rat,io: is low, buE this is not the case here, since
B.B.C. transmlssions that may be 20 dB weaker produce clean patterns at the

same time. In addition, if the filtering time-constant is increased to
4.5 sec. the less scattered pattern then obtained is usually recognisable,

but is frequently asymaetric, whj-ch cannot be explained using the siurple

theory of Whale and Bannister (1966) f.or example, where only two-dimensional

gaussianl-y distributed po\{er spectra are considered. It will now be shown

that pattern asyrimetry is a direct consequence of an asymmetric incomi.ng

power spectrum.

Before doing so, it is helpful to review Ehe factors which deEermine

interferometer patterns. For a parLi-cul-ar antenna orientation, the

measured phase dLfference between the incoming signals fluctuates in a

manner related to the shape and nature of the lncoming power spectrum.

Over many rotations (saurplings), the expected value of rhe phase-difference

distribution, and its width, determine the pen-marking probability, defined

as the probability of measuring a phase difference between t ;. If no

specular component is present, both of these quantities may be obtained
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uslng the re,eo!.ts of, Branley (f951). These are cLosely analog'ous to

relatloeships obtai-ned ftom the theory of rar'rdon uolse, and are based upon

the f:sXtrowing assuuptions:

(1) Ineomlng power speetra nay be repre$enteril by Ehe surnmation sf a J'atge

numbet of, rays of the sarne frequeney'and eonsten:t amplitudes arrivf,ng

fron diff ereRt di.reetions.
(2) The phase of each tay varie.e rand,oruly, and independently of ,a11 othe,r-s.

(3) The frequency of phase "vartation is emal,.l eompare-d to the radio

freqge-noy"

ftre ptrase-clIf,f'erernee distri.bution is alnrays ,gi.v'en by the Branley erPreqslon

equation 4.re irrespeietive qf the shape, sy@metry ete. of the lncooi.ng

ar1gul"ar power specEruo tf the above erlterla ere satisfied.
The pattern obtaLned from a postulated J.ncon{ng q4gular Power speetfuril

@ey be syotbesized as f,,ol!.owsi 'n'o,tr each requlred aePect angJ-€ -

(1) R aod X are found by appropflate Lntegratio::r of, the lncoutng anguJ-ar

polrer spreotruo (equations 4.7, sectLon 4.6)

^.r?)(2, 22= Rt + X' Ls f:ound. This dete.rulnes the stlo,pe of the appropriate

Bramley distri,bution. (equation 4.1)

(3) Tbe ueau value of thls distri-buclon ls found, using

l,Ol E ran-l (x/R)

(4) The ;p.eu=oetki.ng protabtliley'eorresponding to ttile aspeet angle

Ls then glven b5p

l4l+'rlz
p(g,) = I p(x).dx.

lol*/z
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consider the slmplest po,esi.ble mrntl-aonponent, ineoherent incoming angular

po\iler spectrrr4, eonsisting of 2 trrftnitei.y narfo$ tay bundles ionEa{niog

power P, end ?r-, artf,ving au aaXuuth,al angles of o and ar, having equal

el.e'sation aagles 6" Note, that th{e is Rot egulvalent to postulaL{ng cwo

"speetrl,ar'''' c€npooents having a coaFLant phasre relatlonsh-lp: In tha latter
iase a 'lshar?it (but not u*ececs'arJly s-ymetrle) pattern is obtained, since

the resulaatrE pbase of the wavefleld at any poi t ls {nvari,ant. Xn any

preetical case the phases of an5rr Ewo eonponeuEs v,ary sl,owl-y and randomly,

due to dlffererit ionospheric paths end propagatlon ef,feegs. Thus rile ilust

use fhe statl"stl-cal Brarnley theory, whLch autonattcally accounts for such

flueruations. Aserme that the ioconln! po$er 1s noroalised, so P, * P, = l.
If the tns,lantaneous i,nterf,,erorneter asFeet angle is, 0, the phase-

dlfferenee lddueed ber'E-we,en the ai.4tenrias h5r each 'c.suPonent wlll be

X1 = 2nD.cos d.aos 0

xz = 2nD.cos 6.eos(0 -. or)

where $ = tneoni-ng eleri'atlon angte

D = antenna sepaxeLion i.n wavelengthc.
Then

rl2 2n

E = I I p(o,6).eoe xido.d.600

tlz
P(4,6) .sta I,do. d6;

2n

I
0.

x= I
0

whe're P (4,6)

lihen

tbn lOJ =

ls the lneomiag aagirtr-er Borrer epeqtrurE.

x
H.

Prsln(k.eos €) * PrsLn(k.,cse'[e - crl)
Pleec(k.e-os 0) * Prcos(k.cos[€ - erl) (e.3)
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Where ti - ZfiD. eos 6

Equagion (9./f) impli.es that Z is alwayS Lese thau I unless, Gl =' O, which

le to be expe,cted on pl,lysicaX. grounds, since this comeeponds to a slngle

ray-bgodle. Eence patLerns produeed f-rom such a spectrum will alwaye be

eeatte,red in Eoae degree et Ehe f ringe edges.

The crLterlon for patter.rr symnetry is that s@e aspect angle 0u rnrrst

e1ist such that
(xlR) oo,o = (x/R) 

eo+o

i.e. the: ueran fringe e.dgee will- be s]Eometrl-cally disposed about sone €rspect

a'ngle,

(a) Rhen P, = ,z = + (symuetri.e nneoudng angtilar [roltrer epee,trum)

Sub,Eti;tute 0i = e * arl7 tn (9.3). ltren

'a2 = ?r'*rru* Nrprfeos(n.cos 0-k.cosle-orl)J (g.rN)

X sin[h,c:os(e f c,1--?-)l + s]iq[k.:eorFt(.e - et/2)]
R=@

and

(9.5)

(e.6)

whielh afe. seen to be syumetrie absut e- = O. Sl.ne.e all sSr mgtrlcal

Lncomi-ng ?ow.er spectr€ may be deep8pos@d lnto a e'urinratf.on of such ey:nnetrlcal,

doubl-ets, s5r@etrical patterns wiJ-l always result,

2.2 = +[t . eoalk.cos'(€ + o11z) - k.eos1" - or/z)l]
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(b) Wtren F, - P2 * A (unsymmetrte lncontng angular power spectrum)

Equatlon 9.3 b,eeones

,i, sln(k.eos Q) + slnlk.cos,(e - *r)] + (A/Pr).sin[k,,cos(0 - E,),]r/6?\x l - tv_tt

A e's(k,eos g) * eos[k.cos(€ - or)] + (A/Pr).cos[k.eoa(6 - crt)l

rrhich :i-s noE syuittretric about any aspect aagl,e in the general case't

Sinee, agalno arly asyupet.rle inco'ining porrer sp,ectEun nay be deconpo,sed tnto

such unegual douo'trets, an asyrrunetrie interferometer pattero wi.ll alwalls

result.
trt ts i.nterestlng to note rhat (9.5) predicts that, for the €ywetliical

ca,fie, a 'leerrsible.tr patEern reeules., {mple beartng iand eleVatfon-angle

an4lysLs "qethods assume that Eh€ Wtlale-BaRnlster theory ls valid (a narrow,

s5rmetrical s,pectru,lo wlth only one lsbe), in vhich eas'e th'e expeeted value

of plrase di.fferenee nay o-e exBres.eed as

lol - k.cos €

(9.5) :s1mBlifl.ee to ;give

i+l = kr.co6 ,e - kr.eos(e - ar/2)

w.here k"t = k.cos (url2l

. I'tre fringe edgee wdLL correepond to trtlose obtaj.necl f,ro,m. a sJ.ngle-lobed

Lneouing :angul€r power distr{bqE:Losr ceRtred. arowrd an azimuthal- angle of
dr
-f , vcitt an elev4tion angle 6 r 

" lrhere
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cos 6 | = cos (crr /2) . cos 6

Tlre fine structure of the pattern wil-l be deter-nined by Z,

simpllfies to
Equation 9.6

Z = l cos (k". sin e) l

where k" = k.sin(o., /2)

and the vertical brackets in this case indicate the modulus.

Interferometer pen-marking probability patterns were synthesized frorn

typical computed incorn:ing angular porrer spectra to determine the extent of

the asyrnrnetry to be expected in practice.l cases. The procedure of section

9.5 was adopted, approxinating the computed incoming angular power sPectrum

by vertical "slices" and numerically integrating to find R and X. Spot

values lrere computed every 50 of shaft rotation (aspect angle) assuming

reasonable values of elevation angle and elevation spread (nornally 12o

and 10 - 50 r"spectively). The shape of the appropriate Braml-ey phase-

difference distribution is specifield by Z, and this was inEegrated over the

appropriate liruits (see the beginning of this section) by either B or 15

point gaussian quadrature formulae depending on the sharpness of the

distribution (for Z less than O.B, B points are adequate). A typical
synthesized interferometer pattern is shown in fig,9.L7a, fox L5.27O

Mtiz, 0400 UT, Iune 1969. A = 6OO0, 1O hops (average) I^/ere assumed, and

the effect of a 2500 kn radlus auroral zor.e atEenuating 20 dB was included.

The pen-marking probability varies between 0.35 and O.75. Experience has

shown that such a pattern would be hard to distinguish from a conpletely
ttgr.ytt pattern by eye. Furthermore, it would be statistically unreasonable
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to artempt to deliniate it by averaging say lO rotatj-ons, since this gives

resolution only at 0.1 intervals. Even if resolution e/as possible, it is
not amenable to analysis by the standard techniques (described by hlhar-e

and Bannister) sinee it ls marltedly unsyurnetric, and yields quite diffei:ent
values of ground wavelength, and hence elevation angle, depending on which

fringes are used. About all- that might be deduced is a "mean" incoming

bearing angle from the approximate centre of symmet.ry and maximum marking

probability (22Oo)

-2-.I SII'ruLATION OF INCREASING TilB I'ILTERING TIME CONSTANT

Section 4.4 shows that the effect of integrating the phase-difference
signal is to decrease the standard deviation of the probabitity distributionn
which tends to become gaussi-an for J-arge time constants. The ehange in
standard deviation for a given time-constant is a function of the shape of

the tiine autocorrelat.ion function of phase-difference. Correlation times

have been found to vary approximately between a tenth and one second, and

change diurnally in a seemingly random fashion (Bannj-ster 1970). Since the

correl.ation time associated with a given propagation path will be a function
of the mean velocity and sizes of scattering irregularities encountered

along lt, the presence or absence of sporadic E, path proxinity to auroral
regions etc., it is unlikely that this will be the sarne for all- paths.
Hence phase fluctuations of energy arriving fron different directions wiII
be affected differently by a change in time constant, and ideally eaeh

path should be considered separately and all combined to produce an overall
distribution. Since i.ndividual path data is not known this cannot be done,

and it is unlikely that any simple operation on the "zero time-constanEr

pattein will correctly reproduce what happens in practice. However, if it
is assumed that as a first approximatlon the nett effect will be similar to
that caused by decreasing the incoming azimuthal distribution width, Ehis

may be simulated by increasing A (thus decreasing the spectral cont,ribution
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of rays which are deviated away from the receiving site), and/or the

absorption suffered per hop (effectively causing fewer propagaEion patlrs

to contribute),
If the incoming angular power spectrum used to produce the pattern in

f.ig.9.Ila is recomputed with A increased to 1B,0OO to roughly simulaEe a

longer time-constant, the pattern changes to fig.9.I7b, which is still
unsymmetrieal, but would be visually recognisable as a definite pattern.

If, in addition, the absorption constant used to calculate path attenuation
is quadrupled, to further limit the spectrum, fig.9.f8 is obtained. This

pattern is still unsymnetrical, but would enable an approximaEe incoming

bearing angle to be determined, since one frlnge is noticeably wider than the

others. The elevation angle deduced, however, would still be indeterminate.
These are precisely the effecEs noted experimentally: As Ehe fiJ-tering

time-constant is increased, a pattern, which is usually only roughly
syurmetrical, appears. Just as often however, the pattern is completely

meaningless, i.ndicaEing that the above analysis is inapplicable.
An actual pattern is shown in fig, 9.L9, for L5.27O Mllz, May, L969.

Averages of 2 consecutive sets of 1O rotations commencirrg at 02OO UT each

of 23 minutes duration are shown. The flltering time-constant vtas 4.5

seconds. These reeords rvere obtained using a digital sampl-ing sysLem

which interrogates the pen state every degree of rotation and punches/

non-punches a ehannel of paper tape accordingly. This apparatus became

available only in the closing stages of work for this thesis, being the

work of M.J. Pownall as part of an Engineering )Iasterts degree. In theory,

lnterferometer analysis is sirnplified, since the tedious data processing

operations may be performed by eomputer. The pattern has been truncated

from the bottom by offsetting the zero control on the phase-sensitive

detector. (For scatte:ed patterns the charts then becone visually easier

to examlne). For conveni.ence in diagram presentation, each poinE is the

average of 3 conseeutive probability samples, to the nearest integer.
Centres of symmetry, obtained by associated computer programs (written by

M,J. Pownall) are marked. However, consecutive half-rotations, especially
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in the second pattern, are not very similar, and the analysis progran logic
failed couipletely in its attenpt to evaluate elevation angles using the

simple theory. Four 24 hour tapes were recorded and analysed on this
frequency, using filtering time-conscants ranging from 0.05 sec. Small

tiine-constant patterns were meaningl-ess, except for some occasions i'round

7 - I a.m. which enabled bearings to be computed which agreed fairly well
with those predicted from a knowledge of antenna polar diagrams. Long

time-constant patterns (of which those irr fig.9.L9 are the best) usually
showed rough synmetry, with'bearings which frequently varied by,rp to 9Oo

in 2O rninutes, especially at loca1 (receiver) afternoon tines. Results

were so variable in fine.structur:e that aEtempts to correlate then rvith
predicted patterns were abandoned, especially since the predicted paEterns

themselves, for long time-constants, rdere arrived aL by questionable

methods.

9.L2 CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING INIERFEROMETER PATTERNS.

It is doubtful whether In'terferometer patterns obtained from antipodal
stations yield much information except that antipodal incoming angular
power spectra are markedly less'stable and rnore widely spread than those

from closer stations. The patterns thensr:,.lves are sometimes capable of

sensible interpretation, but more often are i11-defined and asymmetric, even

with J-ong time-constant filtering. The use of the instrument in conjunction

with the scanning digital- phase-meter yelds more informaEion, but stil1 not

enough to dellniate the variation of the generalised auto-correlation function
on the ground sufficiently well to enable an estimate of the fine-struccure
of the incoming po\rer spectrum to be made. Future experiments of this type

should be oriented towards obtaining phase-difference distributions uslng a
large array of spaced antennas sampled, if possible, simultaneously, and at
a faster rate than was possibLe ln this experiment.
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CONCLUSIONS.

A procedure thaE enables the dislribution of power near: the antlpode

of a HF f-ransmitter to be calculated, and in whictr the effecLs of critical
frequency flucruations, D region and arrroral absorpLion, scattering and

seasonal factors rnay be included in a realistic manner, has been developed.

The effect of including transverse ionospheric tj-lts, not considered by

previous workers, has been shor.rn to distort the symmetry of the foeussing

pattern and displace the maximum several hundred kl.lometres from the

geometric antipode in sorne cases, Ilxperimental measuremetlts on 11.790 l"fHz

appear to confirm that this displacement exists, and that slgnal strengths

observed at several near-antipodal- sites are consistent rltith the predictions

of the model, provided that a rather 1-arger value of the mean scaLtering

parameter (A) than has been assumed in the past is used. Observations of

the scattering experienced over a one-hop path from Radlo Australia show

that this higher value is quite realistic. Measurements made on L5.270 N'Mz

indicat,e that in addition, ducted or ionosphere-ionosphere mode propagation

may occur at the higher frequencies. Consideration of the critical
frequency variations experienced along the most-favoured propagation paihs

confirm that longitudinal tilts exist aE suitable noints to initiate aod

terminate such modes.

An attempt was made to determine the shape of the incouring angular

por^rer distribution by phase-difference rnethods uslng spaced or rotating
antennas. It appears from the results obtained that this shape is highly

variable for antipodal signals and could not be satisfactorily resolved

wlth the equipmenc available. Agreement between theory and experiment.

was only noderate. H,owever the investigation also showed that the method

is feasible, and would be well worth pursuing if a denser antenna array

which couLd be sampled more ftequently was available.
Conceptual-ly" l-t would be very easy to extend the propagation urodel-

outlined {n ehapter 7 ro j-ncl-ude the effects of loca1 ionospheric anomalies,

variations in ground constants, terrestrial scattering Parameters etc. '
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but thi.s has not lret been done betause of the Laek of data. speej,f,yi.ug Ehem
I

on e Slobal gc,aJ-e,

Great dlfficulty was, expetiepeed {n obtalning re!.iable el5pdrinerrtal

d*Ga b,ecausle of interfetence and ,ohanges ln the trdngrofsslqn se-h,ed-trX-.-es sf,

the V.O.A. statton monltored, and mueh of the data recorded wasd:lsearded
after v.arious validity Eests. ,0susiderabLe eoeflilanee ls ptraced ln the
roaioirtg d'ata holuever,, whioh sreeale to the duthon to prov{de a no.re dccuEaf€
picture of the s,pattal v4Etrat{on of oesr-sntlpodal slgnaL strengths than

. llas appeare-d ts dele in the lfterature.
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BrantF OorNqittee and by a g111111111111111T4Dt ffo,ln the Gold€n KLwl, Re-eearc_h GoUrnlttee t,

Ttre alrbohe fleld-streagth rnonitori-ng unirt was Lnstalled Ln the Calibratioa
Fll-ght af,:ereft b-y pe,rrtrisjsioa clf, rhe New EeaLanrd. Departnent of Clvl.L
Avlatlon (.now lvliniotry of Trars,port). Ttre ,eo-operatLon of the staff, 'dnd.

a-{rcretr of, the oal-ibratlon Fl"ight is gratef,urltrr acknow,Ledged.

f,h,e enoourag.€ment of Dr:, H,A, Wtla-l€, ri,'ho guggested thl-s tople an.d

sUper{rlsed the thesis, !ilas greatly appreciated.
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THE

APPD,NDIX

AIRBORNE FIELD-STRENGTH I4ONITORING UNIT.

A1.1 GENBRAL DESCRIPTION.

The unit was designed to be completely self-contained, and to be

slightly smaller than a Collins 860-E-2 airborne distance measuring unit.

It is firLed inro a Collins 349D-38 shockmount installed in the D.C.3.

alreraft. Overall climensions arc 24" x 5" x 7.5tt. Fourteen Ever-ready

nickel-cadmirrm R-11 ce1ls with a capacity of 11 ampere-hours connected in

series provide a nomina.l l-7.5 volts for po;uering the unit - sufficient for

about 5 dayfs continuous operation from an initial fully-charged state.

The unit automatically swiEches off when a "battery fully discharged"

condition (bartery voltage 15.4 volts) is sensed. Recharging occur-s at

a constant rate of I anp whenevel the aircraft generators are running until

a t'battery fully charged" condition is sensed (baEtery voltage 19.6 vol-ts)

when the charging current drops to 50 nA, If the batteries are in a

discharged condition the unit is triggered on whenever the aircraft generators

srart, although manual "start" and t'stop" sr'ritches are accessible f ronr the

front of the unit for time-setting purposes. The operating frequency may

be varied between about B and L6 \frlz with a long-term maximum drift of 40 Hz.

A Rustrak recorder with a regulated D.C. motor driving the chart at 1" per

hour is mounLed on the front of the unit, enabling the chart to be changed

monthly without removing the chassis from the shockmount. The antenna is a

3 foot base-loaded whip mounted on the upper rear section

fuselage, connecting to the input of the recei-ver through

cabl-e.

Cireuit dlagrams with brief descriptions are given in the next section.

Complete operating and servieing informaEion is contained in a seperate

report held at the University of Auckland Radio Research Centre.

of

an

the aircraft
80 ohrn co-axial
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41. 2 BRrgr .C_qCUIT pESCRTPTTONS .

The unit is basically a double-conversion superhetrodyne transisEorized
receiver with provision for recording Ehc A.G.C. voltage, r'{rich is arranged

to bear an almost exactly logarithmic relationship to the input signal
voltage. Tlre receiver bandwidth is 300 Hz and the recordirrg dynamic range

is about 70 dB, with a recording time-constant of 0.5 sec.

Fig. A1.1 shows the R.F. stage, utilising a CA 3028 integrated circuit,
and the two mi.xer stages with seperate erystal-controlled oscillators.
The operating frequency is varied by changing the first crystal.

Fig. AI.Zc shows the three ldentical stages of the 50 kHz I.F. strip,
and fig. A1.2b the dual detector circuits'for the recorder and audio monitor-
ing eircuits. The audio amplifier, which may be activated only by a front
panel push-button (to conserve battery power) is a standard push-pull stage

with driver., and is not shown.

Fig. 41.2a shows the battery charging regulator connecting the aircraft
generator line to the battery stack. The potentiometer adJusts the
t'battery fully-charged" volLage, and the 40208 diode prevents reverse

conduction occuring rvhen the generators are not running.
The upper portion of fig. Al.3 shows the power supply voltage regulator

which holds the voltage drivlng the pen-recorder raotor and electronics to

within t 5O mV of 72 vol-ts D.C. over a eomplete battery charge-discharge

cycle. This is necessary Co ensure calibration accuracy and constanl- Dotor

speed. The lower portion of chis diagram shows the regenerative t'turn-off"

circultry which forces Etre 2N3525 S.C.R. into a non-conducting condition
whenever the battery stack voltage drops to the "dischargedil value, disabling
the recorder and electronics. The choke is included so that any fast
transients appearing at the anode of the S.C.R. due to short-circuits etc.
will have tbe same effect. The "stop" switch may be used t.o initiate this
condition manually. The upper switch starts the unit by rnomentarily

applying a positive poLenEial to the S.C.R. gate, forcing it into its
conducting rnode.
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